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ABSTRACT
A liquid thread of radius R will break up into drops if the axial wavelength of the
surface perturbation L > 2πR. If L < 2πR, the thread is stable and will remain intact. This is
Rayleigh‟s stability criterion based on a continuum model. We use molecular dynamics to
simulate the evolution of Lennard-Jones liquid threads with equilibrium radius R = 2.3-6.6,
where R has been non-dimensionalized by the distance at which the Lennard-Jones potential
equals zero. We find that if R is fixed, the wavelength L is bounded by Lmin and Lmax. For L ≥
Lmax the thread always breaks up and stays as drops, and for L ≤ Lmin the thread remains intact.
However, for Lmin < L < Lmax, the thread oscillates continuously among several shapes. The
appearance of various shapes can be explained by the energy fluctuation of the system.
We also simulate the evolution of Lennard-Jones nanowires with equilibrium radius R
= 1.57, 2.58, 3.59, and 4.60 by molecular dynamics. The wires are evolved at temperatures
slightly below the melting temperatures, which are found by computing the bond-length
fluctuation. Rayleigh‟s criterion is obeyed with the critical wavelength slightly smaller than
2πR.
We then introduce a marker-particle method for the computation of three-dimensional
solid surface morphologies evolving by surface diffusion. We demonstrate the method by
computing the evolution of perturbed cylindrical wires on a substrate. Furthermore, when the
marker particles are redistributed periodically to maintain even spacing, the method can
follow breakup of the wire.
Modeling equilibrium crystal shapes is necessary to numerically study the stability
and evolution of crystals. We model the surface stiffness of crystals instead of surface energy.
vi

And a facet is represented by Dirac delta function. Our approach is demonstrated by
modeling two-dimensional axially symmetric crystals and three-dimensional axisymmetric
crystals.
We finally perform a linear stability analysis of three-dimensional finite axisymmetric
wires with anisotropic surface energy. We arrive at an eigenvalue problem with the
eigenvaule representing the growth rate of a perturbation. We find that wires are stable with
length-to-radius ratio greater than 2π, which is in contrast to previous theoretical predictions.

vii

CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

The instability of liquid jet was first studied by Lord Rayleigh [1]. He found that an
inviscid liquid jet is unstable and will break up into drops, if the axial wavelength of the
surface perturbation is greater than the jet circumference, otherwise, the jet is stable and
remains intact.
The breakup of liquid nano-threads has been used in many engineering and
production areas, such as fuel injection, spraying and coating, and jet-printing. A lot of
experiments and numerical analyses have been performed to understand the liquid thread
breakup and the formation of satellite drops [2-7]. As the scale of the threads is reduced for
the use in micro- or nano- structures, Molecular Dynamic simulation becomes a dominant
and economic method to study the evolution of threads [8-10]. In Chapter 2, we use
molecular dynamics to simulate the evolution of Lennard-Jones liquid threads at a
dimensionless temperature 0.7 with equilibrium radius R = 2.3-6.6, where R has been
non-dimensionalized by the distance at which the Lennard-Jones potential equals zero.
Solid wires are also subject to Rayleigh‟s instability. Capillarity-driven morphological
instabilities and evolution of solid nanowires [11-14] are important in many branches of
material science and engineering, such as electronic material processing and crack healing in
ceramics. For a microelectronic or optoelectronic device to function properly, the structural
integrity of the thin films must be maintained. [15-18] This requirement becomes more
stringent as the component size of integrated circuits decreases. People have investigated the
mechanical, thermal, optical, and electrical properties of wires in low dimensional physics
and applications in nano-technology [19-25]. We study Rayleigh‟s instability of
1

Lennard-Jones nanowires using molecular dynamics in Chapter 3.
Metallic and semiconductor nanowires play a major role in nanoelectronics and
optoelectronics[26]. After annealing between 400 and 600 ºC or after irradiation by ion
beams, fragmentation is observed for Cu, Au, Ag, and Pt nanowires of diameters 10-130 nm,
which were pre-grown in such a way their major axis is parallel to the substrate [27-30]. The
mechanism of fragmentation is suggestive of a Rayleigh‟s instability. To successfully
implement nanowire devices, it is necessary to fully understand the stability of supported
nanowires. We introduce a marker-particle method to compute the evolution of a solid
cylindrical wire by surface diffusion on a substrate in Chapter 4.
Many fields of physics, chemistry, and metallurgy encounter the need of a better
understanding of the structure of crystals for various kinds of heat treatment, such as sintering
and thermal emission. It has long been recognized that the shapes of growing crystal and the
structure of heated surface are in most cases determined by a competition among the rates of
various mechanisms of mass transport, such as condensation, diffusion, and chemical reaction
rates. Therefore, a complete understanding of the surface structure is very important.
The structures of single crystals have been studies for over 100 years. At equilibrium
state, the surface energy of the system stays at the lowest level. Thus, the equilibrium shape
of crystals at low temperatures is characterized by the presence of facets, and facets are
connected by both sharp and smooth edges [31]. Facets appear in many physical processes,
such as crystal growth, solidification, and grain growth during annealing. [32-34] To
understand the effect of facets in such processes, it is important to model facets in a single
crystal accurately.
2

A surface energy polar plot of equilibrium crystals contains two possible singularities:
the cusps that give facets on an equilibrium crystal, and the circular arcs connecting the cusps
that can lead to missing orientations. The common approach of specifying the surface energy
usually cannot handle both singularities simultaneously. We propose to apply the Dirac delta
function to represent a facet. The model for two-dimensional axially symmetric crystals is
presented in Chapter 5 and three-dimensional axisymmetric crystals in Chapter 6.
Evolutions of finite wires or cavities by surface diffusion have been studied [35-36].
With isotropic surface energy, for a cylindrical wire with hemispherical ends, if the length L
to diameter D ratio is below 7.2, it will form one spheroid. When the ratio L/D is above 7.2,
the wire will form two or more spheroid. With analytic results of a three-dimensional crystal
in Chapter 6, we study the stability of a finite axisymmetric wire with anisotropic surface
energy in Chapter 7.

3

CHAPTER 2. BREAKUP OF LIQUID NANO-THREADS SIMULATED BY
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
2.1. Introduction
A liquid thread is unstable and will break up into drops to minimize the surface energy.
The linear stability of a liquid jet was first studied by Lord Rayleigh [1]. He found that a
circular cylindrical liquid jet of radius R is unstable to axisymmetric perturbations if the
axial wavelength L > 2R. If L < 2R, the thread is stable. The thread should remain
cylindrical with uniform circular cross sections because the surface area of the unduloid with
the same volume and periodic length is larger than that of the circular cylinder.[37-38]

This

surface energy barrier prevents the thread from reaching the other lower energy equilibrium
state, namely, a spherical drop with the same periodic volume [37]. The energy barrier is
removed when L ≥ 2R, and the thread can break up.
A liquid thread will ultimately break up because long-wave perturbations are always
present. Just before breakup, liquid is collected into large bulbs that are connected by thin
liquid filaments [7, 39-40]. The shape of the filaments depends on the ratio between the
observation scale lobs, which is the limit of optical detection or a few nanometers for nano jets
and the intrinsic material-dependent length scale l μ  μ 2 ρ l ν , which is determined by the
viscosity µ, the liquid density ρ l , and the fluid surface tension ν[41-42]. For lobs >> lµ, the
shape of the pinch point approaches that of a cone connected to a spherical cap, whereas for
lobs < lµ, the filaments look like thin threads [7, 41]. The filaments pinch off at the two ends to
form satellite droplets. Sometimes, the pinch-off of a filament at one end is faster than that at
the other end, and the filament is pulled into the attached bulb. The pinch-off is self similar as
4

the neck thickness approaches zero and is decoupled from other length scales in the problem
[43].
Rayleigh‟s instability of liquid nano-threads has been studied using molecular
dynamics. Koplik [8] simulated the breaking evolution of a liquid cylinder, but he did not
give any quantitative analysis of the relationship between the radius of the nano-thread and
the perturbation wavelength. Kawano [10] compared his simulation results of rupture of a
Lennard-Jones liquid thread with the viscous and inviscid fluid instability theories, but he
only considered the wavenumber and rupture time. Recently, Min and Wong [44] performed a
systematic investigation of the breakup perturbation wavelength and the thread radius. They
assumed that the radius of the nano-thread is the same as the initial equilibrium radius, and
did not measure the radius after the simulation started.
In this work, we calculate the radius of the threads by the Gibbs method after the
liquid and vapor have reached phase equilibrium. We carry out all simulations at the
dimensionless temperature T = 0.7, which is above the melting temperature of the thickest
thread. We found two critical lengths Lmax and Lmin of the thread. For the thread with length L
≥ Lmax, it always breaks up into drops and stays as drops. For L ≤ Lmin, the thread is always
intact. Within the region Lmin < L < Lmax, the thread oscillates among different configurations,
including drops, a serpentine, an unduloid, and a cylinder. The simulation method is outlined
in Section 2.2, and the system is characterized in Section 2.3. The results are presented in
Section 2.4. We discuss the implications in Section 2.5 and conclude this work in Section 2.6.
2.2. Simulation Method
2.2.1. Molecular Dynamics
5

The thermodynamics of the Lennard-Jones fluid have been thoroughly studied [45-46].
Two atoms separated by distance r* have potential energy

 12  6


*  4      ,
r *  r *  



(2.2.1)

where  stands for the well depth of the potential curve, and  is the distance at which the


potential equals zero. For the rest of the Chapter, length and time are made dimensionless by
 and  m/ , respectively, where m is the mass of an atom. The force between two atoms
can be calculated using the first derivative of the potential in (2.2.1). This force is zero at a
dimensionless distance r = S, where
S = 21/6 ,

(2.2.2)

which is the equilibrium separation between two solid atoms [46]. Given N identical atoms in
a box, their subsequent motion is calculated by integrating Newton‟s equation using the
velocity-Verlet algorithm [46-47], which has a discretization error of O (t 2 ) , where t is
the time step. We use t = 0.001 in this study. We impose a spherical cutoff distance of r =



5S to save computational time. Each atom experiences forces from all other atoms within the

cutoff distance. This cutoff distance is sufficiently large so that there is no need for truncation
correction.[48] The kinetic energy of N atoms is related to the temperature by [46]

T

N
1
 Vi2 ,
3(N  1) i=1

(2.2.3)

where velocity Vi and temperature T have been non-dimensionalized by

/m and /kB,


respectively (kB is Boltzmann‟s constant). The velocities are re-scaled every 10 time steps to


maintain a temperature T = 0.7, which is above the triple point temperature (T = 0.69) of the
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Lennard-Jones atoms [45]. At this temperature, the atoms in the system separate into liquid
and vapor phases with most of them in the liquid phase. This way of maintaining the
temperature is commonly used in the literature and does not affect the conclusions of this
work [46].

2.2.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions
The thread starts as solid so that we can study its melting temperature. Therefore,
atoms are arranged initially on a crystal lattice (fcc) as depicted in Fig. 2.1. The axis of the
thread is in the z [111] direction. A layer of atoms in a cross-sectional (x, y) plane is arranged
into a hexagon. Two closest neighbor atoms in the same layer are separated by the
equilibrium distance S. The next layer of atoms is shifted as shown in Fig. 2.1. The x-position
is translated by distance S/2, the y-position by

3S 6 , and the z-position by dz  2 3 S ,

which is the distance between adjacent layers in the axial direction. The third layer is shifted
in the same fashion, except that the translation in the x-direction is reversed. The atoms on
the fourth layer will have the same (x, y) coordinates as those on the first layer. This
arrangement of atoms is repeated along the z-axis. In this way, two closest atoms between
two adjacent layers are always a distance S apart, and any four nearest atoms will form a
tetrahedral [44]. To speed up the evolution of the system, we also add some atoms in the
vapor domain to give the proper equilibrium vapor number density. The initial velocity
components of atoms are assigned randomly between -1 and 1. After the velocities are set, we
shift them by a constant vector so that the total translational momentum of the system is zero.
After the simulation starts, we scale the resulting velocities to adjust the temperature to T =
0.7 each 10 time steps. Since in nature the temperature of the system may fluctuate slightly
7

from point to point, this kind of temperature variation is reasonable. The translational
momentum of the system is shifted to zero every 10 time units. As a result, the maximum
translational momentum is of order 10-13. In the x-y domain, we shift the center of mass of
the system to the center of the simulation domain every time step. Thus, the threads evolve in
the center of the domain.
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Figure 2.1. Initial positions of atoms in three adjacent layers of a wire with radius R0 = 2S.
The dimensionless distance between any two closest atoms is S = 2 1/6. The solid circles
represent the first layer, the open circles the second, and the triangles the third.

Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the (x, y, z) directions [47]. For a thread
with initial radius R0 = KS, (K = 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) and length L, the simulation box has
dimensions (12+2K)S  (12+2K)S  L. The two ends of the thread are located at z = -L/2 and
z = L/2. Since the crystalline structure in the z-direction is repeated every three layers, L =
M(3dz), where M is an integer. The box length L is also the wavelength of surface
perturbation owing to the periodic condition in the z-direction. (The perturbation may also
8

have wavelength L/I, where I is an integer.) Thus, we can control the wavelength of the
perturbation by varying the simulation box length.
2.3. System Characterization
2.3.1. Melting Temperature
Since we are interested in liquid threads, the melting temperature needs to be
determined for each thread size. We monitor two physical properties to infer the melting
temperature. The first is the mean square displacement of atoms:
N



  

1
D   ri t 0  t  ri t 0
N i1

2

,

(2.3.1)

where ri is the dimensionless position of the ith atom. In each simulation, t0 = 100 and t = 100.

Thus, D is not a function of time, but a function of temperature. The second is the

root-mean-square bond length fluctuation b: [49-50]

δb 

2
1

NN 1 i j rij

r

2
ij t

 rij



2 12
t

,

(2.3.2)

t

and t denotes time average, and rij is the distance between atom i and j.
A typical calculation consists of heating up a solid wire from its zero temperature
configuration until it transforms into liquid. At T = 0, the wire is equilibrated during the first
105 time steps (t0 = 100), and D and the time averages in b are calculated using the next 105
time steps (= 100 time units). The temperature is then increased by 0.02 and the procedure is
repeated. In this way, D and b are found as functions of temperature. We also calculate D and
b starting from T = 1.2 and decrease T by 0.02. These two different ways of marching in
temperature give the same results in D and b, indicating that the equilibrium time t0 = 100 is
sufficient .
9

We simulate threads with initial radius R0 = S, 2S, 3S, 4S, and 5S, and with length L =
9dz. The values of D and b are the averages of one hundred different initial velocity
distribuations, which lead to smoother curves compared with those shown in Min & Wong
[44]. Results of D and b are plotted in Fig. 2.2. Fig. 2.2(a) shows that D increases slowly
with T when T is small, but the rate rises suddenly at a particular T. Since D is proportional to
the diffusion coefficient, the change in slope represents a jump in the activation energy for
diffusion. Because atoms diffuse much easier in liquid than in solid, the jump therefore
indicates melting. Fig. 2.2(b) shows that b increases with T in general. When b < 0.1, the
thread is still solid, and at b = 0.1, the thread starts to melt (Lindemann‟s criterion) [49-51].
When b reaches approximate 0.3 and becomes uniform, the thread has melted completely.
The temperature that b first rises from 0.1 is the melting temperature. The results of D and b
are independent of L, as shown by Min & Wong [44].
Since the triple-point temperature of bulk Lennard-Jones atoms is 0.69[45], and based
on the results in Fig. 2.2, we carry out all simulations at T = 0.7.

2.3.2. Radius of the Liquid Thread
The Gibbs method of locating the liquid-vapor interface assumes that the liquid and
vapor densities are constant and extend all the way to the interface, which is a surface with
zero thickness. The location of the interface is then determined by imposing mass
conservation.
The liquid and vapor number densities of equilibrium threads are calculated by
averaging number densities in the liquid and vapor regions, respectively. We choose L = 6dz
for the thread with R0 = S and L = 9dz for the threads with R0 = 2S, 3S, 4S, and 5S. We also
10

add 36 vapor atoms to the system with R0 = S, 54 vapor atoms to the systems with R 0 = 2S,
3S, and 4S, and 144 vapor atoms to the system with R0 = 5S at time t = 0. The thread is
allowed to reach equilibrium in time t = 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, and 12000 for R0 = S, 2S,
3S, 4S, and 5S, respectively. Since the center of mass is shifted to the center of the simulation
domain every time step, we take the center of the domain as the center of the thread. The x-y
plane is divided into 50 equally spaced concentric circles. The number density in each
annulus is calculated and averaged over 10 7 time steps. Fig. 2.3 shows the number density ρ
as a function of the distance r from the center of the simulation domain for different initial
thread radius R0. For each thread, the number density stays constant near the center and
decreases away from the center. The liquid number density  f is calculated by averaging ρ in
the region r ≤ 0.5, 1, 2, 3, and 4 for R0 = S, 2S, 3S, 4S, and 5S, respectively. The vapor
number density  g is calculated by averaging ρ in 10 annuluses farthest away from the
center of the domain. The results are shown in Table 2.1. As the initial radius R 0 increases, ρf
increases and ρg decreases, and both seem to approach constant eventually at large values of
R. The observed trend for ρf can be explained by the variation of the thread shape, as
explained in detail in Discussion. The decreasing values of ρ g as R increases can be explained
by the capillary pressure. The capillary pressure inside the thread is inversely proportional to
R0. This pressure can be large when R0 is small and forces more atoms into the vapor at
equilibrium. From the literature, the bulk equilibrium ρ f = 0.843 and ρg = 0.00131[52]. Our
simulated ρf for large R0 is close to the bulk value, but ρg is much higher. We suspect that the
difference in ρg is caused by the small size of the vapor domain. The vapor domain is much
smaller than the mean-free-path of vapor atoms. Hence, a vapor atom is more likely to bump
11

into a liquid thread than into another vapor atom. Thus, our simulated vapor is not in the
proper vapor state. We have tried to repeat the simulations with larger vapor domains and
found that ρg decreases. However, the simulations take longer to reach equilibrium. Since ρg
<< ρf, the vapor has negligible effects on the liquid thread, and we therefore consider the
vapor domain size acceptable.

Figure 2.2. (a) Mean-square-displacement D and (b) root-mean-square bond length
fluctuation b versus temperature for threads with radius R0 = S, 2S, 3S, 4S, and 5S, and for
thread length L = 9dz. When b < 0.1, the thread is solid. When b ≈ 0.3 and becomes uniform,
the thread is liquid.
12

Figure 2.3. Average number density ρ verse distance r from the center of the thread for
threads with initial radius R0 = S, 2S, 3S, 4S, and 5S. The simulation box length is L = 6dz
for R0 = S and L = 9dz for R0 = 2S, 3S, 4S, and 5S.

After  f and  g are calculated, the radius R of the thread is found by imposing
mass conservation. The total number of atoms N in the simulation domain is known and is
equal to the number of liquid and vapor atoms: N   f R 2 L   g (V  R 2 L) , where V is the
volume of the simulation domain. Thus, the radius of the thread is


 N   gV 

R


 L(  f   g ) 


1

2

.

(2.3.3)

The values are also shown in Table 2.1.
2.4. Simulation Results
We simulate the evolution of liquid threads with initial radius R 0 = S, 2S, 3S, 4S, and
5S at temperature T = 0.7. Since at t = 0 the atoms are arranged on a crystal lattice that
repeats in the z-direction every 3dz, the axial length L is a multiple of 3dz. Based on the
13

calculated vapor number density, atoms are added in the vapor domain to speed up the system
in reaching equilibrium.

Table 2.1. Liquid and vapor number densities and thread radius for initial radius R0 = S, 2S,
3S, 4S, and 5S at T = 0.7. The simulation box length is L = 6dz for R0 = S and L = 9dz for R0
= 2S, 3S, 4S, and 5S.

Liquid number

Vapor number

density (  f )

density (  g )

Radius from
Gibbs method (R)

1S

0.8065

0.005677

2.254

2S

0.8392

0.004284

3.142

3S

0.8458

0.003636

4.144

4S

0.8470

0.003291

5.192

Initial Radius
(R0)

2.4.1. Threads with Initial Radius R0 = S
The thread with length L = 12dz breaks up into drops around 50 time units as shown
in Fig. 2.4. Breakup is also observed for L = 15dz.
The thread with L = 9dz oscillates continuously among a uniform cylinder, drops, an
unduloid and a sinusoid as shown in Fig. 2.5 even after t = 50000. The thread stays at one
state for about 2 time units and then evolves to other states. To keep the thread as drops and
not other shapes, we use the threads with L = 9dz and decrease R by removing vapor atoms.
We start with N = 117 atoms and remove one vapor atom every 50 time units until N is
reduced by 6 and then hold the system for observation. The atom that is removed is farthest
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from other atoms in the system. As N is reduced, the drop state appears more often. When N
= 75, the system stays as drops. However, the drops may disperse occasionally into a
vapor-like state and back as shown in Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.4. Snapshots of a thread with radius R 0 = S and periodic length L = 12dz = 11.00.
The temperature is T = 0.7. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.

Figure 2.5. Snapshots of a thread with radius R 0 = S, atoms N = 117, and periodic length L =
9dz = 8.25 showing (a) drops, (b) an unduloid, (c) a cylinder, and (d) a sinusoid. The
temperature is T = 0.7. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing. Figures
(d-1) and (d-2) present the same thread but (d-2) is viewed by rotating 90ºto show that the
thread is not helical.
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Figure 2.6. Snapshots of a thread with radius R0 = S, atoms N = 75, and periodic length L =
9dz = 8.25. The thread breaks up into drops and evolves between (a) a vapor-like state and (b)
drops.

To find a thread always stays connected, we evolve the thread with L = 6dz. The
thread oscillates among a cylinder, an unduloid and a sinusoid even after 50000 time units.
Thus, we choose the thread with L = 6dz to calculate the vapor and liquid number densities
for R0 = S.
We also study the thread with L = 9dz and increase R until the thread stays connected
and never breaks up. We start with N = 117 and add one vapor atom every 50 time units until
N is increased by 6. The system is then held for observation. When N = 135, the thread
evolves among a uniform cylinder, an unduloid and a sinusoid without drops.
Since when L reaches the critical value, N is changed from the initial system about
10%, we assume the liquid and vapor number densities of the system with critical length the
same as the corresponding initial system. This assumption is verified by R0 = S and 2S. When
the thread breaks up and stays as drops, we shorten the thread to L = 6dz for R0 = S and L =
9dz for R0 = 2S and then calculate the radius of the thread following the procedures in
Section 2.3.2. We also get a radius directly from Eq. (2.3.3), where  f and  g are the
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corresponding liquid and vapor number densities of the initial system. After comparison, we
found the two radii are very close. Thus, the radius of a thread with a critical wavelength can
be determined by Eq. (2.3.3).

2.4.2. Threads with Initial Radius R0 = 2S
The thread with length L = 18dz breaks up into drops around 90 time units as shown
in Fig. 2.7. Breakup is also observed for L = 21dz.
The thread with L = 15dz does not break up even after 50000 time units. Its shape
oscillates continuously among connected drops, an unduloid, a cylinder and a sinusoid as
shown in Fig. 2.8. The thread stays at one state for about 8 time units and then evolves to
other states. To force the thread to become disconnected, we decrease R by removing one
vapor atom every 50 time units following the same procedure as R 0 = S. The thread initially
has N = 375. When N is reduced to 370, the thread breaks up into drops and stays as drops.

Figure 2.7. Snapshots of a thread with radius R0 = 2S and periodic length L = 18dz = 16.50.
The temperature is T = 0.7. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.
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Figure 2.8. Snapshots of a thread with radius R0 = 2S, atoms N = 375, and periodic length L =
15dz = 13.75 showing (a) connected drops, (b) an unduloid, (c) a cylinder, and (d) a sinusoid.
The temperature is T = 0.7. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.
Figures (d-1) and (d-2) present the same thread but (d-2) is viewed by rotating 90ºto show
that the thread is not helical.

2.4.3. Threads with Initial Radius R0 = 3S
The thread breaks up into drops for L ≥ 24dz. Fig. 2.9 shows snapshots of the thread
with L = 24dz. The thread breaks up around 16200 time units.
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The thread with L = 21dz does not break up even after 30000 time units. Its shape
oscillates continuously among a uniform cylinder, an unduloid and a sinusoid. The vapor
atom farthest from other atoms is then removed once every 50 time units. When the total
atom number N is reduced by about 1%, atom removal is stopped and the system is evolved
for 50000 time units. Initially, the system has N = 903. When N = 802, the thread can also
become connected drops, as shown in Fig. 2.10. The thread stays at one state for about 24
time units before evolving to other states. When N is reduced to 791, the thread breaks up
into drops and stays as drops.

Figure 2.9. Snapshots of a thread with radius R0 = 3S and periodic length L = 24dz = 22.00.
The temperature is T = 0.7. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.
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Figure 2.10. Snapshots of a thread with radius R0 = 3S, atoms N = 802, and periodic length L
= 21dz = 19.25 showing (a) connected drops, (b) an unduloid, (c) a cylinder, and (d) a
sinusoid. The temperature is T = 0.7. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help
viewing. Figures (d-1) and (d-2) present the same thread but (d-2) is viewed by rotating 90ºto
show that the thread is not helical.
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2.4.4. Threads with Initial Radius R0 = 4S
The thread with L = 33dz breaks up into drops around 1290 time units as shown in Fig.
2.11. Breakup is also observed for L > 33dz.

Figure 2.11. Snapshots of a thread with radius R0 = 4S and periodic length L = 33dz = 30.24.
The temperature is T = 0.7. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.

For the thread with L = 30dz, it does not break up after 50000 time units. The shape
oscillation is observed among a uniform cylinder, an unduloid, and a sinusoid. We decrease N
by 25 following the same procedure as before. The system initially has N = 2010. When N =
1935, the thread can also become connected drops, as shown in Fig. 2.12. The thread stays at
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Figure 2.12. Snapshots of a thread with radius R 0 = 4S, atoms N = 1935, and periodic length
L = 30dz = 27.50 showing (a) connected drops, (b) an unduloid, (c) a cylinder, and (d) a
sinusoid. The temperature is T = 0.7. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help
viewing. Figures (d-1) and (d-2) present the same thread but (d-2) is viewed by rotating 90ºto
show that the thread is not helical.
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one state for about 76 time units and then evolves to other states. When N is reduced to 1909,
the thread breaks up into drops and stays as drops. As N is decreased further, breakup is also
observed.

2.4.5. Threads with Initial Radius R0 = 5S
The thread with L = 42dz breaks up into drops around 21480 time units. Breakup is
also observed for L > 42dz. Because of the slow evolution speed, we simulate the thread with
L = 39dz till 28000 time units and find that the thread oscillates among a cylinder, an
unduloid and a sinusoid. The thread stays at one state for about 160 time units before it
evolves to other states.

2.5. Discussion
The above simulation studies indicate that there are two critical wavelengths L min and
Lmax for each nano liquid thread with constant R. For L ≤ Lmin, the thread stays intact,
whereas, for L ≥ Lmax, the thread breaks up permanently into drops. However, For Lmin < L <
Lmax, the thread can oscillate among a variety of shapes, such as drops, a uniform cylinder, an
unduloid, and a sinusoid. As R increases, Lmin approaches Lmax. The data are summarized in
Fig. 2.13. It shows that for the largest R studied, Lmin → Lmax, but Lmax is slightly less than
2πR. We have no explanation for the difference between Lmax and 2πR.
The appearance of various thread shapes can be explained by the energy fluctuation of
the system. Since surface energy dominates in nano threads, and since surface energy is the
product of surface tension and surface area, we only need to consider the surface area of
various thread shapes, assuming that the surface tension for a particular thread remains
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constant. If a uniform cylindrical thread of radius R is perturbed in the z and θ directions, the
thread surface location becomes

R  R1   cos(2z L) cos( p ) ,

(2.5.1)

where | ε | << 1 is the amplitude of the perturbation, L is the axial wavelength, and p = 0, 1,
2, … is the azimuthal mode number. Since the circular cylinder is an equilibrium state, its
surface energy is a minimum and any perturbation away from the minimum must be
quadratic. The surface area of the perturbed thread for one wavelength is found in Appendix
A as

 p 2  (2R L) 2  1) 2 
A  Ae 1 
 ,
4



(2.5.2)

where Ae = 2πRL is the surface area for the unperturbed thread. Hence, A varies as ε 2. If the
perturbation is non-axisymmetric, p ≠ 0, then A ≥ Ae if L ≤ 2πR, and A < Ae if L > 2πR.
Hence, long wave perturbations can lower the surface energy, allowing the system to move
away from the equilibrium state. These conclusions are exactly the same as those obtained by
the linear stability analysis. Here, the perturbed area will be used to infer the appearance of
different mode shapes.
The total energy E of the simulated system fluctuates with time. The total energy
consists of the kinetic and the potential energy. The kinetic energy (temperature) is rescaled
to a fixed value every 10 time steps, but the potential energy can fluctuate, which leads to the
fluctuation in the total energy. For the threads in Fig. 2.5, 2.8, 2.10, and 2.12, we calculated E
at every 10 time units for 40000 time units. The maximum and minimum values of E are
located and E is divided into 100 evenly spaced segments between the two extremes. The
number of times that E falls into a particular segment is counted and the number is then
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divided by 4000. This normalized probability ψ(E) is plotted in Fig. 2.14 for four threads.
The data are well fitted by the Gaussian distribution, which is also plotted in Fig. 2.14 as
solid curves. The best fit also gives the mean energy E m and the standard deviation σs, which
measures the range of energy fluctuation. For the threads with R 0 = S, 2S, 3S, and 4S, |σs/Em |
= 0.22, 0.060, 0.042, and 0.021, respectively. Thus, the percentage energy fluctuation in the
system decreases as R increases.

Figure 2.13. The stability of liquid threads with different radius R and axial wavelength L. All
the threads are at temperature T = 0.7. The open circles indicate that the threads stay
continuously, the solid ones mean that the threads break up, and the open square represents
that the thread is at an intermittent state. The open triangle represents Lmin and the closed ones
represent Lmax. Rayleigh‟s stability criterion is also plotted for comparison.

The percentage fluctuation of the total energy of the system should be of the same
order as the percentage fluctuation of the surface energy of the thread, since the surface
energy dominates in the system. For a particular thread, the surface energy fluctuation then
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translates into the surface area fluctuation, since the surface tension should remain constant.
For a given surface area fluctuation, A Ae in Eq. (2.5.2) is constant ( > 1), and rewrite Eq.
(2.5.2) as

2 

4 A Ae  1

p 2  2R L   1
2

.

(2.5.3)

If L ≥ 2πR, the thread is unstable and will break up into drops. Hence, we only need to focus
on L < 2πR. For this case, if L/R is fixed, then ε2 ~ [p2 + |constant|]s-1. Hence, higher
azimuthal modes will have lower amplitudes. This may explain why we only observed the
unduloid ( p = 0) and the sinusoid ( p = 1), and not higher modes. On the other hand, if L/R
and p are fixed, then ε2 ~ (A/Ae - 1). Hence, larger area fluctuations will lead to higher
perturbation amplitudes. This explains why the smaller threads have more pronounced
perturbation profiles.
We apply Gibbs method to determine to radius of threads at equilibrium. However,
the shape of the threads that we choose to calculate the radius is not always a cylinder. The
threads oscillate among an unduloid, a sinusoid, and a cylinder. As radius increases, the
thread mainly evolves between a cylinder and a sinusoid and the surface perturbation
amplitude is also decreased. The threads with R 0 = S have the largest perturbation amplitude,
which can explain the smaller liquid number density of threads compared with the bulk value.
However, the changing of shapes only affect the thickness of the interface between liquid and
vapor regions and has no effect on liquid number density ρ f for threads with R0 = 2S, 3S, 4S,
and 5S, since we choose a small region in liquid domain to calculate ρ f.
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Figure 2.14. The normalized probability ψ of finding the system within an energy band for (a)
R0 = S and L = 9dz, (b) R0 = 2S and L = 15dz, (c) R0 = 3S and L = 21dz, and (d) R0 = 4S and
L = 30dz. The data are well fitted by Gaussian function, which is plotted as solid curves. The
best fit also gives the mean energy Em and the standard deviation σs.
2.6. Conclusions
This work studies the evolution of nanometer scale Lennard-Jones liquid threads by
molecular dynamics simulations. The radii of threads at equilibrium state are found using the
Gibbs method. We found two critical lengths Lmax and Lmin for a thread with fixed radius. For
a thread with length L ≥ Lmax the thread always breaks up into drops and stays as drops, and
for L ≤ Lmin, the thread remains intact. Within the region Lmin < L < Lmax, the thread oscillates
among a series of shapes including a cylinder, drops, an unduloid, and a serpentine. As R
increases, Lmin approaches Lmax, and Lmax is slightly smaller than 2πR. The appearance of
different shapes can be explained by the energy fluctuation of the system.
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CHAPTER 3. BREAKUP OF NANOWIRES SIMULATED BY MOLECULAR
DYNAMICS
3.1. Introduction
A liquid thread is unstable and will breakup into drops to minimize the surface energy.
The linear stability of a liquid jet was first studied by Lord Rayleigh [1]. He found that a
circular cylindrical liquid jet of radius R in unstable to axisymmetric perturbation if the axial
wavelength L > 2πR. If L < 2πR, then the thread is stable.
A solid wire is also subjected to Rayleigh‟s instability because it has surface energy
and can change shape by surface diffusion [53]. Nichols and Mullins [54] analyzed the linear
stability of an infinitely long circular wire with isotropic surface energy. They found that for a
circular wire with radius R an axisymmetric perturbation with wavelength greater than 2R
will grow and a non-axisymmetric perturbation will decay. The evolution of a perturbed wire
has been simulated numerically by Coleman [55]. He followed the evolution of the wire to
the point of pinch-off. Wong et al [53] derived a self-similar solution for the wire profile near
the moment of pinch-off. They found that the self-similar profile contains a thin neck
bridging two opposing cones with half-cone angle of 45.06  . This cone angle is universal
because it is independent of materials and initial condition. Their discovery is supported by
the numerical simulation of Coleman.
The linear stability of a wire with surface energy anisotropy was first studies by Cahn
[56]. He assumed that the surface energy varies linearly in the axial direction but is isotropic
in the circumferential direction. As a result, the wire is still circular. He found that the
anisotropy can be stabilizing or destabilizing. Gurski and McFadden [57] investigated the
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linear stability of an infinitely long wire with surface energy anisotropy in both axial and
circumferential directions. Their stability analysis is based on finding the sign of the second
variation of the total surface energy. They found that the anisotropy can be stabilizing and
destabilizing relative to the isotropic case, but the wire will break up if the axial perturbation
has a specific wavelength.
Metallic and semiconductor nanowires are expect to play an important role in
nanoelectronics, optoelectronics, and biology [26, 58-62]. Nanowires have been grown via
various mechanisms, such as electron-beam irradiation [63-64], chemical vapor deposition
[65-67], and the vapor-liquid-solid mechanism [68-70]. To successfully implement nanowire
devices, various properties of nanowires have been studied, including physical, chemical,
electrical, and thermal properties [27-28, 66, 71-76]. Molares et al. studied the thermal
stability of Cu nanowires with diameter between 30 and 120 nm, which are fabricated by
electrochemical deposition of copper into pores of polymeric etched ion track membranes
[27]. They deposit nanowires on a SiO2 substrate. After annealing nanowires with different
diameter between 400 and 600 ºC, they observed different stages of breakup. At temperature
400 ºC, wires are annealled with heating rate 10 ºC /min. A wire with diameter 110 nm shows
no effects of annealing. Surface roughness grows for a wire with diameter 55 nm. Fragments
are seen at a diameter of 40 nm. For a wire with diameter less than 30 nm, fragment size
decreases towards the tip of the cone with length a few hundred nm. After annealing at 500
ºC, a wire with diameter 36 nm breaks up into cylindrical fragments with length 105 ±41 nm.
At 600 ºC, Cu nanowires with diameter 38 nm break up into chains of spheres. And the
average spacing and diameter of the spherical fragments agree well with the theoretical
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values [54], which is in accordance with Rayleigh‟s criterion. Karim et al. used the same
method as Molares‟s to grow gold nanowires, which are finally placed on a SiO2 wafer
substrate for annealing [76]. They observed Rayleigh‟s instability for Au nanowires. For a Au
wire with diameter 25 nm, it doesn‟t change the shape after annealing at 200 ºC, results in
fragmentation with varying lengths at 300 ºC, breaks into peanut-shaped, oval, and
cylindrical fragments at 400 ºC, and is finally transformed into chains of spheres at 500 ºC. A
wire with diameter 50 nm after annealing 4 h at temperature 500 ºC also breaks up into
spheres. They also perform same experiments on substrates glassy carbon and carbon coated
TEM grids. And the results are essentially similar within experimental uncertainties[76].
However, many nanowires are stable at high temperatures. Westwater et al. [68],
Hannon et al. [70], Gu et al. [69], and Park et al. [137] grow Si, Ge, and InAs nanowires of
diameters 20-180 nm via vapor-liquid-solid mechanism. The nanowires are grown at
temperatures 500-600 ºC. They are stable without fragments or breaking. The longest length
of InAs nanowires is about 5 μm. Thus, it is necessary to fully understand the Rayleigh‟s
instability of nanowires, which is crucial for the reliability of the nanowire devices.
Here, we carry out molecular dynamic simulations of Lennard-Jones nanowires at a
temperature slightly below the melting temperature. We also calculate the radius of nanowires
after the solid and vapor have reached phase equilibrium. We find that as the radius of
nanowires increases, the critical wavelength approaches Rayleigh‟s instability criterion. The
simulation method is outlined in Section 3.2 and the system is characterized in Section 3.3.
The results are presented in Section 3.4. We discuss the implications in Section 3.5 and
conclude this work in Section 3.6.
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3.2. Simulation Method
3.2.1. Molecular Dynamics
The thermodynamics of the Lennard-Jones solid is the same as that of the
Lennard-Jones liquid described in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.1. The nanowires are evolved at
temperatures silgly below the melting temperatures.

3.2.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions
The initial configuration of nanowires is described in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.2. The
initial velocity components of atoms are assigned randomly between -1 and 1. We scale the
resulting velocities to adjust the temperature to a desired value each 10 time steps. As a wire
evolves, the translational momentum is shifted to zero by adding a constant velocity to all
atoms every 100 time units, and the x-y plane rotational momentum is shifted to zero by
adding a constant velocity in the azimuthal direction every 10 time units. As a result, the
maximum translational momentum is of order 10 -13 and the maximum rotational momentum
is of order 1. In the x-y domain, we shift the center of mass of the system to the center of the
simulation domain every time step. Thus, the nanowires evolve in the center of the domain.
Periodic boundary conditions are imposed for the evolution of nanowires in the same
way as for the liquid threads described in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.2.
3.3. System Characterization
3.3.1. Melting Temperature
Since we want to study the evolution of nanowires, the melting temperature needs to
be determined for each nanowire size. The temperature at which the root-mean-square bond
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length fluctuation b = 0.1 is the melting temperature. In Fig. 2.2 (b), Tm = 0.24, 0.36, 0.46,
and 0.52 for R0 = S, 2S, 3S, and 4S, respectively. Thus, we evolve nanowires at temperatures
slightly below Tm: T = 0.22, 0.34, 0.44, and 0.5 for R0 = S, 2S, 3S, and 4S, respectively. At
these temperatures, the atoms have higher diffusion mobility. The values of Tm and T are
summarized in Table 3.1.

3.3.2. Radius of Nanowires
The Gibbs method of locating the solid-vapor interface assumes that the solid and
vapor densities are constant and extend all the way to the interface, which is a surface with
zero thickness. The location of the interface is then determined by imposing mass
conservation.
The solid and vapor number densities of equilibrium nanowires are calculated by
averaging number densities in the solid and vapor regions, respectively. We choose L = 6dz
for the nanowire with initial radius R0 = S and L = 9dz for all the other nanowires studied.
The nanowire is allowed to reach equilibrium in time t = 20000, 22000, 24000 and 26000 for
R0 = S, 2S, 3S, and 4S, respectively. Since the center of mass is shifted to the center of the
simulation domain every time step, we take the center of the domain as the center of the
nanowire. The x-y plane is divided into 100×100 sampling boxes. The number density in
each box is calculated and averaged over 107 time steps. Fig. 3.1 shows the number densities
ρ distributions in the x-y plane for nanowire with different initial radius R0. The fluctuation of
ρ near the center represents the lattice structure of solid. The number densities then decrease
away from the center of the domain. To calculate the solid and vapor number density, we
divide x-y plane into 50 equally spaced concentric circles. The averaged number density ρa in
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each annulus is calculated. Fig. 3.2 shows ρa verses the distance r from the center of the
simulation domain for different initial nanowire radius R0. The solid number density ρs is
calculated by averaging ρa in the region r ≤ 1.3, 1.6, 2.4, and 2.4 for R0 = S, 2S, 3S, and 4S,
respectively. Within the solid region, the solid number density ρs stays as a constant. The
vapor density  g is calculated by averaging ρa in 10 annuluses farthest away from the center
of the domain.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1. Number density ρ of nanowires in the x-y plane for nanowires with initial radius
R0 = S (a), 2S (b), 3S (c), and 4S (d). The simulation box length is L = 6dz for R0 = S and L
= 9dz for R0 = 2S, 3S, and 4S.
We determine the radius R of the nanowire by imposing mass conservation. The total
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number of atoms N in the simulation domain is known and is equal to the number of solid
and vapor atoms: N   sR 2 L   g (V  R 2 L) , where V is the volume of the simulation
domain. Thus, the radius of the nanowire is
1

2

 N   gV 

R
 .

L(  s   g ) 


(3.3.1)

The results are shown in Table 3.1. As the initial radius R0 increases, the solid number density
approaches a constant. However, the value is a litter larger than the bulk solid number density
0.986 [77]. This is because the nanowires we studied have strong capillarity and surface
stresses, which compress the atoms and increase the densities of the nanowires. The vapor
number density is almost zero. This is reasonable since below the melting temperature, it is
difficult for solid atoms to evaporate.

Figure 3.2. Average number density ρa versus radial distance r from the center of nanowires
for initial radius R0 = S, 2S, 3S, and 4S. The simulation box length is L = 6dz for R0 = S and
L = 9dz for R0 = 2S, 3S, and 4S.
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Table 3.1. Simulation parameters and results. The equilibrium radius is calculated by the
Gibbs method. The simulation domain length for R0 = S is L = 6dz and L = 9dz for R0 = 2S,
3S, and 4S.

Initial
Radius (R0)

Melting
Simulation
temperature Temperature
(Tm)
(T)

Solid number

Vapor number

density (  f )

density (  g )

Radius
from Gibbs
method (R)

1S

0.24

0.22

0.990

0

1.57

2S

0.36

0.34

0.995

4.77×10-7

2.58

3S

0.46

0.44

1.00

1.18×10-5

3.59

4S

0.52

0.50

1.00

7.95×10-5

4.60

3.4. Simulation Results
3.4.1. Breakup of Nanowires
Figs. 3.3-3.6 show snapshots of nanowires with initial radius R 0 = S, 2S, 3S, and 4S
and L = 9dz, 15dz, 21dz, and 30dz, respectively. The length L is expressed in terms of

dz  2 / 3S , which is the initial separation between two adjacent layers. The nanowires
break up to form drops after 40000, 11000, 6300, and 15000 time units for initial radius R 0 =
S, 2S, 3S, and 4S, respectively. The possible reason for the nanowire with initial radius R0 =
S breaking up after a longer time is because the perturbation wavelength L is only slightly
above to the critical length which leads to a slow growth rate.[54]

3.4.2. Stable Nanowires
Figs. 3.7-3.10 show snapshots of nanowires at the same temperatures as the longer
ones in Figs. 3.3-3.6. The results show that the nanowires remain intact even after more than
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double the time for breakup shown in longer wires.

Figure 3.3. Snapshots of a nanowire with radius R0 = S and periodic length L = 9dz = 8.25.
The temperature is T = 0.22. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.

Figure 3.4. Snapshots of a nanowire with radius R0 = 2S and periodic length L = 15dz =
13.75. The temperature is T = 0.34. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.
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Figure 3.5. Snapshots of a nanowire with radius R0 = 3S and periodic length L = 21dz =
19.25. The temperature is T = 0.44. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.
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Figure 3.6. Snapshots of a nanowire with radius R0 = 4S and periodic length L = 30dz =
27.50. The temperature is T = 0.5. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.
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Figure 3.7. Snapshots of a nanowire with radius R0 = S and periodic length L = 6dz = 5.50.
The temperature is T = 0.22. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.

Figure 3.8. Snapshots of a nanowire with radius R0 = 2S and periodic length L = 12dz = 11.00.
The temperature is T = 0.34. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.
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Figure 3.9. Snapshots of a nanowire with radius R0 = 3S and periodic length L = 18dz =
16.50. The temperature is T = 0.44. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.
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Figure 3.10. Snapshots of a nanowire with radius R0 = 4S and periodic length L = 27dz =
24.75. The temperature is T = 0.5. Two periods in the z-direction are plotted to help viewing.

3.5. Discussion
We found the melting temperature of each nanowire with different initial R 0 by
computing the bond-length fluctuation. The melting temperature depends on the radius of the
nanowire and is independent of the periodic length.
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Solid structure of nanowires is observed from the number density distribuation plots,
as shown in Fig. 3.1. The peaks inside the nanowire indicate the lattice structure. Also
layer-by-layer structure of nanowires along axial direction and regular distributed atoms on
each layer can be identified from Figs. 3.3-3.10. After the nanowire breaking, we can still
identify the regular atoms distribution of the spheres by looking at the projections of a thin
layer of atoms in axial direction.
The simulation results of nanowires are summarized in Fig. 3.11. The nanowires
break up when the perturbation wavelengths are less than 2R . We currently have no
explanation for the difference.
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Figure 3.11. The stability of nanowires with different radius R and perturbation wavelength L.
Rayleigh‟s stability criterion is also plotted for comparison.

3.6. Conclusions
We study the Rayleigh instability criterion of Lennard-Jones nanowires by molecular
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dynamics simulation. The radius of nanowires at equilibrium are found using Gibbs method.
We find that the critical wavelength L is proportional to R, but is slightly less than 2πR.
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CHAPTER 4. A TANGENT-PLANE MARKER-PARTICLE METHOD FOR THE
COMPUTATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL SOLID SURFACES EVOLVING BY
SURFACE DIFFUSION ON A SUBSTRATE
4.1. Introduction
Capillarity-driven morphological instabilities and evolution of solid micro and
nanostructures [11-14] are important in many branches of materials science and engineering,
such as electronic materials processing, crack healing in ceramics, and densification of
powder particles during sintering. For a microelectronic or optoelectronic device to function
properly, the structural integrity of the thin films must be maintained [15-18]. This
requirement becomes more stringent as the component size of integrated circuits decreases.
Thus, characterization of thin-film deformation is becoming one of the more important issues
in the reliability of integrated circuits.
Several methods have been proposed for direct computation of 3D solid deformation
by surface diffusion. The level-set methods were developed by Smereka [78] and Smith et al.
..

[79], the finite-element methods by Burger [80], B a nsch et al. [81], Hausser & Voigt [82],
Mayer [83], and Deckelnick et al. [84], and the finite-difference method by Zhang [85]. Most


of these methods allow for surface topology changes and for implicit time stepping, and some
allow for strong crystalline anisotropy and associated formation of corners and cusps.
However, with the exception of Ref. [79], all cited methods are for closed or open periodic
surfaces freely suspended in space. The method of Ref. [79] is capable of computing the
deforming contact lines, but it requires N-1 level set functions if N phases are present, plus
complicated and delicate procedure to prevent formation of vacuum or overlaps at junctions
of phases. All cited methods employ gridding of either the surface, or of the
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three-dimensional space (as in the level set method). The level set and the finite difference
methods require numerical differentiation. The finite element methods usually require
complex mesh regularization and triangulation‟s angle control, at least at large times.
In this Chapter, we describe a meshless particle method for computing evolving solid
surfaces which are in contact with a material boundary (substrate) at all times [86-88]. In
crystal growth such setup is universal, since most methods for thin film growth rely on
deposition from the vapor phase or by means of atomic beams. We choose to model a
cylindrical solid wire on a substrate as it evolves by surface diffusion. It is assumed that the
wire has been pre-grown in such a way that its axis is parallel to the substrate. In the
following, we call such wire supported, while one that is free of contact with any material
boundary is called a free wire. The cross-sectional shape of the wire is a part-circle with small
perturbations imposed in the axial and circumferential directions. We assume isotropic
surface energy in this Chapter.
The surface and the three-phase contact lines formed among the film, substrate and air
are explicitly tracked. We make no assumption as to the smallness of the surface slope and
allow any values of a contact angle  in (0,). Surface overhangs are handled naturally in
our method. The method uses biquadratic interpolation for the computation of the surface
normal and (mean) curvature, and the surface Laplacian of mean curvature. We perform most
of the computations in the local tangent-plane coordinate system where the surface Laplacian
is greatly simplified. Front-tracking methods employing marker particles have been long in
use and proved very successful for direct numerical simulations of multiphase fluid flows and
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solidification. The very extensive list of contributors and bibliography can be found in the
review paper by Tryggvason et al. [89].
The linear stability of supported circular wires with isotropic surface energy was
considered by McCallum et al. [90], and with anisotropic surface energy by Gurski et al. [91].
The linear stability of free circular wires with isotropic surface energy, with respect to axial
or circumferential perturbations was examined by Nichols & Mullins [54]. Surface energy
anisotropy was factored in the linear stability analysis of free wires by Cahn [56] and Gurski
& McFadden [57]. In a related study, Kan & Wong [92] considered the three-dimensional
linear stability of a two-dimensional profile of a retracting edge of a film on a substrate
assuming isotropic surface energy [16, 93-94] and found one unstable mode of perturbation;
thus the edge becomes wavy when perturbed. They determined the growth rate of the
perturbation as a function of the wavelength of the perturbation and the speed of the receding
edge.
This problem of stability of cylindrical wires can be traced back to Plateau and Lord
Rayleigh [1, 95]. Rayleigh found that free, inviscid, capillary liquid threads are unstable to
small axisymmetric perturbations whose wavelengths are greater than the circumference of
the undisturbed thread. Under the action of instability, the thread would tend to decompose in
isolated liquid droplets [44]. These conclusions hold also for the solid, free cylindrical wires
with isotropic surface energy [54]. For such wires, all purely non-axisymmetric disturbances
decay. Rayleigh instability of supported copper, gold and platinum nanowires was
experimentally demonstrated [27, 29, 76]. The kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of instability
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development due to axisymmetric perturbation (in a free wire) were performed by Muller et
al. [96] and gave predictions consistent with the Nichols & Mullins analysis.
This Chapter aims to present a new method and to validate it by computing the
evolution of perturbed surfaces to equilibrium. Computations of developing instabilities,
performance, and physical implications/discussion will be presented elsewhere. It must be
noted that we do not restrict the perturbation to axisymmetric form. Stability and dynamics in
the axisymmetric case for free cylindrical wires have been extensively studied using
analytical and numerical methods; most notably, see Refs. [55, 97-99].

4.2. Problem Formulation
When a solid film evolves by capillarity-driven surface diffusion, the film surface
displaces with a normal velocity that obeys [11]

Vn*  B(s*  s* )*,

(4.2.1)

where  s* is the surface gradient operator, *   *  n is the surface mean curvature

(termed simply “curvature” below), n is the unit outward normal to the surface, and B is a


material constant. Superscript

*


denotes dimensional variables. This equation is derived

using the fact that the chemical potential varies linearly with the curvature of the solid film
surface. If the surface curvature is not uniform, then a gradient in chemical potential exists.
This gradient drives a surface flux, which redistributes mass along the solid surface. The net
effect is that the solid surface moves in the normal direction to the surface.
To demonstrate the tangent-plane method, we simulate the evolution of a supported
wire with the cross-sectional shape of a part circle (Fig. 4.1). The radius of the circle is R0
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which is used as the length scale. Time is made dimensionless by R04 B . In dimensionless
variables, Eq. (4.2.1) reads

dr
 n  Vn  2s (  n),
dt



(4.2.2)

where r(t)=x(t)i+y(t)j+z(t)k is the position vector of a point on a surface. The Cartesian


coordinates (x,y,z) are defined with y pointing in the axial direction and z pointing upward, as
shown in Fig. 4.1. These coordinates form the global coordinate system. The governing,
fourth-order Eq. (4.2.2) is subject to the following boundary conditions. At the contact
line x  xc (y) , the height h of the wire surface is zero, the contact angle is in equilibrium, and
the mass flux, which is tangent to the wire surface and entering the substrate is zero [92,



100-101]:
h=0,

(4.2.3)

n k  cos,

(4.2.4)

m s  0,

(4.2.5)


where 0 < <  is the equilibrium contact angle, and m is the unit vector tangent to the wire

surface and normal to the contact line. The contact line position x  xc (y) is unknown and
must be determined as part of the solution, making this a free-boundary problem. At the two


symmetry planes of the wire y = 0 and y = L, we impose the symmetry condition:
F
 0,
y

(4.2.6)

where F represents any quantity that crosses the symmetry boundaries. Eq. (4.2.2) and the


boundary conditions (4.2.3) – (4.2.6) are supplemented by an initial condition described
below. A cylindrical coordinate system (r,, y) is defined with its origin coinciding with the
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origin of the global Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) and  = 0 is aligned with the x-axis (Fig.
4.1). Thus, the circular-arc cross-section of the equilibrium surface is described by

re ()  1 cos2  cos2   cos sin, 0    .

(4.2.7)

At t = 0, we impose a small periodic perturbation:




r  re    cos(ky) cos(p),



(4.2.8)

where  is the small amplitude (|| << 1), k is the wavenumber and p = 0,1,2,... . The


perturbation is axisymmetric when = /2 and p = 0.

Figure 4.1. An unperturbed wire in the shape of part-circle on a substrate. The radius of the
circle is R0 , which is used to make the system dimensionless. The length of the
computational domain is L. The wire surface has unit normal n and contacts the substrate
with an equilibrium angle α. The unit vector m is tangent to the wire surface and normal to
 contact line. A Cartesian coordinate system is defined.
the

To this end we note that the surface Laplacian operator  2s is quite complex [102]:
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2s 

 
1  2
 
2
 
a22 2  2a12
 a11 2  a1 2 hx
 hy ,
a 
x y
y 
y
 x
 x


(4.2.9)

where



a  1 h2x  h2y, a11  1 h2x, a22  1 h2y , a12  hxhy

(4.2.10)

and









a 22 h xx  2a12 h xy  a11h yy

a3 2

(4.2.11)

.

As a rule, the numerical evaluation of high-order derivatives in the RHS of Eq. (4.2.2) incurs


large errors. It is therefore highly desirable to construct the numerical method that uses a
simpler form of  2s and/or does not call for such numerical differentiation.

4.3. The Marker-Particle Method
The marker-particle method is implemented in seven steps: (i) place marker particles
on a solid surface; (ii) fit a tangent plane to each particle; (iii) locate five closest particles for
each particle and transform their global coordinates to the local tangent-plane coordinates; (iv)
calculate the surface curvature  in the local coordinates; (v) evaluate  2s  in the local
coordinates; (vi) march the particles forward in time; and (vii) update the contact-line particle



positions. This finishes one time step.

4.3.1. Initial Marker Distribution
We place chosen number of marker particles on the surface described by Eq. (4.2.8).
For convenience, these particles initially are arranged to be evenly spaced in the axial and
azimuthal directions. As the computation proceeds, the surface often becomes greatly
deformed, and some neighboring particles may move too close together. This will limit the
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time-step size. Hence, we redistribute the particles periodically to maintain even spacing
among them. However, for the purpose of computing the initial growth rate, the redistribution
is not needed.

4.3.2. Tangent-Plane Construction
A marker particle is described as interior if it is neither on the contact lines nor on the
symmetry planes. For a given interior particle P1 with global coordinates ( x1 , y1 , z1 ) , we
find a cluster of five closest marker particles ( xk , y k , z k ) , k  2,...,6 , and fit a sphere of yet
unknown radius R through the particle P1 and three closest particles (i.e., fit to ( xk , y k , z k ) ,

k  1,...,4 ). This determines the sphere center ( x0 , y0 , z 0 ) (which is generally not on the
surface), and R. The cost of this construction is the solution of a 3×3 linear algebraic system.
The sphere center together with particle P1 yields the surface unit normal vector at P1 :

n  lzi  mz j  nzk 

x1  x0 y1  y0
z z
i
j  1 0 k.
R
R
R

(4.3.1)

We define two orthogonal unit vectors in the tangent plane as



ex  lxi  mx j  nxk,

ey  lyi  my j  nyk ,

(4.3.2)

and make them obey ex  n  j and ey  n  ex . Thus,




lx  


nz
2
2
n z  l z

, mx  0 , n x 

lz

,

(4.3.3)

n 2z  l2z

l y  mz nx , my  lxnz lznx , ny  lxmz .
(4.3.4)



This tangent plane at P1 may not be truly tangent to the surface owing to the spherical fit.


However, we show later that this error in finding the normal vector at P1 is eliminated by
using the full expressions for curvature and surface Laplacian.
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4.3.3. Transformation to Local Tangent-Plane Coordinates
Global coordinates of the five particles P2 to P6 closest to particle P1 are
transformed to local tangent-plane coordinates (X, Y, Z) as follows:

Xk  lx (xk  x1)  mx (yk  y1)  nx (zk  z1),
Yk  ly (xk  x1)  my (yk  y1)  ny (zk  z1),



Zk  l z (x k  x1 )  mz (y k  y1 )  n z (zk  z1 ) , k = 2, …, 6.

(4.3.5)


The tangent-plane coordinate system (X, Y, Z) has origin at P1 (0, 0, 0) and the axis Z is


along the surface normal n.
4.3.4. Computation of Curvature κ
First, we fit the cluster particles by a biquadratic polynomial H(X,Y):

H  a1X2  a2XY  a3Y2  a4X  a5Y  a6.

(4.3.6)

Since P1(0,0,0) is one of the particles, a6  0. The cost of determining the coefficients a i,


i  1,...,5, is the solution of a 5×5 linear algebraic system:




Zk  a1X2k  a 2X kYk  a 3Yk2  a 4X k  a 5Yk , k = 2, …, 6.

(4.3.7)


The coefficients a 4 and a 5 must be zero whenever the tangent plane is exact, because in


this case HX  HY  0 at (X, Y) = (0, 0). However, since a spherical fit is used in finding the
normal vector at P1, leading to the tangent plane not exactly tangent to the surface at P1, the


coefficients a 4 and a5 are non-zero. Their magnitude is usually very small. The maximum


magnitudes (over all marker particles to which the tangent planes are constructed) are


monitored throughout the computation because they give a measure of the accuracy of the
normal vector. In all computations we performed these magnitudes do not exceed 0.01.
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We can now compute the curvature at P1 using Eq. (4.2.11):

(1)  

2(1 a 25 )a1  2a 4a 5a 2  2(1 a 24 )a 3
(1 a 24  a 25 )3 2


.

(4.3.8)

Since the curvature is calculated using the full expression, the error in finding the normal


vector at P1 has no effect on (1) . The only discretization error comes from approximating
the surface around P1 by the biquadratic polynomial in Eq. (4.3.6). Also note that in the time



stepping procedure we use corrected normal vectors, which are calculated from Eq. (4.3.6)


(see Sec. 4.3.6).
The local coordinate set

Xk ,Yk ,Zk ,

k  1,..., 6 is memorized for each interior

marker particle since it is required in Sec. 4.3.5. Before the surface Laplacian could be



computed at each interior particle, we need to find surface curvatures at the contact-lines and
symmetry planes.
4.3.4.1. Computation of Surface Curvature at Contact Lines
This curvature can be computed by imposing the zero mass flux condition in Eq.
(4.2.5) either with a first or second order accuracy numerical method. The first order-accurate
method sets the curvature at each contact-line marker equal to the curvature at the closest
interior marker location. To implement the second-order accurate method, we find two closest
interior particles, compute distances from the contact-line marker particle to these particles
and, using the distance as an independent variable, compute the one-sided first derivative of
the curvature function. After setting this derivative to zero we obtain the desired curvature.
One-sided differentiation on non-uniform three-point grids is done using the subroutine
WEIGHTS [103]. Our numerical experiments with the two methods show no significant gain
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in the overall accuracy for the second-order method. The results presented in Sec. 4.4 are
obtained with the first-order method.
4.3.4.2. Computation of Surface Curvature at Symmetry Boundaries
The surface curvatures at the symmetry planes y = 0 and y = L are calculated by
imposing the symmetry condition (4.2.6). The unit normal vector n at each particle on the
symmetry plane must lie in the plane, i.e., mz = 0 in Eq. (4.3.1). Thus, n at particle P1 is

calculated by fitting a circular arc through P1 and two closest adjacent particles P2 and P3 on

the plane. Once n is found, a tangent plane can be constructed at P1 following Eqs. (4.3.2) –
(4.3.4), and local tangent-plane coordinates (X, Y, Z) can be defined following Eq. (4.3.5). In

the local coordinates, the symmetry plane is located at Y = 0, and the symmetry condition
(4.2.6) becomes  Y  0 at Y = 0. If the biquadratic polynomial H(X,Y) in Eq. (4.3.6) is
fitted to the surface at P1, then the symmetry condition demands H Y  0 at Y = 0,


yielding a2  a5  0 . Hence, the biquadratic polynomial reduces to H  a1X2  a3Y2  a4X.

To find the coefficients, an interior particle P4 closest to P1 is located, and together with P2


and P3 is sufficient to determine the coefficients. The surface curvature κ at P1 is then found
from Eq. (4.3.8).
4.3.5. Computation of  2s 
For each interior particle P1, we fit curvature κ for the five closest particles P2 to P6 by


a biquadratic polynomial κ(X,Y), i.e.,
  b1X2  b2XY  b3Y2  b 4 X  b5Y  b6,
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(4.3.9)

where b6  (0,0)  (1) is the curvature at P1 and is known. The cost of determining the
coefficients bi, i  1,...,5 is the solution of a 5×5 linear algebraic system. The full Laplacian



operator in Eq. (4.2.9) translates into



 
2s 

(1)

2

(1 a25 )b1  a4a5b2  (1 a24 )b3
1 a24  a25



b6 (a4b 4  a5b5 )



1 a24

 a25



(4.3.10)

12

.

Since the surface Laplacian is computed at P1(0,0,0) , b 4 and b 5 are all that remains of


the otherwise more complicated expressions for  x and  y in the last term of Eq.




(4.2.9). Furthermore, the full surface Laplacian also implies that the error in finding the


surface normal at P1 has no effect on the accuracy of  2s  . Computation of  2s  is
repeated for all interior marker particles.



4.3.5.1. Computation of  2s  at Contact Lines



There is no need to calculate  2s  for the marker particles at contact lines because the


particles are advanced in time by imposing the boundary conditions (4.2.3) – (4.2.5), and not

by the evolution Eq. (4.2.2), as described in Sec. 4.3.7.
4.3.5.2. Computation of  2s  at Symmetry Boundaries
The computation of  2s  is similar to the procedure of calculating surface curvatures.


When the symmetry condition (4.2.6) is applied to Eq. (4.3.9), we get  Y  0 at Y = 0.

This gives b2  b5  0 . Thus, we can solve the remaining three coefficients in Eq. (4.3.9)


using curvatures at P2, P3, and P4, the particles used in the curvature calculation. Once Eq.

(4.3.9) is known,  2s  at P1 follows from Eq. (4.3.10).
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4.3.6. Time Stepping
Interior particles and particles at symmetry planes are marched forward in time using
Euler‟s method:

r(t  t)  r(t)  ngVnt,

(4.3.11)

where r = xi + yj + zk is the global position vector of a particle (P1), Vn  2s  , and ng is the

improved unit normal at P1 in the global coordinates. To find ng, we first compute the


improved unit normal N in the local coordinates from the biquadratic polynomial in Eq.
(4.3.6) as

N

a 4I  a 5J  K

,

(4.3.12)

1 a 24  a 25
where I, J, and K are the base vectors of the local coordinate system. In the global coordinate


system, I, J, and K are represented by ex, ey, and n, respectively, as shown in Eqs. (4.3.1) (4.3.4). Thus, N is transformed to ng by solving the following three equations:

ng  e x = N I

, ng  e y = N J

, ng  n = N K

.

(4.3.13)

These three equations determine the three components of ng. The improved unit normal ng




eliminates the error in the normal vector in Eq. (4.3.1).
To ensure numerical stability and to enhance marching speed, the time step t varies
as

t  Ct (s)4 ,

(4.3.14)

where s is the minimum distance between any two particles at time t and Ct is a constant


determined by trial-and-error. The value of Ct stays fixed for each computation and varies
from 0.0258 to 0.0487 for different wires.
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4.3.7. Propagation of Contact Lines
After the interior particles have been marched forward one time step, the contact-line
particle positions are updated by imposing the boundary conditions (4.2.3) – (4.2.5). For each
contact-line particle P1, we find the closest marched interior particle P2 (x2, y2, z2) with
improved normal vector n g(lz, mz, nz). This normal vector is never vertical because P2 is
close to the contact line and the contact angle   0 or . Hence, n g is inclined in a

direction that is perpendicular to the contact line. We define a vertical plane that contains


point P2 and ng, so that the plane is perpendicular to the contact line. In this vertical plane, we
fit a circular arc that passes through P2 and contacts the substrate with angle α. The contact
point is the new P1 (x1, y1, 0) where

x1  x 2 

y1  y 2 


z2 l z
sin 
(1
),
cos  n z
l2z  m2z

z2 mz
sin 
(1
).
cos  n z
2
2
l z  mz

(4.3.15)

In this way, both the zero mass-flux and the contact-angle conditions are satisfied. For the


contact-line particles at the symmetry planes, we constrain P2 to lie at the symmetry plane,
leading to a new P1 always at the symmetry plane. Thus, all contact-line positions are
updated. This method is valid for 0 < 

4.4. Validation

4.4.1. Volume
Surface diffusion does not alter the mass or volume of the wire. Thus, the wire
volume is a good indicator of the accuracy of our numerical method. The volume V of the
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wire can be expressed as

V

1
1
 V (  x)dV  A (x n)dA ,
3
3

(4.4.1)

where x  xi  yj  zk is the three-dimensional position vector of a point in the wire,

is the unit normal vector of the surface pointing outward from the wire,
n  nxi  ny j  nzk


and A is the wire surface that includes two end surfaces at symmetry planes, the cylindrical


surface, and the substrate surface. Thus, V=V y=0+Vy=L+Vs+Vc, where the subscript s and c
represent the substrate and the cylindrical surface, respectively. We calculate the volume of
the wire by evalutating the surface integral on four surfaces seperately.
On the substrate surface, the contact-line particles have coordinate z = 0 and surface
normal vector n = –k. Thus, we get x n  0, and Vs = 0.
Similarly, on the symmetry surface y = 0, we have V y=0 = 0 because n  j and

x n  0.




On the symmetry surface at y = L, x n  L since n  j and x  xi  Lj  zk . Thus,



VyL  LAyL 3 . According to Green‟s theorem, AyL  1 2 A (  x)dA  1 2  (xdz  zdx ) .

Using the rectangular approximation, we get








N 1
L e
VyL 
(xi zi1  zi xi1 ) ,
6 i1

(4.4.2)

where Ne is the number of particles on the symmetry surface.


The last surface is the cylindrical surface. This surface is approximated by triangular
surfaces formed by connecting all adjacent marker particles. The area of the ith triangle
formed by three particles at xi1, xi2 , and xi3 is Ai 

1
(xi1  xi2 )  (xi2  xi3 ) . We also take
2

(x n)i  (xi1  ni1  xi2  ni2  xi3  ni3 ) 3, where nij is the improved unit normal vector at xij, j



 

= 1, 2, 3. The volume on this surface can
be expressed as
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Vc 

1M
(x  n)i Ai ,
3 i1

(4.4.3)

where M is the total number of triangles on the cylindrical surface. The variables used in Eqs.


(4.4.2) and (4.4.3) are readily available from the numerical solution. Thus, the volume of the
wire V= Vy=L+ Vc can be calculated without additional interpolation.
We calculate the volume of initially unperturbed wires with different particle numbers
and find that the method is second-order accurate. We also compute the volume as a function
of time. For all decaying cases, the volume varies at most by about 1%.

4.4.2. Surface Normal Velocity Versus Time
We compute the evolution of wires with three different contact angles = /2, /4,
and 3/4. For each wire, the equilibrium surface profile in Eq. (4.2.7) is perturbed according
to Eq. (4.2.8) with p = 0 or 2, and k = /L, where L is the axial length of the
computational domain. The perturbation in Eq. (4.2.8) has wavelength 2L in the axial
direction. However, owing to symmetry, we only need to follow wire evolution in 0  y  L .
Since the initial perturbation in Eq. (4.2.8) is not an eigenmode, it can be decomposed into


several eigenmodes that decay or grow exponentially at different rates. For a stable
perturbation, the fundamental mode decays the slowest, and is the one observed at the end.
Thus, after some time, our computed decay rate should approach that of the fundamental
mode derived by the linear stability analysis. In the unstable case, the normal velocity grows
exponentially with time initially. The growth rate can also be compared with that predicted by
the linear stability theory.
To compare with linear stability predictions, we extrapolate computed growth rates to
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zero particle spacing. For each perturbed wire, we analyze the surface normal velocity as a
function of time for two marker particles located at the interceptions between the mid-plane x
= 0 and the symmetry planes y = 0 and y = L. These two particles always stay at the same (x,
y) positions as we vary the particle number N. Hence, their normal velocities can be
compared for different N. For each wire, we select four different N such that the initial
spacing has the ratio 1, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 among the cases. The computed normal velocity at
each grid-invariant particle is fitted by an exponential function to yield the growth rate. The
fitting is carried out over a range of time that shows the best regression value for all four N
cases. For each N, the two growth rates at the two grid-invariant particles are averaged. The
average growth rate is then plotted as a function of initial particle spacing (~1/N) and fitted
by a quadratic curve. The curve is extrapolated to zero particle spacing to give a growth rate
that is independent of particle spacing.

This growth rate is compared with the linear

stability prediction. By varying the time step and N, we find that our numerical method is
first-order accurate in time and second-order accurate in space, as expected.
4.4.3. = /2
For = /2, the supported wire behaves as a free wire. An analytic solution can be
derived for the growth rate  by the linear stability analysis (Appendix B):







  p2  k2 1p2 k2 .

(4.4.4)

We first consider a perturbed wire with L = 1, k =  and p = 0. According to Eq. (4.4.4), the


perturbation is stable with growth rate -87.54. We use four particle numbers N = 44, 147,
533, and 2025, and time step t that follows Eq. (4.3.14). In Fig. 4.2, we plot the normal
surface velocity Vn versus time computed using N = 2025 for the two grid-invariant marker
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particles at y = 0 and y = L. The growth rates are found by an exponential fit to be -87.26 and
-87.28. The exponential fits are also plotted in Fig. 4.2 and are indistinguishable from each
other. The average value -87.27 together with other N cases is plotted in Fig. 4.3 as a
function of s0, which is the minimum particle spacing at t = 0. A quadratic fit to the data
yields + 4.009s0 + 153.2s02. Thus, at s0 = 0, we get , which
compares well with the linear stability result.

Figure 4.2. Normal surface velocity Vn versus time for the two grid-invariant marker particles
at y = 0 and y = L. The computation is performed using = /2, L = 1, = 0.01, k = , p = 0,
and N = 2025. The results are fitted by an exponential function in the range t = 0.02-0.06,
which shows the highest regression value.

We then change p from 0 to 2 to study the effect of azimuthal perturbation. We follow
the procedure described above, and find that the extrapolated growth rate at zero particle
spacing is -178.6, which is close to the predicted value -178.5 using Eq. (4.4.4).
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Figure 4.3. Growth rate versus initial minimum grid spacing s0 for = /2, L = 1, =
0.01, k = , and p = 0. A quadratic best fit is also plotted.

We also study an unstable case with L = 4, k =  p = 0, and N = 2793. The surface
normal velocities increase exponentially with time, as shown in Fig. 4.4. We fit the data by an
exponential function over a range of time that yields the best regression value. The fit gives
0.2377 and = 0.2374 for the particle at y = 0 and y = L, respectively. The average value
together with those similarly calculated using N = 56, 195, and 725 is fitted by a quadratic
curve. The curve is extrapolated to zero particle spacing giving = 0.2368. The predicted
growth rate using Eq. (4.4.4) is . The wire evolves towards pinch off as shown in
Fig. 4.5, in agreement with axisymmetric calculations [55, 97-99].
4.4.4. = /4
We consider L= k = 1, and p = 0 or 2. The surface normal velocity Vn computed
using N = 1881 is plotted in Fig. 4.6 as a function of time for p = 0 (a) and p = 2 (b). Fig. 4.6
(a) shows that the perturbation with p = 0 is unstable and it grows exponentially in time after
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Figure 4.4. Normal surface velocity Vn versus time for the two grid-invariant marker particles
at y = 0 and y = L. The computation is performed using = /2, L = 4, = 0.01, k = , p =
0, and N = 2793. The results are fitted by an exponential function in the range t = 0.9-1.2,
which shows the highest regression value.

Figure 4.5. Wire profiles at time t = 0 (a), t = 11 (b), and t = 13.25 (c) for = /2, L = 4, =
0.01, k = , and p = 0.
some high-order modes have decayed. Fig. 4.6 (b) shows that the p = 2 mode is stable and it
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decays quickly before the p = 0 mode starts to grow. The growth rates for p = 0 and p = 2 are
calculated following the procedures described above. We find for p = 0 and
for p = 2. The linear-stability analysis gives the corresponding values
and -223.9 [104]. The wire profiles at different times for the unstable case p = 0 are
plotted in Fig. 4.7.
4.4.5. = 3/4
We consider a perturbed wire with L = , k = 1, p = 0, and N = 28, 91, 325, and 1225.
We find that the perturbation is stable with extrapolated growth rate , which is
close to the linear-stability value of [104].
We then change L from  to 2 (and k from 1 to 1/2) to study the evolution of a
longer wire. For this longer wire, more marker particles are needed and N = 49, 169, 625, and
2401. We find that the perturbation is unstable with extrapolated growth rate  0.1371. This
compares well with predicted value  0.1370 [104]. The wire profiles at different times are
shown in Fig. 4.8.

4.5. Redistribution of Marker Particles
As shown in Figs. 4.5, 4.7, and 4.8, the particles move closer at the thin end. Thus, the
minimum distance s between any two particles decreases with time, and so is the time step
t, according to Eq. (4.3.14). This can make the time marching excruciatingly slow. To
alleviate this problem, we redistribute the particles once every 100 time steps to maintain
more even separation among them.

Since the particles redistribute, a nominal particle

separation has to be defined and maintained throughout the evolution of the wire. We take the
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Figure 4.6. Normal surface velocity Vn versus time for the two grid-invariant marker particles
at y = 0 and y = L. The computation is performed using = /4, L = , = 0.01, k = 1, N =
1767, and (a) p = 0 and (b) p = 2. In (a), the results are fitted by an exponential function in the
range t = 0.267 - 0.3, and in (b), the range is t = 0.005-0.011. These ranges show the highest
regression values.
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Figure 4.7. Wire profiles at time t = 0 (a), t = 0.8 (b), and t = 1.23 (c) for = /4, L = , =
0.01, k = , and p = 0.

Figure 4.8. Wire profiles at time t = 0 (a), t = 20 (b), and t = 23 (c) for = 3/4, L = 2, =
0.01, k = , and p = 0.
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nominal particle separation s0 as the minimum distance between any two particles at time t
= 0. If two particles are closer than sm = 0.6 s0, then one of the particles will be eliminated.
This elimination is necessary because the total surface area of the wire decreases with time,
which is expected for capillarity driven surface deformation. The particle elimination also
allows breakup of the wire. The distribution of particles is carried out in four steps.

4.5.1. Addition of Contact-Line Particles
When the wire breaks up, it is necessary to add contact-line particles because new
contact lines will be created. This is done before the redistribution of interior particles. First,
all interior particles that are used in Section (4.3.7) to march the contact-line particles are
identified. Their vertical distances from the substrate are recorded and the maximum height is
denoted by hm. Then, all other interior particles with height h < h m are assumed to be close to
the contact line and each is given a new contact-line particle following Eq. (4.3.15). Since
new contact lines are created during breakup of wires, this addition of contact-line particles is
necessary if we want to follow the breakup process.

4.5.2. Elimination of Interior Particles
For each interior particle P1, we calculate the distance between P1 and its closest
neighbor particle P2. If the distance P1P2 < sm = 0.6 s0, then P1 is eliminated. This
maintains the minimum separation between any two particles to be greater than sm.
4.5.3. Redistribution of Interior Particles
For each interior particle P1, we identify eight closest particles P2, …., P9, in the
ascending order of separation distance. These particles are projected normally onto the local
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tangent plane of P1. The projected image of Pi, i = 2…9, is assumed to interact with P1 by a
repulsive force:
7
x  x s 
fi   i 1  0 
r  r 

(4.5.1)

where fi is the in-plane force acting on P1 by Pi, xi is the position of the projected image of Pi,


x1 is the position P1, and r = |xi - x1|. The total force from the projected images of particle P2
to P9 on P1 is calculated, and P1 is moved by a distance proportional to the total force in the
direction of the total force. After this in-plane displacement, P1 moves to a position on the
tangent plane that is more equally separated from P2 to P9. This new in-plane position of P1 is
the projected image of P1, and the normal height of P1 from the tangent plane is calculated
using the biquadratic polynomial in (4.3.6). The redistribution is carried out for all interior
particles.
At the symmetry planes, a particle P1 is eliminated if P1P2 < sm, where P2 is the
closest particle on the symmetry plane. Otherwise, P 1 is relocated to the midpoint between P2
and P3, where P3 is the closest particle to P1 on the symmetry plane on the opposite side from
P2.

4.5.4. Elimination of Contact-Line Particles
The contact line particles are eliminated as follows. After elimination and
redistribution of interior particles, it is possible that two contact-line particles share the same
closest interior particle. In that case, one of the two will be eliminated. Thus, only one
contact-line particle is associated with one closest interior particle, and the marching scheme
in Section (4.3.7) can be implemented.
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Figs. 4.9 – 4.11 show the breakup of wires for different contact angles. To capture
breakup, we have to simulate the whole wavelength 2L of an unstable perturbation. No
special criterion is imposed to induce breakup. As the neck thins, the particles are
concentrated and subsequently dropped if their separation distances are less than sm. Thus,
as the neck radius reaches the same order as sm, all the particles at the neck are eliminated,
and the wire breaks as a result. Hence, the breakup follows naturally from the particle
elimination scheme and no additional criterion is imposed or needed.

Figure 4.9. Wire profiles at four different times for = /4, L = , = 0.01, k = , and p = 0.
The marker particles are plotted as points.
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Figure 4.10. Wire profiles at four different times for = /2, L = 4, = 0.01, k = , and p =
0. The marker particles are plotted as points.

Figure 4.11. Wire profiles at four different times for = 3/4, L = 2, = 0.01, k = , and p
= 0. The marker particles are plotted as points.
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4.6. Conclusions
In this Chapter, the tangent-plane marker-particle method for the computation of 3D
morphological evolution of solid surfaces is developed and tested. We demonstrated
quadratic convergence in space and matching of surface growth rates to linear theories. The
wire volume is conserved during the simulations. The base complexity (per time step) of the
method is only

C  2NC1  C2  2Ns (C3  C1 )  C4 (N  Ns  Nc )

(4.6.1)

where N is the number of interior marker particles, Ns is the number of symmetry plane


particles (excluding the contact line particle on symmetry planes), Nc is the number of
contact-line particles, C1 is the complexity of solving 3×3 linear algebraic system (LAS),

C2 is the complexity of solving 5×5 LAS, C3 is the complexity of solving 2×2 LAS, and

C4 is the complexity of sorting at most eight real numbers in ascending order.
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CHAPTER 5. A DELTA-FUNCTION MODEL FOR AXIALLY SYMMETRIC
CRYSTALS
5.1. Introduction
As a crystal grows, the surface orientations with the lowest surface energy are
preferentially exposed to form planar surfaces or facets. Facets appear in many physical
processes, such as crystal growth, solidification, and grain growth during annealing, and can
play an important role in these processes. [32-34] For example, during annealing of a
bicrystal, a groove forms at the free surface where the grain boundary ends. The groove
affects the migration of the grain boundary, and has been studied extensively. [11, 105-108] It
is shown recently that if the surface energy is strongly anisotropic, the groove usually
develops facets. However, for certain crystallographic orientations of the bicrystal, the groove
can be smooth. In face, it has the same shape as an isotropic groove, but the grooving rate is
much slower. [100, 109] This intriguing effect of surface-energy anisotropy is only revealed
after an accurate model of facets is used.
There are several approaches in the literature to model facets. Some start from the
atomic level to arrive at a surface energy per unit area   () , where  is a measure of
crystallographic orientation of the solid surface. [110-112] Others propose directly an


expression for () . [113-117] A commonly used form is   0 (1 4 cos4) , where 0 is
the surface energy per unit area of a flat surface and  4 sets the degree of anisotropy.




However, when the surface energy anisotropy is strong (  4 1 15), the surface stiffness

  d2 / d2  0 . [115] The equilibrium crystal shape begins to intercept itself and forms

several “ears”. Mullins [118] (two dimensions) and Johnson and Chakerian [119] (three
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dimensions) proved that, using the Wulff construction, the equilibrium shape is the convex
body and the “ears” can be erased. [115]

But some orientations will be missing and this

may induce ill-posedness in evolution problems. [120] The  -vector method has been
proposed as an alternative to the scalar function  . [121] The  -vector is defined as


  (r) , where r is the magnitude of the general position vector r  rn. This gives


  n  ( )maxt 0 , where t 0 points in the direction of maximum angular rate of increase


of  . The normal component of  represents the tendency of the surface to minimize free





energy by contraction and the other component, which is off the normal represents the



tendency of the surface to minimize free energy by rotation. Corresponding to grooves and
cusps on the  -plot, the  -plot will feature ruled surfaces and facets respectively. Thus, the

 -vector method can avoid the discontinuity in the slope of the  -plot at sharp grooves and


pointed minima. [122]



However, to use the  -vector method, we still need first to get the


expression of  , and   d2 / d2 can still be negative when the anisotropy is strong.


A surface energy polar plot contains two possible sources of singularity. One is the


inward pointing cusps at the energy minima. The cusps produce facets on an equilibrium
crystal. The second is the smooth arcs connecting the cusps. The arcs may induce missing
orientations in an equilibrium crystal shape if they are too large. The approach of specifying

  () usually cannot handle both singularities at the same time. Recently, Xin and Wong
[123] proposed a new approach in which the surface stiffness   d2 d2 is modeled. Thus,



by specifying that   d2 d2  0 , they can avoid missing orientations and thus


ill-posedness. Furthermore, in their model, facets are represented by the Dirac delta functions.

Thus, each singularity is treated separately. However, their model assumes a symmetric plane
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in the equilibrium crystal and can only describe symmetric surface-energy anisotropy.
There are single crystals in nature that belong to the triclinic or monoclinic crystal
class such as labradorite and moonstone. [124] When these crystals are grown into elongated
rods, the cross-sections are two-dimensional and have a skew-symmetry plane but no
symmetry plane. Hence, Xin and Wong‟s model cannot handle this class of crystals.
In this chapter, we model two-dimensional axially symmetric crystals by imposing
rotational symmetry in the surface energy in section 5.2. This is the first time that axially
symmetric crystals have been modeled. The introduction of Dirac delta function is presented
in section 5.3. We demonstrate this new boundary condition by modeling in detail a two-fold
axially symmetric crystal in section 5.4. We also consider briefly a three-fold axially
symmetric crystal in section 5.5. We discuss the implications in section 5.6 and conclude this
work in section 5.7.

5.2. Formulation
The new model is illustrated using a rod like crystalline solid, as shown in Fig. 5.1.
The chemical potential for a two-dimensional crystal is

d 2  
  
 2  

d


(5.2.1)

where  is the atomic volume,  is the surface free energy per unit area,  is the mean


curvature of the solid surface, and  is the angle that the surface normal makes with the



horizontal axis (Fig. 5.1). This equation is derived by minimizing the total surface free energy

using the variational method. [13, 101]
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Figure 5.1. A two-fold axially symmetric rhomboid crystal. The origin of the coordinate is at
the center of the crystal and the y-axis is perpendicular to one facet of the crystal. The
rhomboid crystal consists of planar facets and circular arcs of radius r0. If r0 = 0, then the
facets have lengths H and W. Surface orientation is measured by  , which is the angle
that the surface normal n makes with the x-axis. The center of the right-most facet is at

(x0 , y0 ) .







At thermodynamic equilibrium, the chemical potential is constant along the solid



surface, and Eq. (5.2.1) can be written as

d2
2

d



e
f () ,


(5.2.2)

where e is the equilibrium chemical potential, and f () is the radius of curvature of the

equilibrium crystal surface: f () 1  . We take f () as known and solve Eq. (5.2.2). A


general solution is




 
  a1 cos  a 2 sin   e sin   f cosd  cos  f sin d


(5.2.3)

where a1 and a 2 are integration constants, and the bracket is the particular solution

by variation of parameters. [125]
obtained




The integrals in Eq. (5.2.3) can be expressed in terms of the shape of the crystal.

Consider a two-fold axially symmetric crystal as shown in Fig. 5.1. A Cartesian coordinate
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system (x, y) is defined with the origin at the axis of symmetry of the crystal and the y-axis
perpendicular to one facet of the crystal. If s is the arc length along the crystal surface, then


from geometry dx ds  sin , dy ds  cos, and the radius of curvature f  ds d [86,
126]. Thus,



dx 
 f sin ,
d
dy
 f cos.
d



(5.2.4a)
(5.2.4b)

If f is
specified, then the crystal shape obey




x()  x0  0 f sind ,

(5.2.5a)

y()  y0  0 f cosd ,

(5.2.5b)


where 0 is the orientation angle at the center (x0 , y0 ) of a facet as shown in Fig. 5.1, and

0    0  2 . The surface energy then becomes



  a1 cos  a 2 sin  


e
{[y()  y0 ]sin   [x()  x0 ]cos}


(5.2.6)

The constants a1 and a 2 remain to be determined.


We impose the rotational symmetric condition





()  ( 

2
),
N

(5.2.7)

where N = 2, 3, 4, and 6. This corresponds to 2, 3, 4, and 6-fold axially symmetric crystals,
and no 
other axially symmetric crystal exists. [127] The crystal shape [ x(), y() ] also obeys
the rotational symmetric condition:

 2 
2 
2 
x   x()cos  y()sin 
 N 
N 
 N 





 2 
2 
2 
y   y()cos  x()sin 
 N 
N 
 N 

When these equations are substituted into Eq. (5.2.7), we find
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(5.2.8a)

(5.2.8b)

e
x0


a 2  e y0 ,

a1 

(5.2.9a)
(5.2.9b)

becausesin and cos functions are orthogonal. The surface energy per unit area is





e
[x()cos  y()sin ].


(5.2.10)



Thus, once the radius function f is specified for an axially symmetric crystal, the surface
profile 
(x, y) follows from Eq. (5.2.5), and the surface energy from Eq. (5.2.10).
5.3. The  -Function Model

A faceted crystal can be modeled by the following radius function


N1

f  R   c i(  i )

(5.3.1)

i0

where R is the radius of the curvature of the corner surface between two adjacent facets, N is


the number of facet planes, c i and  i represent the width and orientation of the ith facet,

0    0  2 , and (  i ) is the Dirac delta function [128] that is zero everywhere


except at   i. The parameter R can be used to study the effect of temperature because the



roundness of corners on equilibrium crystals depends on temperature. Above or at the

roughening temperature, the corner between two facets on an equilibrium crystal is rounded
or just becoming sharp. [112, 129-130] Thus, we limit R  0. This ensures that f  0 and
consequently there are no missing orientations. At this point, the formulation is general and


can be applied to any axially symmetric crystals. Below, we will demonstrate this new model
by considering a two-fold rhomboid crystal and a three-fold triangular crystal.

5.4. A Two-Fold Axially Symmetric Crystal
For the rhomboid crystal, 0 is variable, and 1   2 , 2  0   , and 3  3 2 .
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If r0  0 , the lengths of the facets are H and W, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. If r0  0 , the
lengths of the facets are found from geometry as

c 0  c 2  W

c1  c 3  H 

2 r0
cosθ 0

(5.4.1a)

2 r0
cosθ 0

(5.4.1b)

Substitution of Eqs. (5.3.1) and (5.4.1) into Eq. (5.2.5) yields the crystal shape as

x 1 r0 
1
   cosθ 
H 2 H
cosθ 0

X

 
2 r0
  1 
  Hcosθ 0


[F(θ  3 π 2)  F(θ  π 2)]


W
2 r0 
(sinθ 0 )[F(θ  θ 0 )  F(0)  F(θ  θ 0  π)]
  
 H Hcosθ 0 
Y

2r 
y r0
W
 sinθ  cosθ 0  0 [F(θ θ 0 )  F(0)  F(θ θ 0  π)]
H H
H 
H

for 0    0  2 ,

where

we

have

substituted

(5.4.2a)

(5.4.2b)

x 0  H 2  r0 sin 2 θ 0 cosθ 0

and

y 0  r0 sinθ 0 , and normalized the coordinates by H. The Heaviside step function F() is



defined as F() 1 if   0 , and 0 if   0 . [128] In this Chapter, we define F(0) 1 2 . If


0 and r0 are specified, then Eq. (5.4.2) generates the rhomboid crystal shown in Fig. 5.1; it




consists of straight sides of length c0 , c1 , c2 and c3 given in Eq. (5.4.1) that are connected


by circular-arcs of radius r0.

  

The surface free energy per unit area is calculated from Eqs. (5.2.10) and (5.4.2) as
r0 
γ r0  1
(cosθcosθ) π 2)  2 F(θ  π 2)  F(θ  3 π 2)]
   
γ 0 H  2 Hcosθ 0 
W
r0
 

 2 H Hcosθ 0
H
0  e



[sin(θ  θ 0 )][2 F(θ  θ 0 )  F(θ  θ 0  π)  F(θ  θ 0  π)]


(5.4.3)

(5.4.4)

where 0 can be viewed as the isotropic surface energy per unit area.




The rhomboid crystal shape is controlled by three parameters: r0 /H , W/ H and 0 .
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The value of r0 /H depends on temperature. [131] At the roughening temperature of the
crystal, r0 /H  0 , and r0 /H increases with temperature. The values of W H and 0
reflect the crystal structure. We vary these three parameters systematically and calculate the



crystal shape and surface energy. If W/ H  0.5, 0  30 , and r0 /H  0 , 0.1 , and 0.2 ,
the shape of the crystal is fixed and only the radius of the corners is changed, as shown in Fig.


5.2 (a). The surface energy is plotted in Fig. 5.2 (b). As R increases, the anisotropy is
weakened and the cusps corresponding to the facets are diminished. In fact, the two inclined

facets and the corresponding cusps almost vanish for r0 H  0.2 . If W H  0.5 , r0 /H  0 ,
and 0  0 ,  30 , and  60 , the shape of the crystal changes from rectangle to


parallelogram, as shown in Fig. 5.3 (a). The surface energy varies over wider range as the


crystal derivates more from a rectangle (Fig. 5.3 (b)). Since it is more difficult to form a
crystal with large variation in surface energy, the parallelogram is harder to form than a
rectangle. If r0 /H  0 , 0  30 , and W/ H  0.5, 0.7 , and 1 , the height of the crystal
increases (Fig. 5.4 (a)). As W/ H increases, the surface energy of the inclined facets stays


the same, but  increases at other orientations (Fig. 5.4 (b)). Thus, the surface energy varies


more and the higher crystals are less likely to form.

5.5. A Three-Fold Axially Symmetric Crystal
A Cartesian coordinate system is defined with the origin at the center of the
equilateral triangle and the y-axis passing one vertex. This configuration gives 0   / 6,

1  5 / 6 , and 2  3 / 2 in the delta-function model. If the radius of curvature of the

corner surface R  0, the lengths of the facets are H. If r0  0 , the lengths of the facets are



found from geometry as
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c 0  c1  c 2  H 

2 r0
tanθ 0

(5.5.1)

The crystal shape is given by Eq. (5.2.5) together with Eqs. (5.3.1) and (5.5.1):

x 1 r0 
3

   cosθ 
H 4 H
2 
1
3 r0 
[F(θ  π 6)  F(0)  F(θ  5 π 6)  2 F(θ  3 π 2)]
 
2

H


X

Y

 


y
3 r0 
1

  sinθ  
H 12 H 
2
3 3 r0 
[F(θ  π 6)  F(0)  F(θ  5 π 6)]

2
H 

(5.5.2a)

(5.5.2b)

for  6   13 6 , where we have substituted x0  H 4 and y0  3H 12 , and
normalized the coordinate by H.





The surface free energy per unit area is calculated from Eqs. (5.2.10) and (5.5.2) as

r  3 3 r9   1
γ
  F(θ  π 6)  F(0)  F(θ  5 π 6) (sin θ)
 0  


γ0 H  2
H   6
(5.5.3)
1
3 r0   1

  F(θ  π 6)  F(0)  F(θ  5 π 6)  2 F(θ  3 π 2) (cos θ)
 

2
  2
H


which holds for  6   13 6.
The triangular crystal shape is controlled by one parameter: r0 H . We vary r0 /H  0 ,


0.15, and 3 6 , as shown in Fig. 5.5 (a). The surface energy is plotted in Fig. 5.5 (b). As r0
increases, the anisotropy is weakened and the cusps corresponding to the facets are


diminished. In fact, the facets and the corresponding cusps vanish for r0 H  3 6 .
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Figure 5.2. (a) Equilibrium two-fold axially symmetry crystal shapes and (b) surface energy
polar plots for W/ H  0.5, 0  30 , and various r0 /H . The shapes and the surface energy
plots have been normalized following Eqs. (5.4.2) and (5.4.3).
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Figure 5.3. (a) Equilibrium two-fold axially symmetry crystal shapes and (b) surface energy
polar plots for W/ H  0.5, r0 /H  0 , and various 0 . The shapes and the surface energy
plots have been normalized following Eqs. (5.4.2) and (5.4.3).
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Figure 5.4. (a) Equilibrium two-fold axially symmetry crystal shapes and (b) surface energy
polar plots for 0  30 , r0 /H  0 , and various W/ H. The shapes and the surface energy
plots have been normalized following Eqs. (5.4.2) and (5.4.3).
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Figure 5.5. (a) Equilibrium three-fold axially symmetry crystal shapes and (b) surface energy
polar plots for r0 /H  0 , 0.15, and

3 6 . The shapes and plots have been normalized

following Eqs. (5.5.2) and (5.5.3).





5.6. Discussion
This chapter presents an accurate model for axially symmetric crystals. We
demonstrate the model using a two-fold and a three-fold symmetric crystals, but it can also be
generalized to four-fold and six-fold symmetric crystals. [127] This is the first time that all
two-dimensional axially symmetric crystals have been modeled. Although Wulff‟s graphical
method can also be applied to axially symmetric crystals, it cannot be used in numerical
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simulations. Our model can be implemented in numerical simulations by replacing the delta
function by a spike function with finite width and height. [131] In evolution models of
anisotropic solid surface, the surface stiffness   d2 d2 appears instead of  . Thus our
radius function, which is proportional to the surface stiffness, enters directly. This allows


many intriguing effects of anisotropy to be revealed. [100, 109]



Some of the axially symmetric crystals presented here also contain a symmetric plane,
such as the rectangle crystal in Fig. 5.3 (a), the rhomboid crystal with W  H in Fig. 5.4 (a),
and the triangular crystal in Fig. 5.5 (a). However, most of the axially symmetric crystals do

not have a symmetric plane, and not all symmetric crystals can be captured by the axially
symmetric model. Thus, the results presented here complement the work on symmetric
crystals. [123, 131]
This is a non-uniqueness problem in calculating the surface energy from the
equilibrium crystal shape. [132-134] In the previous work on symmetric crystals, the
non-uniqueness is eliminated by imposing the orientation of an intermediated facet plane.
[123, 131]. Here, for axially symmetric crystals, the center is clearly defined and the
rotational symmetry conditions fix uniquely and naturally the center coordinates (x0 , y0 ) in
Eq. (5.2.9). Thus, the non-uniqueness problem does not exit for axially symmetric crystals.


5.7. Conclusions
A model of axially symmetric crystals is presented. This model expresses the surface
stiffness in a series of delta functions, each representing a facet. The weight of the delta
function is the width of the facet plane. Integration of the series yields the equilibrium crystal
shape, which is then converted to the surface energy by imposing the rotational symmetric
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conditions. We demonstrate the new model by calculating the crystal shape and surface
energy of a two-fold and a three-fold symmetric crystal.
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CHAPTER 6. A DELTA-FUNCTION MODEL FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL
AXISYMMETRIC CRYSTALS
6.1. Introduction
As a crystal grows, the surface orientations with the lowest surface energy are
preferentially exposed to form planar surfaces or facets. Facets appear in many physical
processes, such as crystal growth, solidification, and grain growth during annealing, and can
play an important role in these processes. [32-34] For example, during annealing of a
bicrystal, a groove forms at the free surface where the grain boundary ends. The groove
affects the migration of the grain boundary, and has been studied extensively.[11, 105-108]
It is shown recently that if the surface energy is strongly anisotropic, the groove usually
develops facets. However, for certain crystallographic orientations of the bicrystal, the groove
can be smooth. In fact, it has the same shape as an isotropic groove, but the grooving rate is
much slower.[100, 109] This intriguing effect of surface-energy anisotropy is only revealed
after an accurate model of facets is used.
A surface energy polar plot contains two possible sources of singularity. One is the
inward pointing cusps at the energy minima. The cusps produce facets on an equilibrium
crystal. The second is the smooth arcs connecting the cusps. The arcs may induce missing
orientations in an equilibrium crystal shape if they are too large. The approach of specifying

  () usually cannot handle both singularities at the same time. Recently, Xin and Wong
[123] proposed a new approach in which the surface stiffness   d2 d2 is modeled. Thus,



by specifying that   d2 d2  0 , they can avoid missing orientations and thus


ill-posedness. Furthermore, in their model, facets are represented by the Dirac delta functions.
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Thus, each singularity is treated separately. This new approach has been applied to model
two-dimensional symmetric [123] and axially symmetric [135] crystals.
For the three-dimensional model of the chemical potential at a specific point P,
Herring [136] in 1951 presented the following equation for the chemical potential using a
differential argument.:


 d2   
d2  
1   
 ,
  




2 
2  2 

d
d




1
2  

(6.1.1)

where  1 and  2 are the two principal curvatures at a point P on the surface,  1 is the


angle between
the surface normal at P and the vector normal to the principal arc and in the
plane of  1 , and  2 is the corresponding angle for  2 .

This equation has been cited by

almost every research paper that models three-dimensional anisotropic static or evolving
solid surfaces. Mullins [13] derived the two-dimensional Herring‟s formula for the case of a
single-component system under no applied pressure. Johnson [119] derived a generalization
of the Gibbs-Thomson equation which is valid for any variation of  . And he showed that
Herring‟s equation can be simplified to the generalized Gibbs-Thomson equation when the
given body is an equilibrium body. Cahn [122] derived the Herring‟s equation using the

 -vector method. Gurski [57] studied the stability of a rod or a wire with a uniform
cross-section given by a two-dimensional equilibrium state. The analysis is based on the sign


of the second variation of the total energy. The associated eigenvalue problem is a couple pair
of second-order differential equations with periodic coefficients that depend on the second
derivatives of the surface energy with respect to orientation variables. During their derivation,
he used Herring‟s formula to express the weighted mean curvature. Their results reproduced
the Rayleigh instability. Zhang [85] used the spherical coordinate modeled the evolution of
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crystals by surface diffusion. The surface free energy they used is in the form

  1  a(n14  n24  n34 ) (a  1) , where n  n1 , n2 , n3  is a unit vector in a crystalline
reference system and a is a constant. For a  2 9 , the anisotropic is severe. And the
crystalline is unstable. Some orientation is missing during evolution.
The necessary to use Dirac delta function model can be seen from Eq. (6.1.1). For the
two-dimensional crystal model, chemical potential  is only the function of 1 . The
second term in the bracket disappears. The surface stiffness must be unbounded at the facet
orientation. Since the two terms in the brackets of Eq. (6.1.1) are in the same form, the delta
function model should also work in three dimensions.
In this chapter, we model three-dimensional axisymmetric crystals in section 6.2. This
is the first time to apply the delta-function model in three dimensions. The introduction of
Dirac delta function is presented in section 6.3. We demonstrate this new approach by
modeling in detail a cylinder crystal in section 6.4. We also consider briefly an axisymmetric
equilateral cone crystal in section 6.5. We discuss the implications in section 6.6 and
conclude this work in section 6.7.

6.2. Formulation
Consider a three-dimensional axisymmetric crystal represented by r  r ( z ) , as shown in
Fig. 6.1. The total surface free energy is


h
E    0 2 1 rz2  rrdz ,



(6.2.1)

where  depends on the surface orientation r z ,  is a Lagrange multiplier instilled to


conserve volume, h is the height of the crystal in the z direction, and the subscript z
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represents differentiation. At equilibrium, the total surface free energy should be minimum
and its variation is zero [13, 101]. This leads to

  

1 rz2  rrzz
r(1

3
rz2 ) 2



d 2
drz2

rzz (1

1
rz2 ) 2

1


d rz (1 rz2 ) 2
2rz rzz 
(6.2.2)


1 
drz 
r
2 2

(1 rz ) 



If we take    , we arrive at the Gibbs-Thompson equation for three-dimensional

axisymmetric crystals:





 d 2  r

1
 d

zz

    cot 
 



,
1
2
3
 d

d
2
2


2
2

r(1 rz )
(1 rz ) 



(6.2.3)

where  is the angle between the surface normal vector and the z-axis. This formula can also

be derived using Cartesian coordinate (Appendix C) and Spherical coordinate (Appendix D).

Thus once   () is specified, Eq. (6.2.2) can be solved to yield the crystal shape

r  r ( z ) . The advantage of studying axisymmetric crystals is shown in Eq. (6.2.3), because


the two principal curvatures can be separated. The first term in Eq. (6.2.3) contains the
(azimuthal) principal curvature in the circumferential direction, whereas the second contains
the axial principal curvature.

The surface stiffness components can also be clearly

identified.
Following our previous delta-function model, we specify the surface stiffness instead
of  :



d 2
d 2

 f () ,

(6.2.4)

where f () is a known function. A general solution of Eq. (6.2.4) is
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  a1 cos   a2 sin    sin  f cos d  cos  f sin d 
0
0



(6.2.5)

where a1 and a 2 are integration constants needed to be determined, and the brackets
contain the particular solution obtained by variation of parameters [125]. To determine
constants a1 and a 2 , we need to impose two boundary conditions on  . For
three-dimensional axisymmetric crystals, there are at least two facets in the region 0     .


Thus, we can use two facets to impose two boundary conditions on  . We assume that one


facet is at    and the other at   1. At the center point of these facets, we have
d d

1

 0 and d d





 0. These two conditions give


1
1
a1  cot 1  f cos d   f sin d ,

(6.2.6a)

a2  0 .

(6.2.6b)

0





0

Thus, Eq. (6.2.5) becomes
1



  cos  cot  1  f cos d  sin  f cos d
0

0

 cos   f sin d   f sin d 
0
 0

1



(6.2.7)

Figure 6.1. Half cross setion of an axisymmetric crystal. The origin of the cylindrical
coordinates is at the center of the bottom plane of the crystal and the z-axis is the symmetric
axis of the crystal. The cross section shows planar facets and circular arcs of radius r0 .
Surface orientation is measured by  , which is the angle that the surface normal n makes
with the z-axis. The arc length s along the surface originates from the top center.
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The three-dimensional Gibbs-Thompson equation Eq. (6.2.3) can be expressed in
terms of f as

1 
d 
    0 f cosd  f ,
ds 
r

(6.2.8)

where s is the arc length along the crystal surface as shown in Fig. 6.1. Since f() is a known


function and  and  are prescribed constants, solution of Eq. (6.2.8) will yield r = r(),
which is the equilibrium crystal shape. To find r = r(), we have to eliminate the arc length s
from Eq. (6.2.8). From geometry, dr ds  cos  (Fig. 6.1) and so dr d  (cos )ds d .
Substitution of this expression into Eq. (6.2.8) yields, after integration,


r  0

f ()cos
d.
 1 
  f ()cosd
 r 0



(6.2.9)

This is a recurrent equation for r = r(). A simple solution to this equation is



r

2 
 f cosd ,
 0

(6.2.10)

which describes the shape of the crystal. When this solution is substituted into Eq. (6.2.8), we
get


ds 2

f.
d 

Since dz/ds = -sin (Fig. 1), dz/d = -(sin) ds/d.


z

(6.2.11)
Integration of this equation gives

2 
 f sin d .
 

(6.2.12)

In Eqs. (6.2.10) and (6.2.12), we have imposed the boundary conditions that at   0 , r  0


and at  = , z = 0. Eqs. (6.2.10) and (6.2.12) allow the crystal shape to be plotted.


An interesting consequence of solutions Eqs. (6.2.10) is that the azimuthal component
in Eq. (6.2.8) contributes exactly half to the chemical potential, and the axial component
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contributes the other half at every point on the crystal surface. This equipartition of the
chemical potential holds independent of the surface stiffness function f(), i.e., independent
of the crystal shape. For axisymmetric crystals, the azimuthal and axial components in Eq.
(6.2.8) are the same at the top and bottom points. This can be shown by the azimuthal
component in Eq. (6.2.8) in the limit r  0,

1 
f cos 
d
f ,
 0 f cosd 
r
dr / d
ds

(6.2.13)

which is the same as the axial component. However, what is amazing is that this equipartition


holds at every point on the axisymmetric crystal surface, not just at the top and bottom points.
Another interesting observation is that the crystal shape described by Eqs. (6.2.10) and
(6.2.12) is the same as that of the corresponding two-dimensional crystal (with the same f(),
, and ) [123, 135], except that the size is doubled. This is analogous to the doubling in size
of a spherical drop compared with a circular liquid column with the same surface tension and
pressure jump across the interface.
6.3. The  -Function Model
We proceed to demonstrate the delta-function model by specifying f(). Following the


two-dimensional model, we take

f

N

[r0   c i(   i )],
2
i1

(6.3.1)

where r0 is the radius of the curvature of the corner surface between two adjacent facets


(Fig. 6.1), c i and  i represent the width and orientation of the ith facet, 0     , N is the
number of facet planes, and (   i ) is the Dirac delta function [128] that is zero




everywhere except at    i . The parameter r0 can be used to study the effect of
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temperature because the roundness of corners on equilibrium crystals depends on temperature.
Above or at the roughening temperature, the corner between two facets on an equilibrium
crystal is rounded or just becoming sharp [112, 129-130]. Thus, we limit r0  0 . This ensures
that f  0 and consequently there are no missing orientations. At this point, the formulation


is general and can be applied to any three-dimensional axisymmetric crystals.

6.4. An Axisymmetric Cylinder Crystal
We first consider a circular column with the r-z cross section being a rectangle. The
facets in the rectangle are at   0 ,  2 , and  . The lengths of the facets are:

c1  c3  w  2r0

(6.4.1a)


c2  h  2r0 ,

(6.4.1b)

where h is the prescribed height of the column and w is the diameter of the column..
Substitution of Eqs. (6.3.1) and (6.4.1) into Eqs. (6.2.10) and (6.2.12) yields the normalized
crystal shape:

R

r 
r r0
w
 sin     2 0 [ F (  )  F ( 0 )  F (    )]
h h
h
h

(6.4.2a)

Z


z
r
r 
 1 0 (1 cos )  1 2 0 F(   2)
h
h
h 


(6.4.2b)

for 0     . The Heaviside step function F() is defined as F() 1 if   0 , and 0 if


  0 [128]. In this Chapter, we define F(0) 1 2 .







The surface free energy per unit area is calculated from Eqs. (6.2.7), (6.3.1), and
(6.4.1) as
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2r

 cos   0 ( 1  cos  )
0
h
 w 2r 
 2  0  sin [ F (  )  F ( 0 )  F (    )]
h 
h
2r 

 2 1  0  cos F (    2 )
h 


(6.4.3)

where  0  h 4 can be viewed as the isotropic surface energy per unit area.
The shape of the crystal depends on two parameters: w h and r0 h . The value of

r0 h depends on temperature. [131] At the roughening temperature, r0 h  0 , and r0 h
increases with temperature. The value of w h reflects the crystal structure. We vary the two
parameters systematically and calculate the crystal shape and surface energy. In Fig. 6.2 (a)
and (b), we plot the crystal shape for w/h = 1 and r0 / h  0 , 0.1 , and 1 2 . When r0 / h  0 ,
the x-z cross section of the crystal is a square. As r0 increases, the anisotropy is weakened



and the cusps corresponding to the facets in the x-z plane cross section are diminished. When
r0 / h  1 2 , the surface energy becomes isotropic and the crystal shape becomes spherical, as
Fig. 6.2 (c) shown. The corresponding surface energy is plotted in Fig. 6.2 (d). In Fig. 6.3 (a)
and (b), we plot the crystal shape for w h  1 2 , r0 / h  0 , 0.1 , and 1 4 . When r0 / h  0 ,
the x-z cross section of the crystal is a rectangle with the width half of the height. When



r0 / h  1 4 , the surface energies at the top and bottom of the crystal become isotropic and the
crystal shape becomes two half-spheres at the top and bottom, as Fig. 6.3 (c) shown. The
corresponding surface energy is plotted in Fig. 6.3 (d). In Fig. 6.4 (a) and (b), we plot the
crystal shape for w h  2 , r0 / h  0 , 0.1 , and 1 2 . When r0 / h  0 , the x-z cross section
of the crystal is a rectangle with the width twice of the height. When r0 / h  1 2 , the



surface energy becomes isotropic at circumference and the crystal shape becomes part of a
sphere at circumference, as Fig. 6.4 (c) shown. The corresponding surface energy is plotted in
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Fig. 6.4 (d).

6.5. Axisymmetric Equilateral Cone Crystals
The second example is an equilateral cone with the r-z cross section being an
equilateral triangle. The facets in the triangle are located at 1   / 3 and  2   in the
delta-function model. The lengths of the facets are

2
c1  c2 
( h  3r0 ) ,
3




(6.5.1)

where h is the prescribed height of the crystal when r0  0 . The normalized crystal shape is
given by Eqs. (6.2.10) and (6.2.12) together with Eqs. (6.3.1) and (6.5.1):

R

r 
r 
r r0
1 
2 
 sin  
 1  3 0 F (    3 ) 
 1  3 0  F (    ) (6.5.2a)
h h
h
h
3
3

Z

r
r 
z

 1  0 ( 2  cos  )   1  3 0  F (    3 )
h
h
h


(6.5.2b)

for 0     .
The surface free energy per unit area is calculated from Eqs. (6.2.7), (6.3.1), and


(6.5.1) as

 3r0

( 1  2 cos  )  2 cos 
0
h
r
 3( 1  3 0
h

 sin 

)
[ F (    3 )  2 F (    )]  cos F (    3 )
 3


(6.5.3)

which holds for 0     and the isotropic surface energy per unit area  0  h 6  . The
cone crystal is plotted in Fig. 6.5 (a) and (b) for r0 / h  0 and 0.1 . As r0 increases, the


anisotropy is weakened and the cusps corresponding to the facets in the x-z plane cross


section are diminished. When r0 / h  1 3 , the surface energy is isotropic and the crystal
shape spherical, as shown in Fig. 6.5 (c). The corresponding surface energy is plotted in Fig.
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6.5 (d).

(b) r0 / h  0.1

(a) r0 / h  0

(c) r0 / h  1 2

Figure 6.2. (a-c) Three-dimensional equilibrium crystal shapes with cross section being a
rectangle and (d) surface energy polar plots for w/h = 1/1 and various r0 / h . The shapes and
surface energy plots have been normalized following Eqs. (6.4.2) and (6.4.3).
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(b) r0 / h  0.1

(a) r0 / h  0

(c) r0 / h  1 4

Figure 6.3. (a-c) Three-dimensional equilibrium crystal shapes with cross section being a
rectangle and (d) surface energy polar plots for w/h = 1/2 and various r0 / h . The shapes and
surface energy plots have been normalized following Eqs. (6.4.2) and (6.4.3).
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(b) r0 / h  0.1

(a) r0 / h  0

(c) r0 / h  1 2

Figure 6.4. (a-c) Three-dimensional equilibrium crystal shapes with cross section being a
rectangle and (d) surface energy polar plots for w/h = 2/1 and various r0 / h . The shapes and
surface energy plots have been normalized following Eqs. (6.4.2) and (6.4.3).
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(b) r0 / h  0.1

(a) r0 / h  0

(c) r0 / h  1 3

Figure 6.5. (a-c) Three-dimensional equilibrium crystal shapes and (d) surface energy polar
plots for various r0 / h . The shapes and surface energy plots have been normalized following
Eqs. (6.5.2) and (6.5.3).
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6.6. Discussion
Our equation can be changed to Herring‟s formula if we change the form of the term

d d cot  . It is just the term d 2 d12 in the local coordinate. This proves that our
equation is an alterative formula for the three-dimensional crystals using the global
coordinate.
The delta-function model can be generalized to other axisymmetric crystals. It can
also be implemented in numerical simulations by replacing the delta function by a spike
function with finite width and height [131]. In evolution models of anisotropic solid surface,
the surface stiffness   d 2 d 2 appears instead of  . Thus our surface stiffness function
enters directly. This allows many intriguing effects of anisotropy to be revealed [100, 109].


6.7. Conclusions
We generate a new crystal model for 3D crystals. This model generates the 3D crystal
from the corresponding 2D crystal with the Dirac delta function. We demonstrate the new
model by calculating the crystal shapes and surface energies of a cylinder crystal and an
equilateral cone crystal.
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CHAPTER 7. MORPHOLOGICAL STABILITY OF FINITE AXISYMMETRIC
WIRES WITH ANISOTROPIC SURFACE ENERGY
7.1. Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 3 Section 3.1, it is important to study the Rayleigh‟s
instability of nanowires. And previous models have predicted that long wires will break up
into drops with isotropic or anisotropic surface energy.
The stability of wires and cavities with finite length has also been studied. [35-36].
Nichols numerically analyzed the stability of finite cylindrical wires with hemispherical ends
by changing the ratio of length L to diameter D. By assuming isotropic surface energy, he
found a critical value 7.2 for L/D, below which a cylindrical wire will form one spheroid and
above which it will form two or more [35]. Bullard applied digital image based model to
study the evolution of a 2D rectangular cavity with isotropic surface energy governed by
surface diffusion. The image of the microstructure is mapped onto a regular grid of pixel
elements. The physical properties of the phase are then assigned to each element. The local
phase distribution forms an interpolated „equivalent sharp surface‟ to calculate curvature of
the surface. He found that a 2D long rectangular cavity will form Wulff „bulbs‟ [36].
In this Chapter, we study the linear stability of finite cylindrical wires. Based on the
results of the equilibrium crystal shape of finite axisymmetric cylindrical wires and their
corresponding anisotropic surface energies calculated in Chapter 6, we find that long wires
have higher surface energy at the ends than at the cylindrical surface. This makes a long wire
energetically unfavorable to break up into two, as described in Section 7.2. We also perfirm a
linear stability analysis of the finite equilibrium crystal wires, assuming that the wires can
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deform by surface diffusion. The linear perturbation of the equilibrium crystal shape results
in an eigenvalue problem, which is solved by a finite-difference method. The derivation
procedure is presented in Section 7.3 and the numerical results in Section 7.4. We discuss the
implications of our results in Section 7.5 and conclude this work in Section 7.6.

7.2. Stability by Energetics
From the surface free energy solution in Eq. (6.4.3), we can infer the stability of a
finite cylindrical crystal. We assume that such a crystal with diameter w and height h will
break up into two crystals, and compare the total surface energy of the initial and final states.
If the total surface energy of the final state is higher, then the crystal is energetically
unfavorable to break up and should be stable.
All finite cylindrical crystals under thermodynamic equilibrium must have the same
aspect ratio. The solution in Eq. (6.4.3) gives    0 at the two ends of the cylindrical
crystal   0 or π. At the cylindrical surface    2 ,   w 0 h . Under the same
temperature, the surface free energy at the ends must be same for all cylindrical crystals
independent of the size. The same argument holds for the surface free energy at the
cylindrical surface. Thus, the aspect ratio w/h must be same, independent of the size w or h.
Here, we consider a cylindrical crystal of aspect ratio w/h and assume that it breaks up
into two cylindrical crystals with the same aspect ratio, but with unequal mass. At initial state,
a cylindrical crystal has a diameter wi and a height hi. The diameters and heights of the two
cylindrical crystals at final state are wf1, wf2, hf1, and hf2, respectively. Since at equilibrium,
the aspect ratios of crystals are same,
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wi w f 1 w f 2
.


hi
hf1
hf 2

(7.2.1)

According to the mass conservation, we have mi = mf1 + mf2, which gives

wi2 hi  w 2f 1h f 1  w 2f 2 h f 2

(7.2.2)

Substitute Eq. (7.2.1) into Eq. (7.2.2), the mass conservation can be expressed by the
diameters

wi3  w3f 1  w3f 2

(7.2.3)

And the mass ratios of the final state crystals to the initial crystal are

 wf1 

 
mi
 wi 

mf1

 wf 2
 
mi
 wi

mf 2

3

(7.2.4a)

3

m

  1  f 1
mi


(7.2.4b)

The total energies of the crystal at initial state and final state are

w
 3
w 
E i  2  i   0  wi hi   i  0   wi2 0
 2
 hi
 2

(7.2.5)

3
E f   0 ( w 2f 1  w 2f 2 )
2

(7.2.6)

2

Thus, after substituting the mass ratios in Eq. (7.2.4), the total energy ratio of Ef to Ei is
2

2

 wf1   wf 2 
m 
  
   f 1 
 
Ei  wi   wi 
 mi 

Ef

2

3

 mf1 

 1 
m
i 


2

3

(7.2.7)

This energy ratio is always greater than 1 and the maximum value is at mf1/mi = mf2/mi = 0.5.
This indicates that the total surface energy of the final state is always higher than the initial
state. Thus, the crystal is energetically unfavorable to break up and should be stable.
7.3. Linear Stability
7.3.1. Surface Diffusion
For a thin wire in which capillarity is the main driving force, if it is not at equilibrium,
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the chemical potential varies and the gradient induces diffusion along the surface [11, 14].
The surface evolution equation is
u n  B s2 

(7.3.1)

where u n is the normal surface velocity,  2s is the surface Laplacian operator and B =DsνΩ2
/kBT (Ds is the surface diffusivity, ν is the number of diffusion atoms per unit area, and k BT is
the thermal energy).

7.3.2. Equilibrium Crystal Shape
The analytic solution for the equilibrium crystal shape in Chapter 6 Section 6.4
contains the integration of Dirac delta function, which cannot be implemented in numerical
solution of the linear perturbation problem. Hence, the delta functions in f are replaced by
spike functions:
2
2
M1
M2


   1i 
    2 i  
μ 


  L 2  cosh
  (7.3.2)
f( ) =
r0 + L1  cosh
2Ω 
i -M1 
i  -M 2 
  
   


where r0 represents the radius of curvature of the corners, L1 and L2 are that of the facets, and

η controls the width of the spikes. The spikes are centered at   1i  i or

  2i  i   2 . M1 and M2 are chosen so that the spike at  M 11 ,  M 11 ,  M 21 , and
 M 21 have negligible contribution to the domain of interest.
At equilibrium, the height of the axisymmetric wire is h with diameter w. When

   2 , we have r = w/2 and z = h/2. Eqs. (6.2.10) and (6.2.12) yields two integral
constrains on f.
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 sind  (7.3.3b)
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The parameter r0, L1, L2, and η are related. Once h, w, η, and r0 are specified, L1 and L2 are
found from Eq. (7.3.3) by evaluating the definite integral using the Romberg integration
scheme. Since L1 and L2 are radii of curvature of the facets, their value cannot be negative.
We specify η and r0 and then solve hL1 0 if L1 = 0 and hL2 0 if L2 = 0. After calculation, we
find hL2 0  hL1 0 . Thus, to insure L1 and L2 nonnegative, h must be within the region
hL2 0  h  hL1 0 for each pair of η and r0. The heights of wires we studied are all within the

region limit. The equilibrium wire shape is solved by the fourth order Runge-Kutta Method.
The values of r and z are computed to an accuracy of 10 decimal places. Fig. 7.1 shows the
equilibrium shapes of wires with η = 0.02, M1 = M2 = 2, r0 = 0.5 and aspect ratio h/w = 1, 2,
3.5, 6, and 11. The corners of the wires have to be rounded to increase the numerical
accuracy.

7.3.3. Linear Perturbation
For an axisymmetric wire, the surface Laplacian in Eq. (7.3.1) can be written as
 2s 

 2 cos  

r s
s 2

(7.3.4)

where r is the radius of curvature,  is the orientation angle, and s is the arc length on the
perturbed surface of wires.
Now, we express the governing equation of the perturbed surface using the
equilibrium shape. We define the normal displacement from the equilibrium surface

h  h ( , t ) , thus
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un 

h
.
t

(7.3.5)

In Fig. 7.2, the orientation angle  is related to the orientation angle  on the equilibrium
shape by     d . From geometry,

r  r  h sin  ,

(7.3.6a)

z  z  h cos  ,

(7.3.6b)

d r d z   cot  .

(7.3.6c)

Here, we rewrite the spike function as

f 


2

F ( ) .

(7.3.7)

where F ( )  ds d is the radius of curvature of the equilibrium surface.
Apply chain rule to Eq. (7.3.6) and substrate Eq. (7.3.7), we have

d r  r  (r  h sin  ) 
h
1
d


  cot  
  cot  
, (7.3.8a)
2
 F sin 
sin 2 
d z  z  (r  h cos  ) 
d2r
dz
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 2h
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3
2
3
2
4
3
3
2
2
 F sin    F sin   F sin 3 
F sin  F sin 

. (7.3.8b)

Thus, the two principle curvatures of the perturbed surface are expressed by equilibrium
surface and h :
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1
2
z

r (1  r )

1

 r zz
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(1  r z )

3
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 rF
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(7.3.9a)

1
h
h dF 1
1  2h
.
 2 

F F
 d F 3 F 2  2

(7.3.9b)

1 h
.
F 

(7.3.10)

Eq. (7.3.8a) also gives

d  
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From

geometry,

we

ds d s  1 1  (h s) 2

have

.

Using

the

chain

rule,

h s  (h  ) F  d , which finally gives ds d s  1 1  d 2 . Since d 2 is second
order term of small variable, we can ignore it and get ds d s  1. Thus, the differentiation
respect to the perturbed arc lenth can be replaced by the differentiation respect to the
equilibrium acr length d d s  d ds and same for the higher order terms of differentiation.
Substtitute F ( )  ds d into Eq. (7.3.4), the surface Laplacian is expressed by the
equilibrium surface as
 2s 

1  2  cos 
1 dF  
.

 
 3
2
2
F 
F d  
 Fr

(7.3.11)

The perturbed surface stiffnesses are calculated using Taylor’s expansion. According
to our previous study in Chapter 6, based on Eq. (6.2.7), the surface stiffness in the
circumferential direction can be expressed by f

d
γ+
cot =
d





0

f cos d
sin

.

(7.3.12)

Eq. (7.3.12) can be simplified by Eq. (6.2.10) as

γ+

d
μ r
cot =
.
d
2Ω sin 

(7.3.13)

From Taylor’s expansion, the perturbed surface stiffnesses are


d
d  
cot  
d
d
 d  μ  r  r cos  h  cot  h  ,
  cot   
d
d
2Ω  sin  F sin 2  
 


d 2 


d



d 2 
d 2
μ 
1 dF h 

 F 
.
 2
d 
d
2Ω 
F d  
d

(7.3.14a)

(7.3.14b)

Since the equilibrium state chemical potential is a constant, substitute Eqs. (6.2.3),
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(7.3.5), (7.3.9), (7.3.11), and (7.3.14) into Eq. (7.3.1) keeping the first order terms of h , we
get the governing equation,
h B  1  2  cos 
1 dF     h sin  h cos  h 1  2 h 

  



 

 2
 . (7.3.15)
t 2  F  2  Fr
r
F
r  F  2 
F 3 d    

For small amplitude perturbation, h can be expressed as

D
h   hˆ( )e  ( 4 B
2

D 3 ) t

(7.3.16)

where ĥ is a dimensionless function of the orientation angle  and ω is the dimensionless
growth rate. To find ω, substitute Eq. (7.3.16) into Eq. (7.3.15), we arrive at an eigenvalue
problem,

hˆ 
 sin  cos 2  cos 2   sin 2  sin  2 cos  dF
1 d 2F
3
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2
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3 dF  d 3 hˆ 1 d 4 hˆ
 


2
F 4 d  d 3 F 3 d 4
 rF

 dF 


 d 

2


 hˆ

. (7.3.17)

The boundary conditions for the axisymmetric wire are at the two ends where   0
or π

h
0 ,


(7.3.18a)

er  s   0 ,

(7.3.18b)

where er is the unit axis vector and  s is the surface gradient. In cylindrical coordinate, the
surface gradient for axisymmetric shape [138]
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 s   cos  sin 



e r  sin 2  e z
z
z

(7.3.19)

Figure 7.1. Half of the cross setion of the equilibrium finite axisymmetric wire shapes with r 0
= 0.5, η = 0.02, M1 = M2 = 2, and aspect ratio h/w = 1, 2, 3.5, 6, and 11.
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Figure 7.2. The relationship between the perturbed shape and the equilibrium shape. The solid
curve represents the equilibrium surface of a finite wire and the dash curve is for the
perturbed surface. The surface normal displacement from the equilibrium shape is h .
Variables r and z describes the perturbed shape and r and z are for the equilibrium shape.
From the geometry, r  r  h sin  and z  z  h sin  , where  is the surafce orientation
angle defined by the surface normal vector n with axis z. The orientation angle on the
perturbed surface is  .

Substitute Eq. (7.3.19) into Eq. (7.3.18b), we have
sin  cos 


 0.
z

(7.3.20)

Replace μ in Eq. (7.3.20) by Eq. (6.2.3), and substitute Eqs. (7.3.9) and (7.3.14), we get


d 2 h  cos 2  cos  dF  sin  cos 2 
 h  2 

 3
h
d  Fr
F d 
r2

 cos  cos 3   dh cos  d 3 h
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 2
0
r 2  d
F d 3
 F

(7.3.21)

At boundaries r = 0,    0 . Using L’Hospital’s Rule, Eq. (7.3.21) becomes

 3h
0
 3

(7.3.22)

Substitute Eq. (7.3.16) into boundary conditions Eqs. (7.3.18a) and (7.3.22), we have

dhˆ
 0,
d

(7.3.23a)
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d 3 hˆ
0
d 3

(7.3.23b)

Since r is singular at boundaries, we apply L’Hospital’s Rule to the governing
equation Eq. (7.3.15)

h
4 2  h 1 2h 
 
.
 2
t
F  2  F F  2 

(7.3.24)

Substitute Eq. (7.3.16) into Eq. (7.3.24), the governing equation at the boundaries is
2
 4 d 2F
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F d
 F d
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 4
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8 dF d 3 hˆ
4 d 4 hˆ

F 4 d d 3 F 3 d 4

(7.3.25)

7.3.4. Numerical Method
This eigenvalue problem is solved by a finite-difference method using the center
differentiation scheme, which is second order accurate. The eigen function hˆ( ) is
discretized into ĥ = [ hˆ( j ) , j = 1, N]. Eq. (7.3.17) is then reduced to a system of algebraic
equations

Ahˆ  hˆ

(7.3.26)

where A = (aij), i = 1…N and j = 1… N. Eqs. (7.3.23) and (7.3.25) are applied to the first and
last two rows of A. Coefficients aij are functions of  , r ( ) , F ( ) , F ( ) , F ( ) , and

F ( ) given in Appendix E. The growth rate ω is the eigenvalue of eigenvalue problem.

7.4. Numerical Results
We study the stability of finite wires as shown in Fig. 7.1 with h/w = 1, 2, 3.5, 6, and
11, η = 0.02, M1 = M2 = 2, and r0 = 0.5.
The eigenvalues are determined by extrapolating computed eigenvalues to zero point
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spacing. For each wire, the whole region of  is equally divided into N-1 sections, with N-1
increased from 600 to 2400 by 150. The eigenvalues for each mode with different point
spacing is then fitted by a quadratic polynomial. The fitting is carried out over a range of
results that shows the best regression value. The curve is extrapolated to zero point spacing to
give an eigenvalue that is independent of N.
Two fundamental modes are identified for all wires studied. With N discretization
points, we have N eigenvalues. All eigenvalues are negative except the first two. One is zero
mode, whose eigenvalue is zero. This mode shifts wires along axisymmetric axis without
changing the shape. The other one does not conserve the volume of the wire by increasing or
decreasing same amount of volume evenly along the surface. Thus, the mode is spacious.
The six largest eigenvalues besides the fundamental eigenvalues versus h/w are shown
in Fig. 7.3. The eigenvalues are the growth rates of linear perturbations. Since all eigenvalues
are less than zero, all perturbations are stable. For each mode, as the aspect ratio h/w
increases, eigenvalues approaches to zero. Thus, the long wires evolve slowly to equilibrium
shapes.
Fig. 7.4 shows the six eigen functions ĥ of the wire with h/w = 11 corresponding to
eigenvalues in Fig. 7.3 versus orientation angle  . According to Eq. (7.3.6) and Eq. (7.3.16),
when hˆ  0 , the perturbed shape r  r and z  z for   90 0 and z  z for   90 0 , and
vice versa. If hˆ  0 , the perturbed shape position is the same as the initial one.

7.5. Discussion
Morphological evolution driven by surface diffusion conserves volume.
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zf

0

z 'f

r 2 dz   r 2 dz

(7.5.1)

zi'

where zf is equal to the initial height of the wire h, z i' is the z position of the tip end on the
perturbed surface corresponding to the point on equilibrium surface with    , and z 'f is
the z position of the tip end on the perturbed surface corresponding to the point on the
equilibrium surface with   0 . Since on equilibrium shape dz  -Fsind , from Eq. (7.3.3b),
we have dz d   F sin   h  cos   h sin  . Eq. (7.5.1) can be expressed by
independent variable  ,


0
0
dhˆ
  r 2 F sin d    (r  hˆ sin  ) 2  F sin  
cos   hˆ sin   d


d



(7.5.2)

where r is replaced by Eq. (7.3.3a) and h is expressed by Eq. (7.3.11) at time t = 0. After
simplification and keeping the first order terms of ĥ , we have




0

 dhˆ 2

2
ˆ 2
ˆ


 d r cos   hr sin   2rhF sin  d  0



(7.5.3)

The left hand side of Eq. (7.5.3) is evaluated for all the wires studied. The first derivative of

ĥ is calculated by central difference scheme. The maximum volume difference between
equilibrium wires and perturbed wires is of order 10-2.
This method is verified by modeling the shape evolution of a sphere driven by surface
diffusion.

Our numerical results are the same as Nichols and Mullins analytical

prediction[54].
We checked the convergence rate of the method by varying N for each wire. We found
that the convergence rate decreases as h/w increases. The convergence rate for the wire with
h/w = 1 is 3. It decreases to 1 for the wire with h/w = 11. We also find the effect of η on the
convergence. The results converge fast with larger η value and slowly for smaller η.
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Figure 7.3. The six largest eigenvalues ω besides the two fundamental ones versus h/w for the
wires with r0 = 0.5, η = 0.02, M1 = M2 = 2.

The numerical result shows that all finite cylindrical wires studied with anisotropic
surface energy are stable. The perturbation wavelength of wires with h w  3.5 exceeds the
critical wavelength of the Rayleigh‟s instability. However, the wires are stable. Although the
wires we studied with h w  11 , we expect the result holds for all finite wires. We can also
explain our result physically. From our previous analytic result of three dimensional
axisymmetric shapes, the end surfaces of wires contain half of the surface energy of the
cylindrical surface, which is independent of aspect ratio. If a wire breaks into two wires with
same aspect ratio, two new end surfaces need to be generated with high surface energy, which
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is not favorable for the surface evolution. Thus, finite wires cannot break with anisotropic
surface under linear perturbation. This result helps to understand the stability of nanowires.

Figure 7.4. The six eigen functions ĥ corresponding to the eigenvalues in Fig. 7.3 versus the
orientation angle  in degrees for the wire with r0 = 0.5, η = 0.02, M1 = M2 = 2, and aspect
ratio h/w = 11.

7.6. Conclusions
We numerically studied the linear stability of axisymmetric wires with anisotropic
surface. We found that finite wires do not follow Rayleigh‟s instability criterion. The wire
does not break when the axial perturbation wavelength is larger than the Rayleigh‟s critical
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wavelength. This is in contract to previous theoretical predictions. The results can be used to
explain why some nanowires are stable in experiments.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the evolution of nanometer scale Lennard-Jones liquid threads by
molecular dynamics at temperature T = 0.7. The radii of threads at equilibrium state are found
using Gibbs method. We found two critical lengths Lmax and Lmin of the thread with fixed
radius. For a thread with length L ≥ Lmax the thread always breaks up into drops and stays as
drops, and for L ≤ Lmin, the thread remains intact. Within the region Lmin < L < Lmax, the
thread oscillates among a series of shapes including cylinder, drops, an unduloid, and a
serpentine. As R increases, Lmin approaches Lmax, and Lmax is slightly smaller than 2πR. The
appearance of different shapes can be explained by the energy fluctuation of the system.
We also studied the Rayleigh instability criterion of Lennard-Jones nanowires by
molecular dynamics simulation. The radius of nanowires at equilibrium are found using
Gibbs method. We found that the critical wavelength L is proportional to R, but is slightly
less than 2πR.
To study the morphological evolution of 3D solid surfaces on a substrate, we
introduce a tangent-plane marker-particle method. This method can model solid surface
evolution with a contact angle greater than 90º. We demonstrated quadratic convergence in
space and matching of surface growth rates to linear theories. The wire volume is conserved
during the simulations. Furthermore, when the marker particles are redistributed periodically
to maintain even spacing, the method can follow breakup of the wire.
A Dirac delta function model is applied to axially symmetric crystals. This model
expresses the surface stiffness in a series of delta functions, each representing a facet. The
weight of the delta function is the width of the facet plane. Integration of the series yields the
118

equilibrium crystal shape, which is then converted to the surface energy by imposing the
rotational symmetric conditions. We demonstrate the new model by calculating the crystal
shape and surface energy of a two-fold and a three-fold symmetric crystal.
We also applied Dirac delta function model to 3D axisymmetric crystals. This model
generates the 3D crystal from the corresponding 2D crystal with the Dirac delta function. We
demonstrate the new model by calculating the crystal shapes and surface energies of a
cylinder crystal and an equilateral cone crystal.
Finally, we numerically studied the linear stability of 3D finite axisymmetric wires
with anisotropic surface energy applying our previous analytic solution. We found that finite
wires do not follow Rayleigh‟s instability criterion. The wire does not break when the axial
perturbation wavelength is larger than the Rayleigh‟s critical wavelength. This is in contract
to previous theoretical predictions.
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APPENDIX A.

LINEAR PERTURBATION OF AN INFINITELY LONG
CYLINDRICAL THREAD

An infinitely long cylindrical thread of radius R is perturbed in the axial z-direction
and in the azimuthal direction so that the perturbed surface is located at

2z


R  R 1   cos(
) cos( p )  b 2  ,
L



(A1)

where ε is the amplitude (|ε | << 1), L is the axial wavelength, p = 0,1,2,… is the azimuthal
mode number, and b is a constant. The volume of the thread before and after perturbation is
conserved:

R 2 L 

1 2 L 2
R dzd .
2 0 0

(A2)

After evaluation of the integrals, we find

1
b .
4

.

(A3)

The surface area of one wavelength of the perturbed thread is
2 L

A  0 0 R 2  R2  R 2 Rz2 dzd ,

(A4)

where subscripts θ and z represent differentiation. Substitution of (A1) and (A3) into (A4)
gives

 p 2  (2R L) 2  1) 2 
A  Ae 1 
 ,
4


where Ae = 2πRL is the surface area of the unperturbed thread.
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APPENDIX B. LINEAR STABILITY FOR = /2
Nichols & Mullins [54] studied the linear stability of a free circular wire, but they
separated axial and non-axisymmetric perturbations. Here we consider both perturbations
simultaneously and derive the growth rate in Eq. (4.4.4). It is shown by McCallum et al. [90]
that the supported wire having contact angle /2 is equivalent, as far as isotropic evolution of
morphology is concerned, to a free wire.
Consider the circular wire shown in Fig. 4.1 and assume = /2. The origin of the
cylindrical coordinates (r, , y) used in Eq. (4.2.7) now is at the center of the wire. If a small
perturbation  is applied, then the wire surface location becomes

r(t,,y)  1 (t,,y).

When this is substituted into Eq. (4.2.4.), we get [90]

4

4
4 2 2 

 

2



 4
.
t
2y2 4 y2 2 
y

(B1)

(B2)

We take



  et cosky cosp.

(B3)

This gives Eq. (4.4.4). Hence, if p = 0 (axisymmetric mode), then > 0 for k < 1. If p 1,
then 0 for all k.
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APPENDIX C. DERIVATION OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL AXISYMMETRIC
CRYSTAL SURFACE ENERGY FORMULA IN CARTESIAN COORDINATES

We take the x-axis as the axisymmetric axis of the crystal, and the origin at the center
of the crystal. The total surface free energy for an axisymmetric crystal expressed in
Cartesian coordinates is

E

y0

0



x0

0

( 1  h 2  h 2 ) 1 2  hdxdy ,
x
y



(C1)

where  is a function of h x and h y , h is the height of the crystal at the z-axis, y 0 and x 0
are the radius of the crystal at z = 0 plane,  is a Lagrange multiplier, and the subscript x
and y represent differentiations. After minimizing the total surface free energy, we have

 (
2


1
2
2
2
h

2
h

h yy )( 1  hx2  h y2 ) 2
xx
xy
2
2
hx h y
hx
h y

 hx hxx  h y hxy
 hx hxy  h y h yy

2
hx ( 1  h 2  h 2 ) 1 2
h y ( 1  h 2  h 2 ) 1 2
x
y
x
y

.

(C2)

hxx( 1  h y2 )  h yy( 1  hx2 )  2hx h y hxy
( 1  hx2  h y2 )

3

2

Now we need to transform Eq. (C2) from the Cartesian coordinates to cylindrical
coordinates. Define r to be the radial coordinate, z * to be the height coordinate, and  to
be the azimuthal coordinate. We have

x  z* ,

(C3a)

y  r cos  ,

(C3b)

h  r sin  ,

(C3c)

and r is a function z * . Then

hx 

r z*

,

(C4a)

h y   cot  ,

(C4b)

sin 
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hxx 

rr z* z* r 2 sin 2   r 2 rz2* cos 2 
r 3 sin 3 

h yy  
hxy 

,

1
,
r sin 3 

r z* cos 
r sin 3 

(C4c)
(C4d)

.

(C4e)

Since rz*   cot  , where  is the angle between the normal surface vector and the z-axis,
the surface free energy is a function of surface orientation  . We have


sin  d
,

hx 1  rz2* d

(C5a)

r * sin  cos  d

,
 z
h y
d
1  rz2*

(C5b)

2rz* sin 2  d
2
sin 2  d 2 



,
hx2
( 1  rz2* )2 d ( 1  rz2* )2 d 2

(C5c)

2
2
4
3
2
2
 2   2r z* sin  cos   r z* sin  2r z* cos  sin   d



h y2 
1  r z2*
( 1  r z2* ) 2
 d ,
r z2* sin 2  cos 2  d 2 

( 1  r z2* ) 2
d 2

(C5d)

( 1  rz2* ) sin 2  cos  d rz* sin 2  cos  d 2 
2


.
hx h y
d
( 1  rz2* )2
( 1  rz2* )2 d 2

(C5e)

Substitute Eqs. (C4) and (C5) into Eq. (C2), we arrive at

 (

rz* z*
d
1
d 2
cot  )

(


)
.
1
2
3
2
2
d
2
d

2
r ( 1  rz* )
( 1  rz* )

(C6)

If we take     , we finally have



rz* z*
d
1
d 2
,
   (   cot  )

(


)
1
2
3
2
2

d
2
d

2 
r ( 1  rz* )
( 1  r z* ) 

which is the same as the formula derived directly using the cylindrical coordinates.
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APPENDIX D. DERIVATION OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL AXISYMMETRIC
CRYSTAL SURFACE ENERGY FORMULA IN SPHERICAL COORDINATES
We define the spherical polar coordinates as  to be the azimuthal angle in the x-y
plane from the x-axis with 0    2 ,  to be the polar angle from the z-axis with

0     , and r to be the distance from a point to the origin. The axisymmetric crystal is
placed by taking the z-axis as the asymmetric axis and the origin at the center of the crystal.
The total surface free energy expressed in the spherical polar coordinates is
1

E  2 R( R2  R2 ) 2 sin   R2 sin  d ,


0


(D1)

where  is the function of a variable S L whose expression is SL 

R sin   R cos 
R cos   R sin 

, 

is a Lagrange multiplier instilled to conserve volume, and the subscript  represents
differentiation. At equilibrium state, the total surface free energy should be the minimum and
its variation is zero. This leads to

3  
[

( 2 R sin   R cos  )( R 2  R2 )  R( R2  RR ) sin 
R( R 2  R2 )



sin 

2

 R 2 ( R 2  3 R2  2 RR ) sin  cos   2 RR ( R2－RR ) sin 2 
( R cos   R sin  )3 ( R 2  R2 )

RR (sin   1 )( R  R )
2



3

2

( R cos   R sin  )

2

3

1

2

R ( R  R )
2



( R 2  RR  2 R2 )( R 2  R2 )
( R cos   R sin  )4

1

2


1

2

1

2

sin 

( R cos   R sin  )
2

2

.

]

(D2)

1
d
R sin  dS L

d 2
dS L

2

Since SL   cot  , where  is the angle between the normal surface vector and the z-axis,
the surface free energy is a function of surface orientation  . We have

d
1 d
 2
,
dSL SL  1 d

(D3a)
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2 SL
d 2
d
1
d 2
.



dSL2
( SL2  1 )2 d ( SL2  1 )2 d 2

(D3b)

Substitute (D3) into (D2), we have,

 R cos   R sin 
R 2  2 R2  RR 



3  

3
2
2
 R sin ( R 2  R 2 ) 1 2

2
( R  R )


 .
2
2
d R sin   R cos 
d 2  R  2 R  RR


d R sin ( R 2  R 2 ) 1 2 d 2 ( R 2  R 2 ) 3 2



(D4)

Now we need transform (D4) from the spherical polar coordinates to cylindrical
coordinates. Define r to be the radial coordinate, z to be the height coordinate, and the
azimuthal coordinate the same as the one used in the spherical coordinate  . Using the polar
angle defined in the spherical coordinates:

r  R sin  ,

(D5a)

z  R cos  ,

(D5b)

For axisymmetic crystal, r is only a function z.

R sin   R cos   rz ( R cos   R sin  ) ,

(D6a)

R 2  2R2  RR  rzz ( R cos   R sin  ) 3 ,

(D6b)

R 2  R2  (1  rz2 )( R cos   R sin  ) 2 ,

(D6c)

Then substitute (D6) into (D4) and organize terms, we have

3  (  

rzz
d
1
d 2r
cot  )

(


)
.
1
2
1
2
2
d
2
2
d

r ( 1  rz )
( 1  rz )

(D7)

If we take 3    , we arrive at



rzz
d
1
d 2
.
   (   cot  )

(


)
1
2
3
2
2
d
2
d

2 

r ( 1  rz )
( 1  rz ) 
Thus (D8) is the same as the formula derived using cylindrical coordinates.
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APPENDIX E. ELEMENTS OF MATRIX A
The elements of matrix A are function of  , r ( ) , F ( ) , F ( ) , F ( ) , and

F ( ) , where  = 0…π. The orientation angle  is discretized into N compoments
d   ( N  1) and i  (i  1)d , i = 1…N. The discretized function r (i)  r (i ) ,
F 0(i)  F (i ) , F 0 (i)  F (i ) , F 0 (i)  F (i ) and F 0 (i)  F (i ) , where i =
1…N.
After discretized by the center difference scheme, the boundary conditions Eq.
(7.3.18a) becomes

dhˆ
d

 0  hˆ0  hˆ2 ,

(E1a)

 0

dhˆ
 0  hˆN 1  hˆN 1 .
d  

(E1b)

Discretize Eq. (7.3.18b) and apply Eq. (E1a) and (E1b)
d 3 hˆ
 0  hˆ1  hˆ3 ,
3
d  0
d 3 hˆ
 0  hˆN  2  hˆN 2 .
d 3  

(E1c)

(E1d)

The first and last row of matrix A is expressed by Eq. (7.3.20) and simplified by Eq. (E1)
a 11

4F0 (1) 8F0 (1) 2
4F0 (1) 8F0 (1) 2 
2 
4
24
=
- 2 +
4
5
3
4
5 
F0(1)
F0(1)
d  F0(1)
F0(1)
F 0(1)  F0(1)3 d 4

a 12 =

1
d 2

a 13 = -


8F0 (1) 16F0 (1) 2 
8
32
+

+
3
4
5
F0(1)
F 0(1)  F0(1)3 d 4
 F0(1)

8
F0(1)3 d 4

a NN-2 = -

8
F0(N)3 d 4
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1
a NN-1 =
d 2
a NN


8F0 (N) 16F0 (N) 2 
8
32
+
+
3
4
5 
F0(N)
F 0( N)  F0(N)3 d 4
 F0(N)

4F0 (N) 8F0 (N) 2
4F0 (N) 8F0 (N) 2 
2 
4
24
=
- 2 +
4
5
3
4
5 
F0(N)
F0(N)
d  F0(N)
F0(N)
F 0( N)  F0(N)3 d 4

The elements of matrix A between row 2 and N-1 are determined by Eq. (7.3.12)
ai i-2 = c1(i), i = 3…N-1
ai i-1 = c2(i), i = 2…N-1
ai i= c3(i), i = 3…N-2
ai i+1 = c4(i), i = 2…N-1
ai i+2 = c5(i), i = 2…N-2
a22 = c1(2) + c3(2)
aN-1 N-1 = c3(i) +c5(i)
where
c1(i) = -

d 3(i) d 4(i)
+
2 d 3 d 4

c2(i) = -

d1(i) d2(i) d3(i) 4d4(i)
+

2d
d 2
d 3
d 4

c3(i) = d0(i) -

2d2(i) 6d4(i)
+
d 2
d 4

c4(i) =

d1(i) d2(i) d3(i) 4d4(i)
+
2d
d 2 d 3
d 4

c5(i) =

d3(i) d4(i)
+
2d 3 d 4

and
d 0(i)  

2 cos i F 0 (i ) F 0 (i) 3F 0 (i ) 2
sin i cos 2 i cos 2 i  sin 2 i
sin i





r (i) 3
r (i) 2 F 0(i)
r (i) F 0(i) 2
r (i) F 0(i) 3
F 0(i) 4
F 0(i) 5
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d1(i)  

3F 0 (i )
cos 3 i sin i cos i
2 cos i



3
2
2
r (i)
r (i) F 0(i) r (i) F 0(i)
F 0(i) 4

2 cos i F 0 (i)
F 0 (i) 3F 0 (i) 2
cos 2 i
sin i
1
d 2(i) 





r (i) 2 F 0(i) r (i) F 0(i) 2
r (i) F 0(i) 3
F 0(i) 3 F 0(i) 4
F 0(i) 5

d 3(i)  

3F 0 (i)
2 cos i

r (i) F 0(i) 2
F 0(i) 4

d 4(i )  

1
F 0(i ) 3

where i = 2…N-1.
Other elements aij of matrix A are zero.
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APPENDIX F. COMPUTER PROGRAMS
F.1. A program for the evolution of a liquid thread
* This program is for the evolution of liquid thread with R 0 = 2S, and L = 18dz.
program md
double precision x(1350,3),v(1350,3),f1(1350,3),f2(1350,3)
double precision temp,xx(3),delt,tmax,sumv(3),sav,ctd,dzd,dx,dxd
double precision ke,pe,tot,sumrv,angpy(1350),r(1350)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart/c5/nz
open(unit=10,file='trans0.7 2s18dz.txt',status='unknown')

tmax=2000.D0
delt=0.001D0
npart=450
nz=18
temp=0.7D0
num=dnint(tmax/delt)
call init(xx)
call velocityAssign
call mom(xx)
call conTemp(0,temp,ke)
call force(f1,pe)
tot=ke+pe
do 30 i=1,num
call position(f1,xx)
call force(f2,pe)
call velocity(f1,f2,sumv,i)
call conTemp(i,temp,ke)
tot=ke+pe
if(mod(i,int(10.D0/delt)).eq.0)then
write(10,200)i*delt,sumv(1),sumv(2),sumv(3),xx(1),xx(2)
$ ,xx(3),ke,pe,tot
end if
if(mod(i,num/10).eq.0)then
call outPut(temp,i,f2,num/10)
end if
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30
200
201
203

continue
format(10(D22.16,2X))
format(4(D22.16,2X))
format(50(D22.16,2X))
close(10)
close(11)
close(15)
close(17)
end

subroutine init(sx)
integer xb
double precision x(1350,3),v(1350,3)
double precision ro,dx,dy,dz,sx(3)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c4/npart/c5/nz
open(unit=30,file='ini0.7 2s18dz.txt',status='unknown')
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
nx=3
ny=2*nx-1
dx=ro
dy=dsqrt(3.D0)/2.D0*ro
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
m=1
do 100 iz=1,nz
if(mod(iz,3).eq.0)then
do 110 iy=1,ny
if (iy.le.nx)then
xb=nx+iy-1
else
xb=3*nx-iy-1
end if
do 120 ix=1,xb
x(m,1)=-dble(xb-1)/2.D0*dx+dble(ix-1)*dx
x(m,2)=dble(iy-nx+1)*dy
x(m,3)=dble(iz)*dz
m=m+1
120 continue
110 continue
else if(mod(iz,3).eq.1)then
do 130 iy=1,ny
if (iy.le.nx)then
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140
130

160
150
100

xb=nx+iy-1
else
xb=3*nx-iy-1
end if
do 140 ix=1,xb
x(m,1)=-dble(xb-1)/2.D0*dx+dble(ix-1)*dx+0.5D0*dx
x(m,2)=dble(iy-nx+1)*dy+1.D0/3.D0*dy
x(m,3)=dble(iz)*dz
m=m+1
continue
continue
else
do 150 iy=1,ny
if (iy.le.nx)then
xb=nx+iy-1
else
xb=3*nx-iy-1
end if
do 160 ix=1,xb
x(m,1)=-dble(xb-1)/2.D0*dx+dble(ix-1)*dx
x(m,2)=dble(iy-nx+1)*dy+2.D0/3.D0*dy
x(m,3)=dble(iz)*dz
m=m+1
continue
continue
end if
continue
m=342
do 600 iz=1,nz/3
x(m+1+18*(iz-1),1)=(-3.D0+0.5D0)*dx
x(m+2+18*(iz-1),1)=(3.D0+0.5D0)*dx
x(m+3+18*(iz-1),1)=(4.D0+0.5D0)*dx
x(m+4+18*(iz-1),1)=(3.D0+0.5D0)*dx
x(m+5+18*(iz-1),1)=(-3.D0+0.5D0)*dx
x(m+6+18*(iz-1),1)=(-4.D0+0.5D0)*dx
x(m+1+18*(iz-1),2)=(-3.D0+1.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+2+18*(iz-1),2)=(-3.D0+1.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+3+18*(iz-1),2)=(0.D0+1.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+4+18*(iz-1),2)=(3.D0+1.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+5+18*(iz-1),2)=(3.D0+1.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+6+18*(iz-1),2)=(1.D0/3.D0)*dy
do 610 ii=1,6
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x(m+ii+18*(iz-1),3)=dz*dble(1+3*(iz-1))
continue
x(m+7+18*(iz-1),1)=-3.D0*dx
x(m+8+18*(iz-1),1)=3.D0*dx
x(m+9+18*(iz-1),1)=4.D0*dx
x(m+10+18*(iz-1),1)=3.D0*dx
x(m+11+18*(iz-1),1)=-3.D0*dx
x(m+12+18*(iz-1),1)=-4.D0*dx
x(m+7+18*(iz-1),2)=(-3.D0+2.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+8+18*(iz-1),2)=(-3.D0+2.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+9+18*(iz-1),2)=(0.D0+2.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+10+18*(iz-1),2)=(3.D0+2.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+11+18*(iz-1),2)=(3.D0+2.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+12+18*(iz-1),2)=(2.D0/3.D0)*dy
do 620 ii=7,12
x(m+ii+18*(iz-1),3)=dz*dble(2+3*(iz-1))
620 continue
x(m+13+18*(iz-1),1)=-3.D0*dx
x(m+14+18*(iz-1),1)=3.D0*dx
x(m+15+18*(iz-1),1)=4.D0*dx
x(m+16+18*(iz-1),1)=3.D0*dx
x(m+17+18*(iz-1),1)=-3.D0*dx
x(m+18+18*(iz-1),1)=-4.D0*dx
x(m+13+18*(iz-1),2)=-3.D0*dy
x(m+14+18*(iz-1),2)=-3.D0*dy
x(m+15+18*(iz-1),2)=0.D0
x(m+16+18*(iz-1),2)=3.D0*dy
x(m+17+18*(iz-1),2)=3.D0*dy
x(m+18+18*(iz-1),2)=0.D0
do 630 ii=13,18
x(m+ii+18*(iz-1),3)=dz*dble(3+3*(iz-1))
630 continue
600 continue
610

do 105 iz=1,3
sx(iz)=0.D0
do 180 ix=1,342
sx(iz)=sx(iz)+x(ix,iz)
180 continue
sx(iz)=sx(iz)/dble(342)
do 190,ix=1,npart
x(ix,iz)=x(ix,iz)-sx(iz)
190 continue
105 continue
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do 211 iz=1,3
sx(iz)=0.D0
do 220 ix=1,342
sx(iz)=sx(iz)+x(ix,iz)
220 continue
sx(iz)=sx(iz)/dble(342)
211 continue
write(30,230)(x(ix,1),x(ix,2),x(ix,3),ix=1,npart)
230 format(3(D22.16,2X))
close(30)
end

subroutine conTemp(n,temp,sum2)
double precision v(1350,3),temp,sum2,scale
common/c2/v/c4/npart
sum2=0.D0
do 240 i=1,npart
sum2=sum2+v(i,1)**2.D0+v(i,2)**2.D0+v(i,3)**2.D0
240 continue
if (n.eq.0.or.mod(n,10).eq.0) then
scale=dsqrt(3.D0*dble(npart)*temp/sum2)
do 250 i=1,npart
do 250 j=1,3
v(i,j)=v(i,j)*scale
250 continue
end if
sum2=0.D0
do 260 i=1,npart
sum2=sum2+v(i,1)**2.D0+v(i,2)**2.D0+v(i,3)**2.D0
260 continue
sum2=sum2/2.D0
end

subroutine force(f2,pe)
double precision x(1350,3),f2(1350,3)
$ ,pe,ro,dx,dy,dz,rc2
double precision rr2,rr2i,rr6i,ff,xbox,zbox,r(3),r2(3)
common/c1/x/c4/npart/c5/nz
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
nx=3
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ny=2*nx-1
nz=18
dx=ro
dy=dsqrt(3.D0)/2.D0*ro
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
xbox=dble(2*nx+10)*dx
zbox=dble(nz)*dz
rc2=(5.D0*ro)**2.D0
do 260 i=1,npart
do 260 j=1,3
f2(i,j)=0.D0
260 continue
pe=0.D0
do 270 i=1,npart
do 270 j=1,npart
do 280 k=1,3
r(k)=x(i,k)-x(j,k)
280 continue
r(1)=r(1)-xbox*dnint(r(1)/xbox)
r(2)=r(2)-xbox*dnint(r(2)/xbox)
r(3)=r(3)-zbox*dnint(r(3)/zbox)
rr2=0.D0
do 281 k=1,3
r2(k)=r(k)*r(k)
rr2=rr2+r2(k)
281 continue
if(rr2.gt.0.D0.and.rr2.le.rc2)then
rr2i=1.D0/rr2
rr6i=rr2i**3.D0
ff=48.D0*rr2i*rr6i*(rr6i-0.5D0)
do 282 k=1,3
f2(i,k)=f2(i,k)+ff*r(k)
282 continue
if(i.gt.j)pe=pe+4.D0*rr6i*(rr6i-1.D0)
end if
270 continue
end

subroutine position(f1,xx)
double precision x(1350,3),v(1350,3),f1(1350,3)
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double precision xx(3),ro,dx,dy,dz,delt,xbox,zbox,dxl,dxr,dyu,dyd
$ ,xxl,xxr,yyu,yyd,amm,ann
integer nn(44,44),mm1(440),nn1(440)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart/c5/nz
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
nx=3
ny=2*nx-1
nz=18
dx=ro
dy=dsqrt(3.D0)/2.D0*ro
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
xbox=dble(2*nx+10)*dx
zbox=dble(nz)*dz
xx(1)=0.D0
xx(2)=0.D0
xx(3)=0.D0
do 290 i=1,npart
do 290 j=1,3
x(i,j)=x(i,j)+v(i,j)*delt+f1(i,j)/2.D0*delt*delt
290 continue
do 291 j=1,3
do 300 i=1,npart
xx(j)=xx(j)+x(i,j)
300 continue
291 continue
xx(1)=xx(1)/dble(npart)
xx(2)=xx(2)/dble(npart)
xx(3)=xx(3)/dble(npart)
do 315 i=1,npart
x(i,1)=x(i,1)-xx(1)
x(i,2)=x(i,2)-xx(2)
315 continue
do 310 i=1,npart
x(i,1)=x(i,1)-xbox*dnint(x(i,1)/xbox)
x(i,2)=x(i,2)-xbox*dnint(x(i,2)/xbox)
x(i,3)=x(i,3)-zbox*dnint(x(i,3)/zbox)
310 continue
xx(1)=0.D0
xx(2)=0.D0
xx(3)=0.D0
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318
316

do 316 j=1,3
do 318 i=1,npart
xx(j)=xx(j)+x(i,j)
continue
xx(j)=xx(j)/dble(npart)
continue
end

subroutine velocity(f1,f2,sumv,n)
double precision x(1350,3),f1(1350,3)
$ ,f2(1350,3),v(1350,3)
double precision delt,sumv(3)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
do 320 i=1,npart
do 320 j=1,3
v(i,j)=v(i,j)+(f1(i,j)+f2(i,j))/2.D0*delt
f1(i,j)=f2(i,j)
320 continue
sumv(1)=0.D0
sumv(2)=0.D0
sumv(3)=0.D0
do 330, i=1,npart
do 330,j=1,3
sumv(j)=sumv(j)+v(i,j)
330 continue
sumv(1)=sumv(1)/dble(npart)
sumv(2)=sumv(2)/dble(npart)
sumv(3)=sumv(3)/dble(npart)
if(mod(n,int(10.D0/delt)).eq.0)then
do 335 i=1,npart
v(i,1)=v(i,1)-sumv(1)
v(i,2)=v(i,2)-sumv(2)
v(i,3)=v(i,3)-sumv(3)
335 continue
end if
end

subroutine Rotate(sav,r,xx,angpy)
double precision x(1350,3),v(1350,3),xx(3)
$ ,sav,savx,savy,angpy(1350),sumr,delt,av0
double precision avx,avy,pi,vxp,vyp,r(1350),angpx(1350)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
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savx=0.D0
savy=0.D0
pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
do 340 i=1,npart
r(i)=dsqrt((x(i,1)-xx(1))**2.D0+(x(i,2)-xx(2))**2.D0)
if((x(i,1)-xx(1)).eq.0.D0)then
angpy(i)=pi/2.D0
else
angpy(i)=datan(dabs((x(i,2)-xx(2))/(x(i,1)-xx(1))))
end if
angpx(i)=pi/2.D0-angpy(i)
vxp=v(i,1)*dcos(angpx(i))
vyp=v(i,2)*dcos(angpy(i))
if(v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2)).gt.0.D0)then
avx=dabs(vxp/r(i))
else
avx=-dabs(vxp/r(i))
end if
if(v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1)).gt.0.D0)then
avy=dabs(vyp/r(i))
else
avy=-dabs(vyp/r(i))
end if
savx=savx+avx
savy=savy+avy
340 continue
sav=(savx-savy)/npart
end

subroutine velocityAssign
double precision v(1350,3)
common/c2/v/c4/npart
open(unit=16,file='ive0.7 2s18dz.txt',status='unknown')
nz=18
if(mod(nz,2).eq.0)then
do 350 i=1,342/2
v(i,1)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,2)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,3)=rand()-0.5D0
350 continue
do 640 i=342+1,342+(npart-342)/2
v(i,1)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,2)=rand()-0.5D0
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v(i,3)=rand()-0.5D0
continue
do 360 i=342/2+1,342
v(i,1)=-v(i-342/2,1)
v(i,2)=-v(i-342/2,2)
v(i,3)=-v(i-342/2,3)
360 continue
do 650 i=342+(npart-342)/2+1,npart
v(i,1)=-v(i-(npart-342)/2,1)
v(i,2)=-v(i-(npart-342)/2,2)
v(i,3)=-v(i-(npart-342)/2,3)
650 continue
else
nn=(nz/2-1)*19
mm=nn+3*19+1
do 450 i=1,nn
v(i,1)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,2)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,3)=rand()-0.5D0
450 continue
do 460 i=nn+1,mm-1
v(i,1)=0.D0
v(i,2)=0.D0
v(i,3)=0.D0
460 continue
do 470 i=mm,342
v(i,1)=-v(i-nn-3*19,1)
v(i,2)=-v(i-nn-3*19,2)
v(i,3)=-v(i-nn-3*19,3)
470 continue
nng=342+(nz/2-1)*6
mmg=nng+3*6+1
do 660 i=342+1,nng
v(i,1)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,2)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,3)=rand()-0.5D0
660 continue
do 670 i=nng+1,mmg-1
v(i,1)=0.D0
v(i,2)=0.D0
v(i,3)=0.D0
670 continue
do 680 i=mmg,npart
v(i,1)=-v(i-3*18,1)
640
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v(i,2)=-v(i-3*18,2)
v(i,3)=-v(i-3*18,3)
680 continue
end if
write(16,365)(i,v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3),i=1,npart)
365 format(I5,2X,D22.16,2X,D22.16,2X,D22.16)
close(16)
end

subroutine mom(xx)
double precision x(1350,3),v(1350,3),sumv(3),xx(3),ysumrv
double precision zrvx,zrvy,xrvy,xrvz,yrvx,yrvz,zsumrv,xsumrv
double precision zsumrvx,zsumrvy,xsumrvy,xsumrvz,ysumrvx,ysumrvz
common/c1/x/c2/v/c4/npart
open(unit=12,file='sumv0.7 2s18dz.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=13,file='asumv0.7 2s18dz.txt',status='unknown')
do 361 i=1,3
sumv(i)=0.D0
361 continue
do 362 i=1,npart
sumv(1)=sumv(1)+v(i,1)
sumv(2)=sumv(2)+v(i,2)
sumv(3)=sumv(3)+v(i,3)
362 continue
write(12,366)sumv(1),sumv(2),sumv(3)
zsumrvx=0.D0
zsumrvy=0.D0
do 490 i=1,npart
zrvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
zrvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
zsumrvx=zsumrvx+zrvx
zsumrvy=zsumrvy+zrvy
490 continue
zsumrv=(zsumrvy-zsumrvx)/dble(npart)
xsumrvy=0.D0
xsumrvz=0.D0
do 510 i=1,npart
xrvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,3)-xx(3))
xrvz=v(i,3)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
xsumrvy=xsumrvy+xrvy
xsumrvz=xsumrvz+xrvz
510 continue
xsumrv=(xsumrvz-xsumrvy)/dble(npart)
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ysumrvx=0.D0
ysumrvz=0.D0
do 1350 i=1,npart
yrvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,3)-xx(3))
yrvz=v(i,3)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
ysumrvx=ysumrvx+yrvx
ysumrvz=ysumrvz+yrvz
1350 continue
ysumrv=(ysumrvx-ysumrvz)/dble(npart)
write(13,366)zsumrv,xsumrv,ysumrv
366 format(3(D22.16,2X))
close(12)
close(13)
end

subroutine outPut(temp,t,f,num)
double precision x(1350,3),v(1350,3)
$ ,f(1350,3),delt,temp,ro,dz,zbox
integer t
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart/c5/nz
character*100 filename(10)/'p1 2s18dz.txt','p2 2s18dz.txt',
$'p3 2s18dz.txt','p4 2s18dz.txt','p5 2s18dz.txt','p6 2s18dz.txt',
$'p7 2s18dz.txt','p8 2s18dz.txt','p9 2s18dz.txt','p10 2s18dz.txt'/
$,fn
i=nint(dble(t)/num)
if(i.eq.1)fn=filename(1)
if(i.eq.2)fn=filename(2)
if(i.eq.3)fn=filename(3)
if(i.eq.4)fn=filename(4)
if(i.eq.5)fn=filename(5)
if(i.eq.6)fn=filename(6)
if(i.eq.7)fn=filename(7)
if(i.eq.8)fn=filename(8)
if(i.eq.9)fn=filename(9)
if(i.eq.10)fn=filename(10)

n=i+20
open(unit=n,file=fn,status='unknown')
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
zbox=dble(nz)*dz
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do 370 i=npart+1,2*npart
x(i,1)=x(i-npart,1)
x(i,2)=x(i-npart,2)
x(i,3)=x(i-npart,3)+zbox
370 continue
do 375 i=2*npart+1,3*npart
x(i,1)=x(i-2*npart,1)
x(i,2)=x(i-2*npart,2)
x(i,3)=x(i-2*npart,3)+2.D0*zbox
375 continue
write(n,380)(temp,t*delt,x(i,1),x(i,2),x(i,3),v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3)
$ ,f(i,1),f(i,2),f(i,3),i=1,3*npart)
380 format(11(D23.17,2X))
close(n)
end

subroutine anguMom(xx,sumrv,n,r,angpy)
double precision x(1350,3),v(1350,3),r(1350),angpy(1350)
double precision xx(3),sumrvx,sumrvy,sumrv,rvx,rvy,av0,delt
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
sumrvx=0.D0
sumrvy=0.D0
do 390 i=1,npart
rvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
rvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
sumrvx=sumrvx+rvx
sumrvy=sumrvy+rvy
390 continue
sumrv=sumrvy-sumrvx
end
F.2. A program for collecting the number density of a liquid thread
program md
* This program is for collecting the number density inside each annuluses for thread with
R0 = S and L =
* 9dz.
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),f1(359,3),f2(359,3)
double precision temp,xx(3),delt,tmax,sumv(3),sav,ctd,dzd,dx,dxd
double precision ke,pe,tot,sumrv,num1(50,9),r(359)
double precision ro,pi,dz,num2(50),vol(50),angpy(359)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart/c5/nz
open(unit=10,file='trans0.7-2.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=11,file='mom0.7-2.txt',status='unknown')
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open(unit=15,file='num-2D-den0.7-2.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=17,file='num-3D-den0.7-2.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=19,file='number.txt',status='unknown')
pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
tmax=4000.D0
delt=0.001D0
npart=117
nz=9
nn=0
temp=0.7D0
num=dnint(tmax/delt)
do 410 i=1,50
do 410 k=1,9
num1(i,k)=0
410 continue
call init(xx)
call velocityAssign
call mom(xx)
call conTemp(0,temp,ke)
call force(f1,pe)
tot=ke+pe
do 30 i=1,num
call position(f1,xx)
call force(f2,pe)
call velocity(f1,f2,sumv,i)
call conTemp(i,temp,ke)
tot=ke+pe
call Rotate(sav,r,xx,angpy)
call anguMom(xx,sumrv,i,r,angpy)
if(mod(i,int(10.D0/delt)).eq.0)then
write(10,200)i*delt,sumv(1),sumv(2),sumv(3),xx(1),xx(2)
$ ,xx(3),sav,sumrv,ke,pe,tot
end if
if(mod(i,num/10).eq.0)then
write(11,201)i*delt,xx(3),sumrv,sumv(1)
call outPut(temp,i,f2,num/10)
end if
if(dble(i)*0.001D0.gt.2000.D0)call atomsAccount(num1,nn)
30
continue
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
dzd=dz
dx=ro
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dxd=0.14D0*dx
do 40 i=1,100
vol(i)=pi*((dble(i)*dxd)**2.D0-(dble(i-1)*dxd)**2.D0)*dz
40
continue
do 430 i=1,50
do 430 k=1,9
num1(i,k)=num1(i,k)/(2000.D0/delt)/vol(i)
430 continue
do 440 i=1,50
num2(i)=0.D0
440 continue
do 480 i=1,50
do 480 k=1,9
num2(i)=num2(i)+num1(i,k)
480 continue
do 500 i=1,50
num2(i)=num2(i)/9.D0
500 continue
write(17,203)((num1(i,k),i=1,50),k=1,9)
write(15,204)(((dble(i-1)+0.5D0)*dxd,num2(i)),i=1,50)
write(19,*)'number=',nn
200 format(14(D22.16,2X))
201 format(4(D22.16,2X))
203 format(100(D22.16,2X))
204 format(2(D22.16,2X))
close(10)
close(11)
close(15)
close(17)
close(19)
end

subroutine init(sx)
integer xb
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3)
double precision ro,dx,dy,dz,sx(3)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c4/npart/c5/nz
open(unit=30,file='ini0.7-2.txt',status='unknown')
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
nx=2
ny=2*nx-1
dx=ro
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dy=dsqrt(3.D0)/2.D0*ro
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
m=1
do 100 iz=1,nz
if(mod(iz,3).eq.0)then
do 110 iy=1,ny
if (iy.le.nx)then
xb=nx+iy-1
else
xb=3*nx-iy-1
end if
do 120 ix=1,xb
x(m,1)=-dble(xb-1)/2.D0*dx+dble(ix-1)*dx
x(m,2)=dble(iy-nx+1)*dy
x(m,3)=dble(iz)*dz
m=m+1
120 continue
110 continue
else if(mod(iz,3).eq.1)then
do 130 iy=1,ny
if (iy.le.nx)then
xb=nx+iy-1
else
xb=3*nx-iy-1
end if
do 140 ix=1,xb
x(m,1)=-dble(xb-1)/2.D0*dx+dble(ix-1)*dx+0.5D0*dx
x(m,2)=dble(iy-nx+1)*dy+1.D0/3.D0*dy
x(m,3)=dble(iz)*dz
m=m+1
140 continue
130 continue
else
do 150 iy=1,ny
if (iy.le.nx)then
xb=nx+iy-1
else
xb=3*nx-iy-1
end if
do 160 ix=1,xb
x(m,1)=-dble(xb-1)/2.D0*dx+dble(ix-1)*dx
x(m,2)=dble(iy-nx+1)*dy+2.D0/3.D0*dy
x(m,3)=dble(iz)*dz
m=m+1
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160
150
100

continue
continue
end if
continue
m=63
do 600 iz=1,nz/3

x(m+1+18*(iz-1),1)=(-3.D0+0.5D0)*dx
x(m+2+18*(iz-1),1)=(3.D0+0.5D0)*dx
x(m+3+18*(iz-1),1)=(4.D0+0.5D0)*dx
x(m+4+18*(iz-1),1)=(3.D0+0.5D0)*dx
x(m+5+18*(iz-1),1)=(-3.D0+0.5D0)*dx
x(m+6+18*(iz-1),1)=(-4.D0+0.5D0)*dx
x(m+1+18*(iz-1),2)=(-3.D0+1.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+2+18*(iz-1),2)=(-3.D0+1.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+3+18*(iz-1),2)=(0.D0+1.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+4+18*(iz-1),2)=(3.D0+1.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+5+18*(iz-1),2)=(3.D0+1.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+6+18*(iz-1),2)=(1.D0/3.D0)*dy
do 610 ii=1,6
x(m+ii+18*(iz-1),3)=dz*dble(1+3*(iz-1))
610 continue
x(m+7+18*(iz-1),1)=-3.D0*dx
x(m+8+18*(iz-1),1)=3.D0*dx
x(m+9+18*(iz-1),1)=4.D0*dx
x(m+10+18*(iz-1),1)=3.D0*dx
x(m+11+18*(iz-1),1)=-3.D0*dx
x(m+12+18*(iz-1),1)=-4.D0*dx
x(m+7+18*(iz-1),2)=(-3.D0+2.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+8+18*(iz-1),2)=(-3.D0+2.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+9+18*(iz-1),2)=(0.D0+2.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+10+18*(iz-1),2)=(3.D0+2.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+11+18*(iz-1),2)=(3.D0+2.D0/3.D0)*dy
x(m+12+18*(iz-1),2)=(2.D0/3.D0)*dy
do 620 ii=7,12
x(m+ii+18*(iz-1),3)=dz*dble(2+3*(iz-1))
620 continue
x(m+13+18*(iz-1),1)=-3.D0*dx
x(m+14+18*(iz-1),1)=3.D0*dx
x(m+15+18*(iz-1),1)=4.D0*dx
x(m+16+18*(iz-1),1)=3.D0*dx
x(m+17+18*(iz-1),1)=-3.D0*dx
x(m+18+18*(iz-1),1)=-4.D0*dx
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x(m+13+18*(iz-1),2)=-3.D0*dy
x(m+14+18*(iz-1),2)=-3.D0*dy
x(m+15+18*(iz-1),2)=0.D0
x(m+16+18*(iz-1),2)=3.D0*dy
x(m+17+18*(iz-1),2)=3.D0*dy
x(m+18+18*(iz-1),2)=0.D0
do 630 ii=13,18
x(m+ii+18*(iz-1),3)=dz*dble(3+3*(iz-1))
630 continue
600 continue
do 105 iz=1,3
sx(iz)=0.D0
do 180 ix=1,63
sx(iz)=sx(iz)+x(ix,iz)
180 continue
sx(iz)=sx(iz)/dble(63)
do 190,ix=1,npart
x(ix,iz)=x(ix,iz)-sx(iz)
190 continue
105 continue
do 211 iz=1,3
sx(iz)=0.D0
do 220 ix=1,63
sx(iz)=sx(iz)+x(ix,iz)
220 continue
sx(iz)=sx(iz)/dble(63)
211 continue
write(30,230)(x(ix,1),x(ix,2),x(ix,3),ix=1,npart)
230 format(3(D22.16,2X))
close(30)
end

subroutine conTemp(n,temp,sum2)
double precision v(359,3),temp,sum2,scale
common/c2/v/c4/npart
sum2=0.D0
do 240 i=1,npart
sum2=sum2+v(i,1)**2.D0+v(i,2)**2.D0+v(i,3)**2.D0
240 continue
if (n.eq.0.or.mod(n,10).eq.0) then
scale=dsqrt(3.D0*dble(npart)*temp/sum2)
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do 250 i=1,npart
do 250 j=1,3
v(i,j)=v(i,j)*scale
250 continue
end if
sum2=0.D0
do 260 i=1,npart
sum2=sum2+v(i,1)**2.D0+v(i,2)**2.D0+v(i,3)**2.D0
260 continue
sum2=sum2/2.D0
end

subroutine force(f2,pe)
double precision x(359,3),f2(359,3)
$ ,pe,ro,dx,dy,dz,rc2
double precision rr2,rr2i,rr6i,ff,xbox,zbox,r(3),r2(3)
double precision xu(359,3),ru(3),ru2(3),rru2,rru2i,rru6i,ffu
double precision xd(359,3),rd(3),rd2(3),rrd2,rrd2i,rrd6i,ffd
common/c1/x/c4/npart/c5/nz
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
nx=2
ny=2*nx-1
nz=9
dx=ro
dy=dsqrt(3.D0)/2.D0*ro
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
xbox=dble(2*nx+10)*dx
zbox=dble(nz)*dz
rc2=(5.D0*ro)**2.D0
do 260 i=1,npart
do 260 j=1,3
f2(i,j)=0.D0
260 continue
pe=0.D0
do 270 i=1,npart
do 270 j=1,npart
do 280 k=1,3
r(k)=x(i,k)-x(j,k)
280 continue
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ru(1)=r(1)
ru(2)=r(2)
ru(3)=r(3)-zbox
rd(1)=r(1)
rd(2)=r(2)
rd(3)=r(3)+zbox
r(1)=r(1)-xbox*dnint(r(1)/xbox)
r(2)=r(2)-xbox*dnint(r(2)/xbox)
ru(1)=ru(1)-xbox*dnint(ru(1)/xbox)
ru(2)=ru(2)-xbox*dnint(ru(2)/xbox)
rd(1)=rd(1)-xbox*dnint(rd(1)/xbox)
rd(2)=rd(2)-xbox*dnint(rd(2)/xbox)
rr2=0.D0
rru2=0.D0
rrd2=0.D0
do 281 k=1,3
r2(k)=r(k)*r(k)
ru2(k)=ru(k)*ru(k)
rd2(k)=rd(k)*rd(k)
rr2=rr2+r2(k)
rru2=rru2+ru2(k)
rrd2=rrd2+rd2(k)
281 continue
if(rr2.gt.0.D0.and.rr2.le.rc2)then
rr2i=1.D0/rr2
rr6i=rr2i**3.D0
ff=48.D0*rr2i*rr6i*(rr6i-0.5D0)
do 282 k=1,3
f2(i,k)=f2(i,k)+ff*r(k)
282 continue
if(i.gt.j)pe=pe+4.D0*rr6i*(rr6i-1.D0)
end if
if(rru2.gt.0.D0.and.rru2.le.rc2)then
rru2i=1.D0/rru2
rru6i=rru2i**3.D0
ffu=48.D0*rru2i*rru6i*(rru6i-0.5D0)
do 283 k=1,3
f2(i,k)=f2(i,k)+ffu*ru(k)
283 continue
if(i.gt.j)pe=pe+4.D0*rru6i*(rru6i-1.D0)
end if
if(rrd2.gt.0.D0.and.rrd2.le.rc2)then
rrd2i=1.D0/rrd2
rrd6i=rrd2i**3.D0
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ffd=48.D0*rrd2i*rrd6i*(rrd6i-0.5D0)
do 284 k=1,3
f2(i,k)=f2(i,k)+ffd*rd(k)
284 continue
if(i.gt.j)pe=pe+4.D0*rrd6i*(rrd6i-1.D0)
end if
270 continue
271 format(I5,2X,I5,2X,6(D22.16,2X))
end

subroutine position(f1,xx)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),f1(359,3)
double precision xx(3),ro,dx,dy,dz,delt,xbox,zbox,dxl,dxr,dyu,dyd
$ ,xxl,xxr,yyu,yyd,amm,ann
integer nn(44,44),mm1(440),nn1(440)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart/c5/nz
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
nx=2
ny=2*nx-1
nz=9
dx=ro
dy=dsqrt(3.D0)/2.D0*ro
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
xbox=dble(2*nx+10)*dx
zbox=dble(nz)*dz
xx(1)=0.D0
xx(2)=0.D0
xx(3)=0.D0
do 290 i=1,npart
do 290 j=1,3
x(i,j)=x(i,j)+v(i,j)*delt+f1(i,j)/2.D0*delt*delt
290 continue
do 291 j=1,3
do 300 i=1,npart
xx(j)=xx(j)+x(i,j)
300 continue
291 continue
xx(1)=xx(1)/dble(npart)
xx(2)=xx(2)/dble(npart)
xx(3)=xx(3)/dble(npart)
do 315 i=1,npart
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x(i,1)=x(i,1)-xx(1)
x(i,2)=x(i,2)-xx(2)
315 continue
do 310 i=1,npart
x(i,1)=x(i,1)-xbox*dnint(x(i,1)/xbox)
x(i,2)=x(i,2)-xbox*dnint(x(i,2)/xbox)
x(i,3)=x(i,3)-zbox*dnint(x(i,3)/zbox)
310 continue
xx(1)=0.D0
xx(2)=0.D0
xx(3)=0.D0
do 316 j=1,3
do 318 i=1,npart
xx(j)=xx(j)+x(i,j)
318 continue
xx(j)=xx(j)/dble(npart)
316 continue
end

subroutine velocity(f1,f2,sumv,n)
double precision x(359,3),f1(359,3)
$ ,f2(359,3),v(359,3)
double precision delt,sumv(3)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
do 320 i=1,npart
do 320 j=1,3
v(i,j)=v(i,j)+(f1(i,j)+f2(i,j))/2.D0*delt
f1(i,j)=f2(i,j)
320 continue
sumv(1)=0.D0
sumv(2)=0.D0
sumv(3)=0.D0
do 330, i=1,npart
do 330,j=1,3
sumv(j)=sumv(j)+v(i,j)
330 continue
sumv(1)=sumv(1)/dble(npart)
sumv(2)=sumv(2)/dble(npart)
sumv(3)=sumv(3)/dble(npart)
if(mod(n,int(10.D0/delt)).eq.0)then
do 335 i=1,npart
v(i,1)=v(i,1)-sumv(1)
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v(i,2)=v(i,2)-sumv(2)
v(i,3)=v(i,3)-sumv(3)
335 continue
end if
end

subroutine Rotate(sav,r,xx,angpy)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),xx(3)
$ ,sav,savx,savy,angpy(359),sumr,delt,av0
double precision avx,avy,pi,vxp,vyp,r(359),angpx(359)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
savx=0.D0
savy=0.D0
pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
do 340 i=1,npart
r(i)=dsqrt((x(i,1)-xx(1))**2.D0+(x(i,2)-xx(2))**2.D0)
if((x(i,1)-xx(1)).eq.0.D0)then
angpy(i)=pi/2.D0
else
angpy(i)=datan(dabs((x(i,2)-xx(2))/(x(i,1)-xx(1))))
end if
angpx(i)=pi/2.D0-angpy(i)
vxp=v(i,1)*dcos(angpx(i))
vyp=v(i,2)*dcos(angpy(i))
if(v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2)).gt.0.D0)then
avx=dabs(vxp/r(i))
else
avx=-dabs(vxp/r(i))
end if
if(v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1)).gt.0.D0)then
avy=dabs(vyp/r(i))
else
avy=-dabs(vyp/r(i))
end if
savx=savx+avx
savy=savy+avy
340 continue
sav=(savx-savy)/npart
end

subroutine velocityAssign
double precision v(359,3)
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common/c2/v/c4/npart
open(unit=16,file='ive0.7-2.txt',status='unknown')
nz=9
if(mod(nz,2).eq.0)then
do 350 i=1,63/2
v(i,1)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,2)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,3)=rand()-0.5D0
350 continue
do 640 i=63+1,63+(npart-63)/2
v(i,1)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,2)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,3)=rand()-0.5D0
640 continue
do 360 i=63/2+1,63
v(i,1)=-v(i-63/2,1)
v(i,2)=-v(i-63/2,2)
v(i,3)=-v(i-63/2,3)
360 continue
do 650 i=63+(npart-63)/2+1,npart
v(i,1)=-v(i-(npart-63)/2,1)
v(i,2)=-v(i-(npart-63)/2,2)
v(i,3)=-v(i-(npart-63)/2,3)
650 continue
else
nn=(nz/2-1)*7
mm=nn+22
do 450 i=1,nn
v(i,1)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,2)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,3)=rand()-0.5D0
450 continue
do 460 i=nn+1,mm-1
v(i,1)=0.D0
v(i,2)=0.D0
v(i,3)=0.D0
460 continue
do 470 i=mm,63
v(i,1)=-v(i-nn-21,1)
v(i,2)=-v(i-nn-21,2)
v(i,3)=-v(i-nn-21,3)
470 continue
nng=63+(nz/2-1)*6
mmg=nng+3*6+1
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do 660 i=63+1,nng
v(i,1)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,2)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,3)=rand()-0.5D0
660 continue
do 670 i=nng+1,mmg-1
v(i,1)=0.D0
v(i,2)=0.D0
v(i,3)=0.D0
670 continue
do 680 i=mmg,npart
v(i,1)=-v(i-2*18,1)
v(i,2)=-v(i-2*18,2)
v(i,3)=-v(i-2*18,3)
680 continue
end if

365

write(16,365)(i,v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3),i=1,npart)
format(I5,2X,D22.16,2X,D22.16,2X,D22.16)
close(16)
end

subroutine mom(xx)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),sumv(3),xx(3),ysumrv
double precision zrvx,zrvy,xrvy,xrvz,yrvx,yrvz,zsumrv,xsumrv
double precision zsumrvx,zsumrvy,xsumrvy,xsumrvz,ysumrvx,ysumrvz
common/c1/x/c2/v/c4/npart
open(unit=12,file='sumv0.7-2.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=13,file='asumv0.7-2.txt',status='unknown')
do 361 i=1,3
sumv(i)=0.D0
361 continue
do 362 i=1,npart
sumv(1)=sumv(1)+v(i,1)
sumv(2)=sumv(2)+v(i,2)
sumv(3)=sumv(3)+v(i,3)
362 continue
write(12,366)sumv(1),sumv(2),sumv(3)
zsumrvx=0.D0
zsumrvy=0.D0
do 490 i=1,npart
zrvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
zrvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
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zsumrvx=zsumrvx+zrvx
zsumrvy=zsumrvy+zrvy
490 continue
zsumrv=(zsumrvy-zsumrvx)/dble(npart)
xsumrvy=0.D0
xsumrvz=0.D0
do 510 i=1,npart
xrvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,3)-xx(3))
xrvz=v(i,3)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
xsumrvy=xsumrvy+xrvy
xsumrvz=xsumrvz+xrvz
510 continue
xsumrv=(xsumrvz-xsumrvy)/dble(npart)
ysumrvx=0.D0
ysumrvz=0.D0
do 520 i=1,npart
yrvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,3)-xx(3))
yrvz=v(i,3)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
ysumrvx=ysumrvx+yrvx
ysumrvz=ysumrvz+yrvz
520 continue
ysumrv=(ysumrvx-ysumrvz)/dble(npart)
write(13,366)zsumrv,xsumrv,ysumrv
366 format(3(D22.16,2X))
close(12)
close(13)
end

subroutine outPut(temp,t,f,num)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3)
$ ,f(359,3),delt,temp,ro,dz,zbox
integer t
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart/c5/nz
character*100 filename(10)/'p1-2.txt','p2-2.txt','p3-2.txt',
$'p4-2.txt','p5-2.txt','p6-2.txt','p7-2.txt','p8-2.txt','p9-2.txt'
$,'p10-2.txt'/,fn
i=nint(dble(t)/num)
if(i.eq.1)fn=filename(1)
if(i.eq.2)fn=filename(2)
if(i.eq.3)fn=filename(3)
if(i.eq.4)fn=filename(4)
if(i.eq.5)fn=filename(5)
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if(i.eq.6)fn=filename(6)
if(i.eq.7)fn=filename(7)
if(i.eq.8)fn=filename(8)
if(i.eq.9)fn=filename(9)
if(i.eq.10)fn=filename(10)

n=i+20
open(unit=n,file=fn,status='unknown')
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
zbox=dble(nz)*dz
do 370 i=npart+1,2*npart
x(i,1)=x(i-npart,1)
x(i,2)=x(i-npart,2)
x(i,3)=x(i-npart,3)+zbox
370 continue
do 375 i=2*npart+1,3*npart
x(i,1)=x(i-2*npart,1)
x(i,2)=x(i-2*npart,2)
x(i,3)=x(i-2*npart,3)+2.D0*zbox
375 continue
write(n,380)(temp,t*delt,x(i,1),x(i,2),x(i,3),v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3)
$ ,f(i,1),f(i,2),f(i,3),i=1,3*npart)
380 format(11(D22.16,2X))
close(n)
end

subroutine anguMom(xx,sumrv,n,r,angpy)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),r(359),angpy(359)
double precision xx(3),sumrvx,sumrvy,sumrv,rvx,rvy,av0,delt,sumr
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
sumrvx=0.D0
sumrvy=0.D0
do 390 i=1,npart
rvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
rvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
sumrvx=sumrvx+rvx
sumrvy=sumrvy+rvy
390 continue
sumrv=(sumrvy-sumrvx)
end
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subroutine atomsAccount(num1,nn)
double precision num1(50,9),x(359,3)
double precision delt,ro,dz,dzd,dx,sxbox,zbox,dxd,rr
common/c1/x/c3/delt/c4/npart/c5/nz
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
dx=ro
zbox=dble(nz)*dz
dzd=dz
dxd=0.14D0*dx
nx=2
sxbox=dble(2*nx+10)*dx/2.D0
do 420 m=1,npart
do 420 i=1,50
rr=dsqrt(x(m,1)**2.D0+x(m,2)**2.D0)
if(rr.ge.dble(i-1)*dxd.and.rr.lt.dble(i)*dxd)then
k=int((x(m,3)+zbox/2.D0)/dzd)+1
num1(i,k)=num1(i,k)+1
nn=nn+1
end if
420 continue
end
F.3. A program for the calculation of Mean-square-displacement and root-mean-square bond
length fluctuation.
* This program is for the thread with R0 = 2S and L = 9dz.
program md
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),f1(359,3),f2(359,3),r(359)
double precision temp,xx(3),delt,tmax,sumv(3),sav,msd(60,101)
double precision ke,pe,tot,sumrv,sum1(30000),sum2(30000),xf(359,3)
double precision rms(60,101),xt(359,3),x0(359,3),xf0(359,3)
double precision angpy(359)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
open(unit=10,file='msd-rv.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=17,file='rms-rv.txt',status='unknown')
tmax=200.D0
delt=0.001D0
npart=171
num=nint(tmax/delt)
do 50 nrms=1,1
do 10 ii=1,60
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temp=dble(ii)*0.02D0
call init(xx,x0,xf0,xf)
call velocityAssign(nrms)
call mom(xx)
call conTemp(temp,ke)
call force(f1,pe)
tot=ke+pe
do 30 i=1,num
call position(f1,xx,x0,xf0,xf,i)
call force(f2,pe)
call velocity(f1,f2,sumv)
call conTemp(temp,ke)
tot=ke+pe
if(i.eq.int(100.D0/delt))then
call reserve(xt,xf)
call iniSum(sum1,sum2)
end if
if(i.ge.int(100.D0/delt))call rms1(sum1,sum2,xf)
call storePo(x0,xf0,xf)
30
continue
call msd1(xt,xf,ii,nrms,msd)
call rms2(sum1,sum2,dble(num),100.D0/delt,ii,nrms,rms)
call Rotate(sav,r,xx,angpy)
call anguMom(xx,sumrv,i,r,angpy)
write(17,205)nrms,temp,rms(ii,nrms)
write(10,205)nrms,temp,msd(ii,nrms)
10
continue
50
continue
200 format(15(D22.16,2X))
205 format(I5,D22.16,2X,D22.16)
210 format(202(D22.16,2X))
close(10)
close(17)
end

subroutine init(sx,x0,xf0,xf)
integer xb
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),x0(359,3),xf0(359,3),xf(359,3)
double precision ro,dx,dy,dz,sx(3)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
open(unit=30,file='ini.txt',status='unknown')
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
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nx=3
ny=2*nx-1
nz=9
dx=ro
dy=dsqrt(3.D0)/2.D0*ro
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
m=1
do 100 iz=1,nz
if(mod(iz,3).eq.1)then
do 110 iy=1,ny
if (iy.le.nx)then
xb=nx+iy-1
else
xb=3*nx-iy-1
end if
do 120 ix=1,xb
x(m,1)=-dble(xb-1)/2.D0*dx+dble(ix-1)*dx
x(m,2)=dble(iy-nx+1)*dy
x(m,3)=dble(iz)*dz
m=m+1
120 continue
110 continue
else if(mod(iz,3).eq.2)then
do 130 iy=1,ny
if (iy.le.nx)then
xb=nx+iy-1
else
xb=3*nx-iy-1
end if
do 140 ix=1,xb
x(m,1)=-dble(xb-1)/2.D0*dx+dble(ix-1)*dx+0.5D0*dx
x(m,2)=dble(iy-nx+1)*dy+1.D0/3.D0*dy
x(m,3)=dble(iz)*dz
m=m+1
140 continue
130 continue
else
do 150 iy=1,ny
if (iy.le.nx)then
xb=nx+iy-1
else
xb=3*nx-iy-1
end if
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do 160 ix=1,xb
x(m,1)=-dble(xb-1)/2.D0*dx+dble(ix-1)*dx
x(m,2)=dble(iy-nx+1)*dy+2.D0/3.D0*dy
x(m,3)=dble(iz)*dz
m=m+1
160 continue
150 continue
end if
100 continue
do 105 iz=1,3
sx(iz)=0.D0
do 180 ix=1,npart
sx(iz)=sx(iz)+x(ix,iz)
180 continue
sx(iz)=sx(iz)/dble(npart)
do 190,ix=1,npart
x(ix,iz)=x(ix,iz)-sx(iz)
190 continue
105 continue
do 211 iz=1,3
sx(iz)=0.D0
do 220 ix=1,npart
sx(iz)=sx(iz)+x(ix,iz)
220 continue
sx(iz)=sx(iz)/dble(npart)
211 continue
write(30,230)(x(ix,1),x(ix,2),x(ix,3),ix=1,npart)
do 580, j=1,3
do 580, i=1,npart
x0(i,j)=x(i,j)
xf0(i,j)=x(i,j)
xf(i,j)=x(i,j)
580 continue
230 format(3(D22.16,2X))
close(30)
end

subroutine conTemp(temp,sum2)
double precision v(359,3),temp,sum2,scale
common/c2/v/c4/npart
sum2=0.D0
do 240 i=1,npart
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sum2=sum2+v(i,1)**2.D0+v(i,2)**2.D0+v(i,3)**2.D0
continue
scale=dsqrt(3.D0*dble(npart)*temp/sum2)
do 250 i=1,npart
do 250 j=1,3
v(i,j)=v(i,j)*scale
250 continue
sum2=sum2/2.D0
end
240

subroutine force(f2,pe)
double precision x(359,3),f2(359,3)
$ ,pe,ro,dx,dy,dz,rc2
double precision rr2,rr2i,rr6i,ff,xbox,zbox,r(3),r2(3)
double precision xu(359,3),ru(3),ru2(3),rru2,rru2i,rru6i,ffu
double precision xd(359,3),rd(3),rd2(3),rrd2,rrd2i,rrd6i,ffd
common/c1/x/c4/npart
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
nx=3
ny=2*nx-1
nz=9
dx=ro
dy=dsqrt(3.D0)/2.D0*ro
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
xbox=dble(2*nx+10)*dx
zbox=dble(nz)*dz
rc2=(5.D0*ro)**2.D0
do 690 i=1,npart
xu(i,1)=x(i,1)
xu(i,2)=x(i,2)
xu(i,3)=x(i,3)+zbox
xd(i,1)=x(i,1)
xd(i,2)=x(i,2)
xd(i,3)=x(i,3)-zbox
690 continue
do 260 i=1,npart
do 260 j=1,3
f2(i,j)=0.D0
260 continue
pe=0.D0
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do 270 i=1,npart
do 270 j=1,npart
do 280 k=1,3
r(k)=x(i,k)-x(j,k)
ru(k)=x(i,k)-xu(j,k)
rd(k)=x(i,k)-xd(j,k)
280 continue
r(1)=r(1)-xbox*dnint(r(1)/xbox)
r(2)=r(2)-xbox*dnint(r(2)/xbox)
ru(1)=ru(1)-xbox*dnint(ru(1)/xbox)
ru(2)=ru(2)-xbox*dnint(ru(2)/xbox)
rd(1)=rd(1)-xbox*dnint(rd(1)/xbox)
rd(2)=rd(2)-xbox*dnint(rd(2)/xbox)
rr2=0.D0
rru2=0.D0
rrd2=0.D0
do 281 k=1,3
r2(k)=r(k)*r(k)
ru2(k)=ru(k)*ru(k)
rd2(k)=rd(k)*rd(k)
rr2=rr2+r2(k)
rru2=rru2+ru2(k)
rrd2=rrd2+rd2(k)
281 continue
if(rr2.gt.0.D0.and.rr2.le.rc2)then
rr2i=1.D0/rr2
rr6i=rr2i**3.D0
ff=48.D0*rr2i*rr6i*(rr6i-0.5D0)
do 282 k=1,3
f2(i,k)=f2(i,k)+ff*r(k)
282 continue
if(i.gt.j)pe=pe+4.D0*rr6i*(rr6i-1.D0)
end if
if(rru2.gt.0.D0.and.rru2.le.rc2)then
rru2i=1.D0/rru2
rru6i=rru2i**3.D0
ffu=48.D0*rru2i*rru6i*(rru6i-0.5D0)
do 283 k=1,3
f2(i,k)=f2(i,k)+ffu*ru(k)
283 continue
if(i.gt.j)pe=pe+4.D0*rru6i*(rru6i-1.D0)
end if
if(rrd2.gt.0.D0.and.rrd2.le.rc2)then
rrd2i=1.D0/rrd2
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rrd6i=rrd2i**3.D0
ffd=48.D0*rrd2i*rrd6i*(rrd6i-0.5D0)
do 284 k=1,3
f2(i,k)=f2(i,k)+ffd*rd(k)
284 continue
if(i.gt.j)pe=pe+4.D0*rrd6i*(rrd6i-1.D0)
end if
270 continue
end

subroutine position(f1,xx,x0,xf0,xf,nn)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),f1(359,3)
double precision xx(3),ro,dx,dy,dz,delt,xbox,zbox
double precision x0(359,3),xf0(359,3),xm(359,3),xf(359,3)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
nx=3
ny=2*nx-1
nz=9
dx=ro
dy=dsqrt(3.D0)/2.D0*ro
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
xbox=dble(2*nx+10)*dx
zbox=dble(nz)*dz
xx(1)=0.D0
xx(2)=0.D0
xx(3)=0.D0
do 290 i=1,npart
do 290 j=1,3
xm(i,j)=x(i,j)+v(i,j)*delt+f1(i,j)/2.D0*delt*delt
290 continue
do 310 i=1,npart
x(i,1)=xm(i,1)-xbox*dnint(xm(i,1)/xbox)
x(i,2)=xm(i,2)-xbox*dnint(xm(i,2)/xbox)
x(i,3)=xm(i,3)-zbox*dnint(xm(i,3)/zbox)
310 continue
do 291 j=1,3
do 300 i=1,npart
xx(j)=xx(j)+x(i,j)
300 continue
xx(j)=xx(j)/dble(npart)
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291

550
16

continue
do 550 i=1,npart
xf(i,1)=xf0(i,1)+xm(i,1)-x0(i,1)
xf(i,2)=xf0(i,2)+xm(i,2)-x0(i,2)
xf(i,3)=xf0(i,3)+xm(i,3)-x0(i,3)
continue
format(3(D22.16,2X))
end

subroutine velocity(f1,f2,sumv)
double precision x(359,3),f1(359,3)
$ ,f2(359,3),v(359,3)
double precision delt,sumv(3)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
do 320 i=1,npart
do 320 j=1,3
v(i,j)=v(i,j)+(f1(i,j)+f2(i,j))/2.D0*delt
f1(i,j)=f2(i,j)
320 continue
sumv(1)=0.D0
sumv(2)=0.D0
sumv(3)=0.D0
do 330, i=1,npart
do 330,j=1,3
sumv(j)=sumv(j)+v(i,j)
330 continue
sumv(1)=sumv(1)/dble(npart)
sumv(2)=sumv(2)/dble(npart)
sumv(3)=sumv(3)/dble(npart)
end

subroutine Rotate(sav,r,xx,angpy)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3)
$ ,sav,savx,savy,angpy(300),r(359),xx(3)
double precision avx,avy,pi,vxp,vyp,angpx(300)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c4/npart
savx=0.D0
savy=0.D0
pi=2.D0*asin(1.D0)
do 340 i=1,npart
r=dsqrt((x(i,1)-xx(1))**2.D0+(x(i,2)-xx(2))**2.D0)
if((x(i,1)-xx(1)).eq.0.D0)then
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angpy(i)=pi/2.D0
else
angpy(i)=datan(dabs((x(i,2)-xx(2))/(x(i,1)-xx(1))))
end if
angpx(i)=pi/2.D0-angpy(i)
vxp=v(i,1)*cos(angpx(i))
vyp=v(i,2)*cos(angpy(i))
if(v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2)).gt.0.D0)then
avx=dabs(vxp/r(i))
else
avx=-dabs(vxp/r(i))
end if
if(v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1)).gt.0.D0)then
avy=dabs(vyp/r(i))
else
avy=-dabs(vyp/r(i))
end if
savx=savx+avx
savy=savy+avy
340 continue
sav=(savx-savy)/npart
end

subroutine velocityAssign(nrms)
double precision v1(359,3),v(359,3)
common/c2/v/c4/npart
open(unit=11,file='ive1.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=16,file='ive-rv.txt',status='unknown')
nz=9
if(mod(nz,2).eq.0)then
read(11,*,end=363)(v1(j,1),v1(j,2),v1(j,3),j=1,nrms-1),
$ (v(j,1),v(j,2),v(j,3),j=1,npart/2)
363 do 360 i=npart/2+1,npart
v(i,1)=-v(i-npart/2,1)
v(i,2)=-v(i-npart/2,2)
v(i,3)=-v(i-npart/2,3)
360 continue
else
nn=(nz/2-1)*19
mm=nn+3*19+1
read(11,365,end=352)(v1(j,1),v1(j,2),v1(j,3),j=1,nrms-1),
$ (v(j,1),v(j,2),v(j,3),j=1,nn)
352
do 460 i=nn+1,mm-1
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v(i,1)=0.D0
v(i,2)=0.D0
v(i,3)=0.D0
460 continue
do 470 i=mm,npart
v(i,1)=-v(i-nn-3*19,1)
v(i,2)=-v(i-nn-3*19,2)
v(i,3)=-v(i-nn-3*19,3)
470 continue
end if
write(16,365)(v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3),i=1,npart)
365 format(D22.16,2X,D22.16,2X,D22.16)
close(11)
close(16)
end

subroutine mom(xx)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),sumv(3),xx(3),ysumrv
double precision zrvx,zrvy,xrvy,xrvz,yrvx,yrvz,zsumrv,xsumrv
double precision zsumrvx,zsumrvy,xsumrvy,xsumrvz,ysumrvx,ysumrvz
common/c1/x/c2/v/c4/npart
do 361 i=1,3
sumv(i)=0.D0
361 continue
do 362 i=1,npart
sumv(1)=sumv(1)+v(i,1)
sumv(2)=sumv(2)+v(i,2)
sumv(3)=sumv(3)+v(i,3)
362 continue
zsumrvx=0.D0
zsumrvy=0.D0
do 490 i=1,npart
zrvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
zrvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
zsumrvx=zsumrvx+zrvx
zsumrvy=zsumrvy+zrvy
490 continue
zsumrv=(zsumrvy-zsumrvx)/dble(npart)
xsumrvy=0.D0
xsumrvz=0.D0
do 510 i=1,npart
xrvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,3)-xx(3))
xrvz=v(i,3)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
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xsumrvy=xsumrvy+xrvy
xsumrvz=xsumrvz+xrvz
510 continue
xsumrv=(xsumrvz-xsumrvy)/dble(npart)
ysumrvx=0.D0
ysumrvz=0.D0
do 520 i=1,npart
yrvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,3)-xx(3))
yrvz=v(i,3)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
ysumrvx=ysumrvx+yrvx
ysumrvz=ysumrvz+yrvz
520 continue
ysumrv=(ysumrvx-ysumrvz)/dble(npart)
close(12)
close(13)
end
subroutine outPut(temp,it,f)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3)
$ ,f(359,3),delt,temp
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
character*100 filename(41)/'p1.txt','p2.txt','p3.txt','p4.txt',
$'p5.txt','p6.txt','p7.txt','p8.txt','p9.txt','p10.txt',
$'p11.txt','p12.txt','p13.txt','p14.txt',
$'p15.txt','p16.txt','p17.txt','p18.txt','p19.txt','p20.txt',
$'p21.txt','p22.txt','p23.txt','p24.txt',
$'p25.txt','p26.txt','p27.txt','p28.txt','p29.txt','p30.txt',
$'p31.txt','p32.txt','p33.txt','p34.txt',
$'p35.txt','p36.txt','p37.txt','p38.txt','p39.txt','p40.txt',
$'p0.txt'/,fn
if(it.eq.0)fn=filename(41)
if(it.eq.1)fn=filename(1)
if(it.eq.2)fn=filename(2)
if(it.eq.3)fn=filename(3)
if(it.eq.4)fn=filename(4)
if(it.eq.5)fn=filename(5)
if(it.eq.6)fn=filename(6)
if(it.eq.7)fn=filename(7)
if(it.eq.8)fn=filename(8)
if(it.eq.9)fn=filename(9)
if(it.eq.10)fn=filename(10)
if(it.eq.11)fn=filename(11)
if(it.eq.12)fn=filename(12)
if(it.eq.13)fn=filename(13)
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if(it.eq.14)fn=filename(14)
if(it.eq.15)fn=filename(15)
if(it.eq.16)fn=filename(16)
if(it.eq.17)fn=filename(17)
if(it.eq.18)fn=filename(18)
if(it.eq.19)fn=filename(19)
if(it.eq.20)fn=filename(20)
if(it.eq.21)fn=filename(21)
if(it.eq.22)fn=filename(22)
if(it.eq.23)fn=filename(23)
if(it.eq.24)fn=filename(24)
if(it.eq.25)fn=filename(25)
if(it.eq.26)fn=filename(26)
if(it.eq.27)fn=filename(27)
if(it.eq.28)fn=filename(28)
if(it.eq.29)fn=filename(29)
if(it.eq.30)fn=filename(30)
if(it.eq.31)fn=filename(31)
if(it.eq.32)fn=filename(32)
if(it.eq.33)fn=filename(33)
if(it.eq.34)fn=filename(34)
if(it.eq.35)fn=filename(35)
if(it.eq.36)fn=filename(36)
if(it.eq.37)fn=filename(37)
if(it.eq.38)fn=filename(38)
if(it.eq.39)fn=filename(39)
if(it.eq.40)fn=filename(40)
n=it+20
open(unit=n,file=fn,status='unknown')
write(n,380)(temp,x(i,1),x(i,2),x(i,3),v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3)
$ ,f(i,1),f(i,2),f(i,3),i=1,npart)
380 format(10(D22.16,2X)/)
close(n)
end

subroutine anguMom(xx,sumrv,n,r,angpy)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),r(359),angpy(359)
double precision xx(3),sumrvx,sumrvy,sumrv,rvx,rvy
common/c1/x/c2/v/c4/npart
sumrvx=0.D0
sumrvy=0.D0
do 390 i=1,npart
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rvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
rvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
sumrvx=sumrvx+rvx
sumrvy=sumrvy+rvy
390 continue
sumrv=(sumrvy-sumrvx)/dble(npart)
end

subroutine reserve(xt,xf)
double precision x(359,3),xt(359,3),xf(359,3)
common/c1/x/c4/npart
do 400 i=1,npart
xt(i,1)=xf(i,1)
xt(i,2)=xf(i,2)
xt(i,3)=xf(i,3)
400 continue
end

subroutine iniSum(sum1,sum2)
double precision sum1(30000),sum2(30000)
common/c4/npart
do 410 i=1,npart
do 410 j=1,npart
sum1(i*npart+j)=0.D0
sum2(i*npart+j)=0.D0
410 continue
end

subroutine storePo(x0,xf0,xf)
double precision x(359,3),x0(359,3),xf0(359,3),xf(359,3)
common/c1/x/c4/npart
do 560 j=1,3
do 560 i=1,npart
xf0(i,j)=xf(i,j)
x0(i,j)=x(i,j)
560 continue
end
subroutine rms1(sum1,sum2,xf)
double precision xr,yr,zr,rij,rij2,x(359,3),xf(359,3)
double precision sum1(30000),sum2(30000)
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common/c1/x/c4/npart
do 420 i=1,npart-1
do 420 j=i+1,npart
xr=xf(i,1)-xf(j,1)
yr=xf(i,2)-xf(j,2)
zr=xf(i,3)-xf(j,3)
rij2=xr*xr+yr*yr+zr*zr
rij=dsqrt(rij2)
sum1(i*npart+j)=sum1(i*npart+j)+rij2
sum2(i*npart+j)=sum2(i*npart+j)+rij
420 continue
end

subroutine rms2(sum1,sum2,tend,tstat,ii,nrms,rms)
double precision rijt2,rijt,total rijtt,rms(60,101)
double precision sum1(30000),sum2(30000),tend,tstat
common/c4/npart
total=0.D0
do 430 i=1,npart-1
do 430 j=i+1,npart
rijt2=sum1(i*npart+j)/(tend-tstat+1)
rijt=sum2(i*npart+j)/(tend-tstat+1)
rijtt=rijt*rijt
total=total+dsqrt(dabs(rijt2-rijtt))/rijt
430 continue
rms(ii,nrms)=2.D0*total/npart/(npart-1)
end

subroutine msd1(xt,xf,ii,nrms,msd)
double precision x(359,3),xt(359,3),xf(359,3)
$ ,sum,msd(60,101)
common/c1/x/c4/npart
sum=0.D0
do 440 i=1,npart
do 440 j=1,3
sum=sum+(xt(i,j)-xf(i,j))*(xt(i,j)-xf(i,j))
440 continue
msd(ii,nrms)=sum/dble(npart)
end
F.4. A program to calculate the evolution of a nanowire
* This program is for the evolution of nanowire with R0 = S and L = 9dz.
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program md
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),f1(359,3),f2(359,3)
double precision temp,xx(3),delt,tmax,sumv(3),r(359),sav
double precision ke,pe,tot,sumrv,angpy(359)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart/c5/nz
open(unit=10,file='trans0 s9dz22.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=11,file='mom0 s9dz22.txt',status='unknown')
tmax=50000.D0
delt=0.001D0
npart=63
nz=9
temp=0.22D0
num=dnint(tmax/delt)
call init(xx)
call velocityAssign
call mom(xx)
call conTemp(0,temp,ke)
call force(f1,pe)
tot=ke+pe
do 30 i=1,num
call position(f1,xx,kk)
call force(f2,pe)
call velocity(f1,f2,sumv,i)
call conTemp(i,temp,ke)
tot=ke+pe
call Rotate(sav,r,xx,angpy)
call anguMom(xx,sumrv,i,r,angpy)
if(mod(i,int(10.D0/delt)).eq.0)then
write(10,200)i*delt,sumv(1),sumv(2),sumv(3),xx(1),xx(2)
$ ,xx(3),sav,sumrv,ke,pe,tot
call mom(xx)
end if
if(mod(i,num/10).eq.0)then
write(11,201)i*delt,xx(3),sumrv,sumv(1)
call outPut(temp,i,f2,num/10)
end if
30

continue
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200
201
202
203

format(14(D22.16,2X))
format(4(D22.16,2X))
format(2(D22.16,2X))
format(10(D22.16,2X))
close(10)
close(11)
end

subroutine init(sx)
integer xb
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3)
double precision ro,dx,dy,dz,sx(3)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c4/npart/c5/nz
open(unit=30,file='ini s9dz22.txt',status='unknown')
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
nx=2
ny=2*nx-1
dx=ro
dy=dsqrt(3.D0)/2.D0*ro
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
m=1
do 100 iz=1,nz
if(mod(iz,3).eq.0)then
do 110 iy=1,ny
if (iy.le.nx)then
xb=nx+iy-1
else
xb=3*nx-iy-1
end if
do 120 ix=1,xb
x(m,1)=-dble(xb-1)/2.D0*dx+dble(ix-1)*dx
x(m,2)=dble(iy-nx+1)*dy
x(m,3)=dble(iz)*dz
m=m+1
120 continue
110 continue
else if(mod(iz,3).eq.1)then
do 130 iy=1,ny
if (iy.le.nx)then
xb=nx+iy-1
else
xb=3*nx-iy-1
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end if
do 140 ix=1,xb
x(m,1)=-dble(xb-1)/2.D0*dx+dble(ix-1)*dx+0.5D0*dx
x(m,2)=dble(iy-nx+1)*dy+1.D0/3.D0*dy
x(m,3)=dble(iz)*dz
m=m+1
140 continue
130 continue
else
do 150 iy=1,ny
if (iy.le.nx)then
xb=nx+iy-1
else
xb=3*nx-iy-1
end if
do 160 ix=1,xb
x(m,1)=-dble(xb-1)/2.D0*dx+dble(ix-1)*dx
x(m,2)=dble(iy-nx+1)*dy+2.D0/3.D0*dy
x(m,3)=dble(iz)*dz
m=m+1
160 continue
150 continue
end if
100 continue
do 105 iz=1,3
sx(iz)=0.D0
do 180 ix=1,npart
sx(iz)=sx(iz)+x(ix,iz)
180 continue
sx(iz)=sx(iz)/dble(npart)
do 190,ix=1,npart
x(ix,iz)=x(ix,iz)-sx(iz)
190 continue
105 continue
do 211 iz=1,3
sx(iz)=0.D0
do 220 ix=1,npart
sx(iz)=sx(iz)+x(ix,iz)
220 continue
sx(iz)=sx(iz)/dble(npart)
211 continue
write(30,230)(x(ix,1),x(ix,2),x(ix,3),ix=1,npart)
230 format(3(D22.16,2X))
close(30)
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end

subroutine conTemp(n,temp,sum2)
double precision v(359,3),temp,sum2,scale
common/c2/v/c4/npart
open(unit=40,file='velocity scale s9dz22.txt',status='unknown')
sum2=0.D0
do 240 i=1,npart
sum2=sum2+v(i,1)**2.D0+v(i,2)**2.D0+v(i,3)**2.D0
240 continue
if (n.eq.0.or.mod(n,10).eq.0) then
scale=dsqrt(3.D0*dble(npart)*temp/sum2)
if(n*0.001D0.gt.20000.d0.and.n*0.001D0.le.30000.D0)
$ write(40,205)n*0.001d0,sum2,scale
do 250 i=1,npart
do 250 j=1,3
v(i,j)=v(i,j)*scale
250 continue
end if
sum2=0.D0
do 260 i=1,npart
sum2=sum2+v(i,1)**2.D0+v(i,2)**2.D0+v(i,3)**2.D0
260 continue
sum2=sum2/2.D0
205 format(3(D22.16,2X))
end

subroutine force(f2,pe)
double precision x(359,3),f2(359,3)
$ ,pe,ro,dx,dy,dz,rc2
double precision rr2,rr2i,rr6i,ff,xbox,zbox,r(3),r2(3)
double precision xu(359,3),ru(3),ru2(3),rru2,rru2i,rru6i,ffu
double precision xd(359,3),rd(3),rd2(3),rrd2,rrd2i,rrd6i,ffd
common/c1/x/c4/npart/c5/nz
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
nx=2
ny=2*nx-1
nz=9
dx=ro
dy=dsqrt(3.D0)/2.D0*ro
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
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xbox=dble(2*nx+10)*dx
zbox=dble(nz)*dz
rc2=(5.D0*ro)**2.D0
do 260 i=1,npart
do 260 j=1,3
f2(i,j)=0.D0
260 continue
pe=0.D0
do 270 i=1,npart
do 270 j=1,npart
do 280 k=1,3
r(k)=x(i,k)-x(j,k)
280 continue
ru(1)=r(1)
ru(2)=r(2)
ru(3)=r(3)-zbox
rd(1)=r(1)
rd(2)=r(2)
rd(3)=r(3)+zbox
r(1)=r(1)-xbox*dnint(r(1)/xbox)
r(2)=r(2)-xbox*dnint(r(2)/xbox)
ru(1)=ru(1)-xbox*dnint(ru(1)/xbox)
ru(2)=ru(2)-xbox*dnint(ru(2)/xbox)
rd(1)=rd(1)-xbox*dnint(rd(1)/xbox)
rd(2)=rd(2)-xbox*dnint(rd(2)/xbox)
rr2=0.D0
rru2=0.D0
rrd2=0.D0
do 281 k=1,3
r2(k)=r(k)*r(k)
ru2(k)=ru(k)*ru(k)
rd2(k)=rd(k)*rd(k)
rr2=rr2+r2(k)
rru2=rru2+ru2(k)
rrd2=rrd2+rd2(k)
281 continue
if(rr2.gt.0.D0.and.rr2.le.rc2)then
rr2i=1.D0/rr2
rr6i=rr2i**3.D0
ff=48.D0*rr2i*rr6i*(rr6i-0.5D0)
do 282 k=1,3
f2(i,k)=f2(i,k)+ff*r(k)
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282

continue

if(i.gt.j)pe=pe+4.D0*rr6i*(rr6i-1.D0)
end if
if(rru2.gt.0.D0.and.rru2.le.rc2)then
rru2i=1.D0/rru2
rru6i=rru2i**3.D0
ffu=48.D0*rru2i*rru6i*(rru6i-0.5D0)
do 283 k=1,3
f2(i,k)=f2(i,k)+ffu*ru(k)
283 continue
if(i.gt.j)pe=pe+4.D0*rru6i*(rru6i-1.D0)
end if
if(rrd2.gt.0.D0.and.rrd2.le.rc2)then
rrd2i=1.D0/rrd2
rrd6i=rrd2i**3.D0
ffd=48.D0*rrd2i*rrd6i*(rrd6i-0.5D0)
do 284 k=1,3
f2(i,k)=f2(i,k)+ffd*rd(k)
284 continue
if(i.gt.j)pe=pe+4.D0*rrd6i*(rrd6i-1.D0)
end if
270 continue
end

subroutine position(f1,xx,kk)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),f1(359,3),x1(359,3)
double precision xx(3),ro,dx,dy,dz,delt,xbox,zbox
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart/c5/nz
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
nx=2
ny=2*nx-1
nz=9
dx=ro
dy=dsqrt(3.D0)/2.D0*ro
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
xbox=dble(2*nx+10)*dx
zbox=dble(nz)*dz
xx(1)=0.D0
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xx(2)=0.D0
xx(3)=0.D0
do 290 i=1,npart
do 290 j=1,3
x(i,j)=x(i,j)+v(i,j)*delt+f1(i,j)/2.D0*delt*delt
290 continue
do 291 j=1,3
do 300 i=1,npart
xx(j)=xx(j)+x(i,j)
300 continue
xx(j)=xx(j)/dble(npart)
291 continue
do 315 i=1,npart
x(i,1)=x(i,1)-xx(1)
x(i,2)=x(i,2)-xx(2)
315 continue
do 310 i=1,npart
x1(i,3)=x(i,3)
x(i,1)=x(i,1)-xbox*dnint(x(i,1)/xbox)
x(i,2)=x(i,2)-xbox*dnint(x(i,2)/xbox)
x(i,3)=x(i,3)-zbox*dnint(x(i,3)/zbox)
if(x(i,3).ne.x1(i,3))kk=1
310 continue
xx(1)=0.D0
xx(2)=0.D0
xx(3)=0.D0
do 316 j=1,3
do 318 i=1,npart
xx(j)=xx(j)+x(i,j)
318 continue
xx(j)=xx(j)/dble(npart)
316 continue
end

subroutine velocity(f1,f2,sumv,n)
double precision x(359,3),f1(359,3)
$ ,f2(359,3),v(359,3)
double precision delt,sumv(3)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
do 320 i=1,npart
do 320 j=1,3
v(i,j)=v(i,j)+(f1(i,j)+f2(i,j))/2.D0*delt
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f1(i,j)=f2(i,j)
continue
sumv(1)=0.D0
sumv(2)=0.D0
sumv(3)=0.D0
do 330, i=1,npart
do 330,j=1,3
sumv(j)=sumv(j)+v(i,j)
330 continue
sumv(1)=sumv(1)/dble(npart)
sumv(2)=sumv(2)/dble(npart)
sumv(3)=sumv(3)/dble(npart)
if(mod(n,int(100.D0/delt)).eq.0)then
do 335 i=1,npart
v(i,1)=v(i,1)-sumv(1)
v(i,2)=v(i,2)-sumv(2)
v(i,3)=v(i,3)-sumv(3)
335 continue
end if
end
320

subroutine Rotate(sav,r,xx,angpy)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),xx(3)
$ ,sav,savx,savy,angpy(300),sumr,delt,av0
double precision avx,avy,pi,vxp,vyp,r(359),angpx(359)
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
savx=0.D0
savy=0.D0
pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
do 340 i=1,npart
r(i)=dsqrt((x(i,1)-xx(1))**2.D0+(x(i,2)-xx(2))**2.D0)
if((x(i,1)-xx(1)).eq.0.D0)then
angpy(i)=pi/2.D0
else
angpy(i)=datan(dabs((x(i,2)-xx(2))/(x(i,1)-xx(1))))
end if
angpx(i)=pi/2.D0-angpy(i)
vxp=v(i,1)*dcos(angpx(i))
vyp=v(i,2)*dcos(angpy(i))
if(v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2)).gt.0.D0)then
avx=dabs(vxp/r(i))
else
avx=-dabs(vxp/r(i))
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end if
if(v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1)).gt.0.D0)then
avy=dabs(vyp/r(i))
else
avy=-dabs(vyp/r(i))
end if
savx=savx+avx
savy=savy+avy
340 continue
sav=(savy-savx)/dble(npart)
end

subroutine velocityAssign
double precision v(359,3)
common/c2/v/c4/npart
open(unit=14,file='ive s9dz22.txt',status='unknown')
nz=9
if(mod(nz,2).eq.0)then
do 350 i=1,npart/2
v(i,1)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,2)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,3)=rand()-0.5D0
350 continue
do 360 i=npart/2+1,npart
v(i,1)=-v(i-npart/2,1)
v(i,2)=-v(i-npart/2,2)
v(i,3)=-v(i-npart/2,3)
360 continue
else
nn=(nz/2-1)*7
mm=nn+22
do 450 i=1,nn
v(i,1)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,2)=rand()-0.5D0
v(i,3)=rand()-0.5D0
450 continue
do 460 i=nn+1,mm-1
v(i,1)=0.D0
v(i,2)=0.D0
v(i,3)=0.D0
460 continue
do 470 i=mm,npart
v(i,1)=-v(i-nn-21,1)
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v(i,2)=-v(i-nn-21,2)
v(i,3)=-v(i-nn-21,3)
470 continue
end if
write(14,365)(i,v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3),i=1,npart)
365 format(I5,2X,D22.16,2X,D22.16,2X,D22.16)
close(14)
end

subroutine mom(xx)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),sumv(3),xx(3),ysumrv
double precision zrvx,zrvy,xrvy,xrvz,yrvx,yrvz,zsumrv,xsumrv
double precision zsumrvx,zsumrvy,xsumrvy,xsumrvz,ysumrvx,ysumrvz
common/c1/x/c2/v/c4/npart
open(unit=12,file='sumv s9dz22.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=13,file='asumv s9dz22.txt',status='unknown')
do 361 i=1,3
sumv(i)=0.D0
361 continue
do 362 i=1,npart
sumv(1)=sumv(1)+v(i,1)
sumv(2)=sumv(2)+v(i,2)
sumv(3)=sumv(3)+v(i,3)
362 continue
write(12,366)sumv(1),sumv(2),sumv(3)
zsumrvx=0.D0
zsumrvy=0.D0
do 490 i=1,npart
zrvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
zrvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
zsumrvx=zsumrvx+zrvx
zsumrvy=zsumrvy+zrvy
490 continue
zsumrv=(zsumrvy-zsumrvx)/dble(npart)
xsumrvy=0.D0
xsumrvz=0.D0
do 510 i=1,npart
xrvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,3)-xx(3))
xrvz=v(i,3)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
xsumrvy=xsumrvy+xrvy
xsumrvz=xsumrvz+xrvz
510 continue
xsumrv=(xsumrvz-xsumrvy)/dble(npart)
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ysumrvx=0.D0
ysumrvz=0.D0
do 520 i=1,npart
yrvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,3)-xx(3))
yrvz=v(i,3)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
ysumrvx=ysumrvx+yrvx
ysumrvz=ysumrvz+yrvz
520 continue
ysumrv=(ysumrvx-ysumrvz)/dble(npart)
write(13,366)zsumrv,xsumrv,ysumrv
366 format(3(D22.16,2X))
end

subroutine outPut(temp,t,f,num)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3)
$ ,f(359,3),delt,temp,ro,dz,zbox
integer t
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart/c5/nz
character*100 filename(10)/'p1 s9dz22.txt','p2 s9dz22.txt'
$,'p3 s9dz22.txt','p4 s9dz22.txt','p5 s9dz22.txt','p6 s9dz22.txt',
$ 'p7 s9dz22.txt','p8 s9dz22.txt','p9 s9dz22.txt','p10 s9dz22.txt'
$/,fn
i=nint(dble(t)/num)
if(i.eq.1)fn=filename(1)
if(i.eq.2)fn=filename(2)
if(i.eq.3)fn=filename(3)
if(i.eq.4)fn=filename(4)
if(i.eq.5)fn=filename(5)
if(i.eq.6)fn=filename(6)
if(i.eq.7)fn=filename(7)
if(i.eq.8)fn=filename(8)
if(i.eq.9)fn=filename(9)
if(i.eq.10)fn=filename(10)

n=i+40
open(unit=n,file=fn,status='unknown')
ro=2.D0**(1.D0/6.D0)
dz=dsqrt(6.D0)/3.D0*ro
zbox=dble(nz)*dz
do 370 i=npart+1,2*npart
x(i,1)=x(i-npart,1)
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x(i,2)=x(i-npart,2)
x(i,3)=x(i-npart,3)+zbox
370 continue
do 375 i=2*npart+1,3*npart
x(i,1)=x(i-2*npart,1)
x(i,2)=x(i-2*npart,2)
x(i,3)=x(i-2*npart,3)+2.D0*zbox
375 continue
write(n,380)(temp,t*delt,x(i,1),x(i,2),x(i,3),v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3)
$ ,f(i,1),f(i,2),f(i,3),i=1,3*npart)
380 format(11(D22.16,2X))
close(n)
end

subroutine anguMom(xx,sumrv,n,r,angpy)
double precision x(359,3),v(359,3),r(359),angpy(359)
double precision xx(3),sumrvx,sumrvy,sumrv,rvx,rvy,av0,delt
common/c1/x/c2/v/c3/delt/c4/npart
sumrvx=0.D0
sumrvy=0.D0
do 390 i=1,npart
rvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
rvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
sumrvx=sumrvx+rvx
sumrvy=sumrvy+rvy
390 continue
sumrv=sumrvy-sumrvx
if(mod(n,int(10.D0/delt)).eq.0)then
sumr=0.D0
do 343 i=1,npart
sumr=sumr+r(i)**2.D0
343 continue
av0=sumrv/sumr
do 346 i=1,npart
v(i,1)=v(i,1)+av0*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
v(i,2)=v(i,2)-av0*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
346 continue
sumrvx=0.D0
sumrvy=0.D0
do 400 i=1,npart
rvx=v(i,1)*(x(i,2)-xx(2))
rvy=v(i,2)*(x(i,1)-xx(1))
sumrvx=sumrvx+rvx
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sumrvy=sumrvy+rvy
continue
sumrv=sumrvy-sumrvx
end if
end

F.5. A program to calculate the solid surface evolution on a substrate with contact angle 135º.
The length of the wire is 2π, k = 0.5 and p = 0. We put 25×25 marker particles on the surface.
double precision x(4000),y(4000),z(4000),rr(2),vo,area1,area3
double precision xx(4000),yy(4000),zz(4000),num(4000,4000)
double precision Pi,a,ct,L,dz,lz(4000),mz(4000),nz(4000)
double precision cx(4000,30),cy(4000,30),cz(4000,30)
double precision tmax,delt,b1(4000,6),cur(4000),pcur(4000)
double precision lx,mx,nx,ly,my,ny,ds,dt,tt
character*100 filename(10)/'f1.txt','f2.txt','f3.txt','f4.txt',
$'f5.txt','f6.txt','f7.txt','f8.txt','f9.txt','f10.txt'/,fn
common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,a,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr/c4/lx,mx,nx,ly,my,ny
open(unit=21, file='vol-area-25-25-2D-6.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=22, file='z-r-25-25-2D-6-front-end-1e5.txt',
$
status='unknown')
open(unit=23, file='z-r-25-25-2D-6-front-end-1e5-2e5.txt',
$
status='unknown')
open(unit=24, file='z-r-25-25-2D-6-front-end-2e5-3e5.txt',
$
status='unknown')
open(unit=25, file='z-r-25-25-2D-6-front-end-3e5-4e5.txt',
$
status='unknown')
open(unit=26, file='z-r-25-25-2D-6-front-end-4e5-5e5.txt',
$
status='unknown')
Pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
ns=5D5
delt=2.D-6
nnz=25
mr=25
a=3.D0*Pi/4.D0
tt=0.D0
np=nnz*mr
call init
do 40 nt=1,ns
do 260 i=1,400
do 260 j=1,400
num(i,j)=0.D0
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continue
ds=1.d0
do 80 i=1,np
*
need to eliminate the contact line markers
if(mod(i,mr).ge.2)then
pcur(i)=0.D0
call points(i,nt,xx,yy,zz,num,ds)
call coord(i,nt,xx,yy,zz,cx,cy,cz,lz,mz,nz,num)
call pointCur(i,cx,cy,cz,b1,cur,lz,mz,nz)
end if
80
continue
*

contact line markers
do 60 i=1,np
if(mod(i,mr).eq.0)then
lz(i)=lz(i-1)
mz(i)=mz(i-1)
nz(i)=nz(i-1)
cur(i)=cur(i-1)
else if(mod(i,mr).eq.1)then
lz(i)=lz(i+1)
mz(i)=mz(i+1)
nz(i)=nz(i+1)
cur(i)=cur(i+1)
end if
60
continue
****************************
call vol(vo,lz,mz,nz,area1,area3)
if(mod(nt,1000).eq.0)write(21,98)vo,area1,area3,area1+area3
do 30 ii=1,np
if(mod(ii,mr).ge.2)then
call planeCur(ii,cx,cy,cz,b1,cur,num,pcur)
end if
30
continue

*

dt=0.039d0*(dsqrt(ds)**4.16d0)
if(delt.gt.dt) delt=dt
tt=tt+delt
do 50 ii=1,np
need to eliminate the contact line markers
if(mod(ii,mr).ge.2)then
if(ii.le.mr.or.ii.ge.np-mr+1)then
y(ii)=y(ii)
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x(ii)=x(ii)+lz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
z(ii)=z(ii)+nz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
else
y(ii)=y(ii)+mz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
x(ii)=x(ii)+lz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
z(ii)=z(ii)+nz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
end if
end if
50
continue
do 70 ii=1,np
if(mod(ii,mr).lt.2)then
call contactMarkers(ii,lz,mz,nz)
end if
70
continue
if(mod(nt,100).eq.0)then
rr(1)=pcur(mr/2+1)*dsqrt(lz(mr/2+1)**2.D0
$ +nz(mr/2+1)**2.D0+mz(mr/2+1)**2.D0)
rr(2)=pcur(np-mr/2)*dsqrt(lz(np-mr/2)**2.D0
$ +nz(np-mr/2)**2.D0+mz(np-mr/2)**2.D0)
if(nt.le.1e5)write(22,90)dble(nt),
$ tt,delt,dlog(abs(rr(1))),dlog(abs(rr(2)))
if(nt.gt.1e5.and.nt.le.2e5)write(23,90)dble(nt),
$ tt,delt,dlog(abs(rr(1))),dlog(abs(rr(2)))
if(nt.gt.2e5.and.nt.le.3e5)write(24,90)dble(nt),
$ tt,delt,dlog(abs(rr(1))),dlog(abs(rr(2)))
if(nt.gt.3e5.and.nt.le.4e5)write(25,90)dble(nt),
$ tt,delt,dlog(abs(rr(1))),dlog(abs(rr(2)))
if(nt.gt.4e5.and.nt.le.5e5)write(26,90)dble(nt),
$ tt,delt,dlog(abs(rr(1))),dlog(abs(rr(2)))
end if
if(mod(nt,ns/10).eq.0)then
i1=nint(dble(nt/(ns/10)))
do 234 j1=1,10
if(i1.eq.j1)fn=filename(j1)
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continue
n=i1+200
open(unit=n,file=fn,status='unknown')
write(n,95)(tt,x(i2),z(i2),y(i2),i2=1,np)
end if
40
continue
400
90
95
98

format((D22.16,3X))
format(5(D22.16,3X))
format(4(D23.17,3X))
format(4(D22.16,3X))
end

subroutine init
double precision x0(4000),y0(4000),z0(4000),x(4000),y(4000)
double precision Pi,a,ct,L,dz,co,z(4000),re,bt,c2,p
common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,a,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr
open(unit=100, file='ini.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=105, file='perturbed-ini.txt',status='unknown')
ct=Pi/dble(mr-1)
bt=2.D0*a/dble(mr-1)
L=2.D0*Pi
co=0.5D0
dz=L/dble(nnz-1)
p=0.D0
do 110 j=1,nnz
do 110 i=1,mr
if(a.lt.Pi/2.D0)then
re=dsqrt(1.D0+dcos(a)**2.D0
$ -2.D0*dcos(a)*dcos(dabs(a-dble(i-1)*bt)))
if(dabs(a-dble(i-1)*bt).gt.1.D-15)then
c2=dacos(-(1.D0-dcos(a)**2.D0-re**2.D0)/(2.D0*re*dcos(a)))-Pi/2.D0
if((a-dble(i-1)*bt).lt.0.D0)c2=Pi-c2
else
c2=Pi/2.D0
re=1.D0-dcos(a)
end if
else if(a.gt.Pi/2.D0)then
if(dabs(a-dble(i-1)*bt).gt.1.D-15)then
if((a-dble(i-1)*bt).ge.0.D0)then
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re=dsqrt(1.D0+dcos(a)**2.D0
$ -2.D0*dabs(dcos(a))*dcos(Pi-a+dble(i-1)*bt))
c2=Pi/2.D0-dacos(-(1.D0-dcos(a)**2.D0-re**2.D0)/
$ (2.D0*re*dabs(dcos(a))))
else
re=dsqrt(1.D0+dcos(a)**2.D0
$ -2.D0*dabs(dcos(a))*dcos(Pi+a-dble(i-1)*bt))
c2=Pi/2.D0+dacos(-(1.D0-dcos(a)**2.D0-re**2.D0)/
$ (2.D0*re*dabs(dcos(a))))
end if
else
c2=Pi/2.D0
re=1.D0+dabs(dcos(a))
end if
else
re=1.D0
c2=dble(i-1)*bt
end if
y0((j-1)*mr+i)=dble(j-1)*dz
y((j-1)*mr+i)=y0((j-1)*mr+i)
x0((j-1)*mr+i)=re*dcos(c2)
x((j-1)*mr+i)=x0(((j-1)*mr+i))
$ *(1.D0+0.01D0/re*dcos(y((j-1)*mr+i)*co)
$
*dcos(p*c2))
z0((j-1)*mr+i)=re*dsin(c2)
z((j-1)*mr+i)=z0((j-1)*mr+i)
$ *(1.D0+0.01D0/re*dcos(y((j-1)*mr+i)*co)
$
*dcos(p*c2))
110 continue

130

write(100,130)(x0(i),z0(i),y0(i),i=1,np)
write(105,130)(x(i),z(i),y(i),i=1,np)
format(3(D22.16,3X))
end

subroutine points(it,nt,xx,yy,zz,num,ds)
double precision x(4000),y(4000),z(4000)
double precision s(4000),xx(4000),yy(4000),zz(4000),num(4000,4000)
double precision Pi,a,ct,L,dz,d0,s1(4000),nnn,ss,ds
common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,a,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr
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do 210 i=1,400
s(i)=10.D10
xx(i)=0.D0
yy(i)=0.D0
zz(i)=0.D0
210 continue
if (it.le.mr.or.it.ge.np-mr+1)then
if (it.le.mr)then
kk=0
else
kk=np-mr
end if
do 211 i=1+kk,mr+kk
if (i.ne.it)then
d0=(x(i)-x(it))**2.D0+(z(i)-z(it))**2.D0+(y(i)-y(it))**2.D0
if(d0.le.ds.and.d0.ne.0.D0)ds=d0
if(d0.lt.s(2))then
do 212 ii=4,3,-1
s(ii)=s(ii-1)
xx(ii)=xx(ii-1)
yy(ii)=yy(ii-1)
zz(ii)=zz(ii-1)
num(it,ii)=num(it,ii-1)
212
continue
s(2)=d0
xx(2)=x(i)
yy(2)=y(i)
zz(2)=z(i)
num(it,2)=i
else if(d0.le.s(3))then
s(4)=s(3)
xx(4)=xx(3)
yy(4)=yy(3)
zz(4)=zz(3)
num(it,4)=num(it,3)
s(3)=d0
xx(3)=x(i)
yy(3)=y(i)
zz(3)=z(i)
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num(it,3)=i
end if
end if
211 continue
do 214 i=mr+1,np-mr
d0=(x(i)-x(it))**2.D0+(z(i)-z(it))**2.D0+(y(i)-y(it))**2.D0
if(d0.le.ds.and.d0.ne.0.D0) ds=d0
if(d0.lt.s(4))then
s(4)=d0
xx(4)=x(i)
yy(4)=y(i)
zz(4)=z(i)
num(it,4)=i
end if
214 continue
xx(1)=x(it)
yy(1)=y(it)
zz(1)=z(it)
num(it,1)=dble(it)
else
if (it.le.2*mr)then
kk1=1
kk2=4*mr
else if (it.ge.np-2*mr+1)then
kk1=np-4*mr+1
kk2=np
else
kk1=(it/mr-2)*mr+1
kk2=(it/mr+3)*mr
end if
do 220 i=kk1,kk2
s(i)=(x(i)-x(it))**2.D0+(z(i)-z(it))**2.D0+(y(i)-y(it))**2.D0
if(s(i).le.ds.and.s(i).ne.0.D0) ds=s(i)
num(it,i)=dble(i)
220 continue
do 230 i=kk1,kk2-1
na=i
do 240 j=i+1,kk2
if(s(j).lt.s(na)) na=j
240 continue
ss=s(i)
s(i)=s(na)
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230

s(na)=ss
nnn=num(it,i)
num(it,i)=num(it,na)
num(it,na)=nnn
continue

do 250 i=kk1,kk2
num(it,i-kk1+1)=num(it,i)
250 continue
do 260 i=1,kk2-kk1+1
xx(i)=x(int(num(it,i)))
yy(i)=y(int(num(it,i)))
zz(i)=z(int(num(it,i)))
260 continue
end if
*************************************************************************
*
this part is to eliminate the boundary markers with 3 boundary points
if (it.le.mr.or.it.ge.np-mr+1)then
if(yy(2).eq.yy(3).and.yy(3).eq.yy(4))then
s(4)=10.D10
do 215 i=mr+1,np-mr
d0=(x(i)-x(it))**2.D0+(z(i)-z(it))**2.D0+(y(i)-y(it))**2.D0
if(d0.le.ds.and.d0.ne.0.D0) ds=d0
if(d0.lt.s(4))then
s(4)=d0
xx(4)=x(i)
yy(4)=y(i)
zz(4)=z(i)
num(it,4)=dble(i)
end if
215 continue
end if
end if
*************************************************************************
if(it+1.ne.num(it,2).and.it+1.ne.num(it,3))
$ write(*,*)nt,it,(num(it,ii),ii=1,6)
if(it-1.ne.num(it,2).and.it-1.ne.num(it,3))
$ write(*,*)nt,it,(num(it,ii),ii=1,6)
if(it-mr.ne.num(it,4).and.it-mr.ne.num(it,5)
$ .and.it.gt.mr.and.it.lt.np-mr+1)
$ write(*,*)nt,it,(num(it,ii),ii=1,6)
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if(it+mr.ne.num(it,4).and.it+mr.ne.num(it,5)
$ .and.it.gt.mr.and.it.lt.np-mr+1)
$ write(*,*)nt,it,(num(it,ii),ii=1,6)
end

subroutine coord(it,nt,xx,yy,zz,cx,cy,cz,lz,mz,nz,num)
double precision x(4000),y(4000),z(4000),cx(4000,30),cy(4000,30)
double precision xx(4000),yy(4000),zz(4000),cz(4000,30),L,ct,Pi,a
double precision s(3),DD,D1,D2,D3,x0,y0,z0,R,num(4000,4000),dz
double precision lz(4000),mz(4000),nz(4000),lx,mx,nx,ly,my,ny
double precision n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6
common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,a,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr/c4/lx,mx,nx,ly,my,ny
if (it.le.mr.or.it.ge.np-mr+1)then
s(2)=0.5D0*(xx(2)**2.D0+zz(2)**2.D0-(xx(3)**2.D0+zz(3)**2.D0))
s(3)=0.5D0*(xx(3)**2.D0+zz(3)**2.D0-(xx(1)**2.D0+zz(1)**2.D0))
DD=(xx(2)-xx(3))*(zz(3)-zz(1))-(xx(3)-xx(1))*(zz(2)-zz(3))
D1=s(2)*(zz(3)-zz(1))-s(3)*(zz(2)-zz(3))
D2=(xx(2)-xx(3))*s(3)-(xx(3)-xx(1))*s(2)
if(s(2).eq.0.D0.and.s(3).eq.0.D0)then
x0=0.D0
z0=0.D0
else
x0=D1/DD
z0=D2/DD
end if
if (it.le.mr)y0=0.D0
if (it.ge.np-mr+1)y0=L
else
311

do 310 i=1,2
s(i)=0.5D0*(xx(i)**2.D0+yy(i)**2.D0+zz(i)**2.D0
$ -(xx(i+1)**2.D0+yy(i+1)**2.D0+zz(i+1)**2.D0))
310 continue
DD=(xx(1)-xx(2))*(yy(2)-yy(3))*(zz(3)-zz(4))
$ +(xx(2)-xx(3))*(yy(3)-yy(4))*(zz(1)-zz(2))
$ +(xx(3)-xx(4))*(yy(1)-yy(2))*(zz(2)-zz(3))
$
-(xx(3)-xx(4))*(yy(2)-yy(3))*(zz(1)-zz(2))
$ -(xx(2)-xx(3))*(yy(1)-yy(2))*(zz(3)-zz(4))
$ -(xx(1)-xx(2))*(yy(3)-yy(4))*(zz(2)-zz(3))
s(3)=0.5D0*(xx(3)**2.D0+yy(3)**2.D0+zz(3)**2.D0
$ -(xx(4)**2.D0+yy(4)**2.D0+zz(4)**2.D0))
*******************************************************************
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*this part is to cancel the markers in one circle or in one line
if(DD.eq.0.D0.or.dabs(DD).le.1.D-15)then
do 360 in=2,np-1
num(it,in)=num(it,in+1)
360

370

continue
do 370 im=2,np
xx(im)=x(int(num(it,im)))
yy(im)=y(int(num(it,im)))
zz(im)=z(int(num(it,im)))
continue
go to 311
end if

315

D1=s(1)*(yy(2)-yy(3))*(zz(3)-zz(4))
$ +s(2)*(yy(3)-yy(4))*(zz(1)-zz(2))
$ +s(3)*(yy(1)-yy(2))*(zz(2)-zz(3))
$
-s(3)*(yy(2)-yy(3))*(zz(1)-zz(2))
$ -s(2)*(yy(1)-yy(2))*(zz(3)-zz(4))
$ -s(1)*(yy(3)-yy(4))*(zz(2)-zz(3))
D2=(xx(1)-xx(2))*s(2)*(zz(3)-zz(4))
$ +(xx(2)-xx(3))*s(3)*(zz(1)-zz(2))
$ +(xx(3)-xx(4))*s(1)*(zz(2)-zz(3))
$
-(xx(3)-xx(4))*s(2)*(zz(1)-zz(2))
$ -(xx(2)-xx(3))*s(1)*(zz(3)-zz(4))
$ -(xx(1)-xx(2))*s(3)*(zz(2)-zz(3))
D3=(xx(1)-xx(2))*(yy(2)-yy(3))*s(3)
$ +(xx(2)-xx(3))*(yy(3)-yy(4))*s(1)
$ +(xx(3)-xx(4))*(yy(1)-yy(2))*s(2)
$
-(xx(3)-xx(4))*(yy(2)-yy(3))*s(1)
$ -(xx(2)-xx(3))*(yy(1)-yy(2))*s(3)
$ -(xx(1)-xx(2))*(yy(3)-yy(4))*s(2)
x0=D1/DD
y0=D2/DD
z0=D3/DD
end if

R=dsqrt((xx(1)-x0)**2.D0+(yy(1)-y0)**2.D0+(zz(1)-z0)**2.D0)
mx=0.D0
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lz(it)=(xx(1)-x0)/R
if (it.le.mr.or.it.ge.np-mr+1)then
mz(it)=0.D0
nz(it)=(zz(1)-z0)/R
lx=-nz(it)
nx=lz(it)
ly=0.D0
my=-1.D0
ny=0.D0
else
mz(it)=(yy(1)-y0)/R
nz(it)=(zz(1)-z0)/R
lx=-nz(it)/dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
nx=lz(it)/dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
ly=mz(it)*lz(it)/dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
my=-dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
ny=mz(it)*nz(it)/dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
end if
if (it.le.mr.or.it.ge.np-mr+1)then
do 312 i=1,4
cx(it,i)=lx*(xx(i)-xx(1))
$ +nx*(zz(i)-zz(1))
cy(it,i)=my*(yy(i)-yy(1))
cz(it,i)=lz(it)*(xx(i)-xx(1))
$
+nz(it)*(zz(i)-zz(1))
312 continue
else
do 330 i=1,30
cx(it,i)=lx*(xx(i)-xx(1))
$ +nx*(zz(i)-zz(1))
cy(it,i)=ly*(xx(i)-xx(1))+my*(yy(i)-yy(1))
$
+ny*(zz(i)-zz(1))
cz(it,i)=lz(it)*(xx(i)-xx(1))+mz(it)*(yy(i)-yy(1))
$
+nz(it)*(zz(i)-zz(1))
330 continue
end if
end

subroutine pointCur(it,cx,cy,cz,b1,cur,lz,mz,nz)
double precision x(4000),y(4000),z(4000)
double precision cx(4000,30),cy(4000,30),cz(4000,30)
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double precision a(5,6),b1(4000,6),cur(4000)
double precision lz(4000),mz(4000),nz(4000),n1,n2,n3
double precision lx,mx,nx,ly,my,ny,ldd,ld1,ld2,ld3
double precision x1,y1,z1,ss
common/c1/x,y,z/c3/np,nnz,mr/c4/lx,mx,nx,ly,my,ny
do 402 i=1,5
do 402 j=1,6
a(i,j)=0.D0
402 continue
if (it.le.mr.or.it.ge.np-mr+1)then
do 405 i=2,4
a(i-1,1)=cx(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,2)=cy(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,3)=cx(it,i)
a(i-1,4)=cz(it,i)
405 continue
call solMatrix(it,a,3,4,b1)
b1(it,4)=b1(it,3)
b1(it,5)=0.D0
b1(it,3)=b1(it,2)
b1(it,2)=0.D0
else
do 410 i=2,6
a(i-1,1)=cx(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,2)=cx(it,i)*cy(it,i)
a(i-1,3)=cy(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,4)=cx(it,i)
a(i-1,5)=cy(it,i)
a(i-1,6)=cz(it,i)
410 continue
call solMatrix(it,a,5,6,b1)
end if
b1(it,6)=0.D0
cur(it)=-(2.D0*((1.D0+b1(it,5)**2.D0)*b1(it,1)-b1(it,4)*b1(it,5)
$
*b1(it,2)+(1.D0+b1(it,4)**2.D0)*b1(it,3))/(1.D0+b1(it,4)**2.D0
$
+b1(it,5)**2.D0)**1.5D0)
if(it.gt.mr.and.it.le.np-mr)then
ldd=lx*my*nz(it)+ly*mz(it)*nx+lz(it)*mx*ny
$
-lz(it)*my*nx-lx*mz(it)*ny-mx*ly*nz(it)
n1=-b1(it,4)
n2=-b1(it,5)
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n3=1.D0
dd1=n1*my*nz(it)+n2*mz(it)*nx+n3*mx*ny
$ -n3*my*nx-n1*mz(it)*ny-mx*n2*nz(it)
dd2=lx*n2*nz(it)+ly*n3*nx+lz(it)*n1*ny
$ -lz(it)*n2*nx-lx*n3*ny-n1*ly*nz(it)
dd3=lx*my*n3+ly*mz(it)*n1+lz(it)*mx*n2
$ -lz(it)*my*n1-lx*mz(it)*n2-mx*ly*n3
x1=dd1/ldd
y1=dd2/ldd
z1=dd3/ldd
ss=dsqrt(x1**2.D0+y1**2.D0+z1**2.D0)
lz(it)=x1/ss
mz(it)=y1/ss
nz(it)=z1/ss
end if
420 format(5(D22.16,2X))
end

subroutine planeCur(it,cx,cy,cz,b1,cur,num,pcur)
double precision cx(4000,30),cy(4000,30),cz(4000,30),b1(4000,6)
double precision a(5,6),b2(4000,6),cur(4000),pcur(4000)
double precision num(4000,4000)
common/c3/np,nnz,mr
if(it.le.mr.or.it.ge.np-mr+1)then
do 605 i=2,4
a(i-1,1)=cx(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,2)=cy(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,3)=cx(it,i)
a(i-1,4)=cur(num(it,i))-cur(num(it,1))
605 continue
call solMatrix(it,a,3,4,b2)
b2(it,4)=b2(it,3)
b2(it,5)=0.D0
b2(it,3)=b2(it,2)
b2(it,2)=0.D0
else
do 610 i=2,6
a(i-1,1)=cx(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,2)=cx(it,i)*cy(it,i)
a(i-1,3)=cy(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,4)=cx(it,i)
a(i-1,5)=cy(it,i)
a(i-1,6)=cur(num(it,i))-cur(num(it,1))
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610

continue
call solMatrix(it,a,5,6,b2)
end if
b2(it,6)=cur(it)
pcur(it)=2.D0*((1.D0+b1(it,5)**2.D0)*b2(it,1)-b1(it,4)*b1(it,5)
$ *b2(it,2)+(1.D0+b1(it,4)**2.D0)*b2(it,3))/(1.D0+b1(it,4)**2.D0
$ +b1(it,5)**2.D0)
$+b2(it,6)*(b1(it,4)*b2(it,4)+b1(it,5)*b2(it,5))
$/(1.D0+b1(it,4)**2.D0+b1(it,5)**2.D0)**0.5D0
620 format(3(D22.16,2X))
end

subroutine solMatrix(it,a,m,n,b)
double precision a(5,6),c(6),aa,ll(6),b(4000,6)
common/c3/np,nnz,mr
mm=1
aa=0.D0
do 500 i=1,6
ll(i)=0.D0
c(i)=0.D0
b(it,i)=0.D0
500 continue
do 510 j=1,m-1
aa=a(j,j)
mm=0
do 520 i=j+1,m
if (dabs(a(i,j)).gt.dabs(aa))then
aa=a(i,j)
mm=i
end if
520 continue
if(mm.ne.0)then
do 530 jj=1,n
c(jj)=a(mm,jj)
530 continue
do 540 jj=1,n
a(mm,jj)=a(j,jj)
540 continue
do 545 jj=1,n
a(j,jj)=c(jj)
545 continue
else
go to 600
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end if
600

do 550 jj=j+1,m
ll(jj)=a(jj,j)/a(j,j)
do 550 ii=1,n
a(jj,ii)=a(jj,ii)-ll(jj)*a(j,ii)
550 continue
mm=j+1
510 continue

b(it,m)=a(m,n)/a(m,m)
do 560 jj=m-1,1,-1
b(it,jj)=a(jj,n)
do 570 ii=n-1,jj+1,-1
b(it,jj)=b(it,jj)-a(jj,ii)*b(it,ii)
if(dabs(b(it,jj)).le.1.D-15)b(it,jj)=0.D0
570 continue
b(it,jj)=b(it,jj)/a(jj,jj)
560 continue
end
subroutine vol(sum,lz,mz,nz,area1,area3)
double precision x(4000),y(4000),z(4000),f(3),fi,ax,ay,az,aa,sum
double precision lz(4000),mz(4000),nz(4000),fa,area1,area3
double precision Pi,a,ct,L,dz
integer in(3)
common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,a,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr
sum=0.D0
area3=0.D0
do 710 i=1,np-mr-1
if(mod(i,mr).ne.0)then
in(1)=i
in(2)=i+mr
in(3)=in(2)+1
do 720 j=1,3
f(j)=x(in(j))*lz(in(j))+y(in(j))*mz(in(j))+z(in(j))*nz(in(j))
720 continue
fi=(f(1)+f(2)+f(3))/3.D0
ax=(y(in(1))-y(in(2)))*(z(in(3))-z(in(2)))
$-(z(in(1))-z(in(2)))*(y(in(3))-y(in(2)))
ay=(z(in(1))-z(in(2)))*(x(in(3))-x(in(2)))
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$-(x(in(1))-x(in(2)))*(z(in(3))-z(in(2)))
az=(x(in(1))-x(in(2)))*(y(in(3))-y(in(2)))
$-(y(in(1))-y(in(2)))*(x(in(3))-x(in(2)))
aa=dsqrt(ax**2.D0+ay**2.D0+az**2.D0)/2.D0
sum=sum+fi*aa
area3=area3+aa
end if
710 continue
do 730 i=np,mr+2,-1
if(mod(i,mr).ne.1)then
in(1)=i
in(2)=i-mr
in(3)=in(2)-1
do 740 j=1,3
f(j)=x(in(j))*lz(in(j))+y(in(j))*mz(in(j))+z(in(j))*nz(in(j))
740 continue
fi=(f(1)+f(2)+f(3))/3.D0
ax=(y(in(1))-y(in(2)))*(z(in(3))-z(in(2)))
$-(z(in(1))-z(in(2)))*(y(in(3))-y(in(2)))
ay=(z(in(1))-z(in(2)))*(x(in(3))-x(in(2)))
$-(x(in(1))-x(in(2)))*(z(in(3))-z(in(2)))
az=(x(in(1))-x(in(2)))*(y(in(3))-y(in(2)))
$-(y(in(1))-y(in(2)))*(x(in(3))-x(in(2)))
aa=dsqrt(ax**2.D0+ay**2.D0+az**2.D0)/2.D0
sum=sum+fi*aa
area3=area3+aa
end if
730 continue
sum=sum/3.D0
fa=0.D0
do 750 i=1,mr-1
fa=fa+x(i)*z(i+1)-z(i)*x(i+1)
750 continue
*
for the whole cylinder without contact line we need 'fa=fa+x(mr)*z(1)-z(mr)*x(1)'
*
for the wire with substrate, we don't need it
sum=sum+L*fa/6.D0
area1=2.D0*fa/2.D0
end
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subroutine contactMarkers(it,lz,mz,nz)
double precision x(4000),y(4000),z(4000)
double precision lz(4000),mz(4000),nz(4000)
double precision x0,z0,R,xc1
double precision Pi,a,ct,L,dz
common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,a,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr
if (mod(it,mr).eq.1)then
ic=it+1
else
ic=it-1
end if
*
fit a circular arc to P2 with known normal vector and the contact angle a
z0=z(ic)*dcos(a)/(dcos(a)-nz(ic))
R=-z(ic)/(dcos(a)-nz(ic))
x0=(x(ic)*lz(ic)+y(ic)*mz(ic))/dsqrt(lz(ic)**2.D0+mz(ic)**2.D0)
$ +z(ic)*dsqrt(lz(ic)**2.D0+mz(ic)**2.D0)/(dcos(a)-nz(ic))
*

express contact line marker in the global coordinate
xc1=z(ic)/(dcos(a)-nz(ic))
$ *(1.d0-dsin(a)/dsqrt(lz(ic)**2.D0+mz(ic)**2.D0))

x(it)=x(ic)+lz(ic)*xc1
y(it)=y(ic)+mz(ic)*xc1
z(it)=0.D0
end
F.6. A program to model the breakup of the solid surface evolution on a substrate with contact
angle 135º. The length of the wire is 4π, k = 0.5 and p = 0. We put 25×49 marker particles on
the surface.
double precision x(1800),y(1800),z(1800),rr(2),vo,area1,area3
double precision xx(1800),yy(1800),zz(1800),num(1800,40)
double precision Pi,a,ct,L,dz,lz(1800),mz(1800),nz(1800),ny(1800)
double precision lx(1800),mx(1800),nx(1800),ly(1800),my(1800)
double precision cx(1800,30),cy(1800,30),cz(1800,30),rr0(1800,40)
double precision tmax,delt,b1(1800,6),cur(1800),pcur(1800),s(1800)
double precision ds,dt,tt,s1,s2,dss,delt1,delt0,delt00
integer re(1800)
character*100 filename0(10)/'f1b.txt','f2b.txt','f3b.txt',
$'f4b.txt','f5b.txt','f6b.txt','f7b.txt','f8b.txt','f9b.txt',
$'f10b.txt'/,fn0
character*100 filename(10)/'f1.txt','f2.txt','f3.txt','f4.txt',
$'f5.txt','f6.txt','f7.txt','f8.txt','f9.txt','f10.txt'/,fn
common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,a,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr/c4/lx,mx,nx,ly,my,ny
209

open(unit=22, file='z-r-25-49-5D-5-front-end-5e5.txt',
$
status='unknown')
open(unit=30, file='neighbor-particles.txt',
$
status='unknown')
open(unit=31, file='contact line.txt',status='unknown')
Pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
ns=5e5
delt=5.D-5
delt00=delt
nnz=49
mr=25
a=3.D0*Pi/4.D0
np=nnz*mr
call init
do 260 i=1,1800
do 260 j=1,40
num(i,j)=0.D0
260 continue
do 40 nt=1,ns
ds=1.d0
do 80 i=1,np
*

need to eliminate the contact line markers
if(dabs(z(i)).gt.1.D-15)then
pcur(i)=0.D0
call points(i,nt,xx,yy,zz,rr0,num,ds,lz,mz,nz,s)

call coord(i,nt,xx,yy,zz,cx,cy,cz,lz,mz,nz,num)
call pointCur(i,cx,cy,cz,b1,cur,lz,mz,nz)
end if
80
continue
*

contact line markers
if(nt.eq.1)then
do 190 i=1,np
re(i)=0
s1=100.D0
if(dabs(z(i)).le.1.D-15)then
k1=i
do 195 j=1,np
s2=(x(i)-x(j))**2.D0+(y(i)-y(j))**2.D0+(z(i)-z(j))**2.D0
210

if(dabs(y(i)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(i)-L).le.1.D-15)then
if(s2.lt.s1.and.z(j).gt.1.D-15.and.(dabs(y(j)).le.1.D-15
$ .or.dabs(y(j)-L).le.1.D-15))then
s1=s2
k1=j
end if
else if(dabs(y(i)).gt.1.D-15.and.dabs(y(i)-L).gt.1.D-15)then
if(s2.lt.s1.and.z(j).gt.1.D-15.and.(dabs(y(j)).gt.1.D-15
$ .and.dabs(y(j)-L).gt.1.D-15))then
s1=s2
k1=j
end if
end if
195
continue
re(i)=k1
end if
190
continue
end if
do 60 i=1,np
if(dabs(z(i)).le.1.D-15)then
lz(i)=lz(re(i))
mz(i)=mz(re(i))
nz(i)=nz(re(i))
cur(i)=cur(re(i))
end if
60
continue
****************************

do 30 ii=1,np
if(dabs(z(ii)).gt.1.D-15)then
call planeCur(ii,cx,cy,cz,b1,cur,num,pcur)
end if
30
continue
kss=0
do 45 ii=1,np
if(dabs(z(ii)).gt.1.D-15)then
dss=dsqrt(lz(ii)**2.D0+mz(ii)**2.D0+nz(ii)**2.D0)
$
*dabs(pcur(ii))*delt
if(dss.gt.0.1D0*ds) kss=1
end if
211

45

continue
if(kss.eq.0)then
dt=0.039d0*(dsqrt(ds)**4.16d0)
if(delt00.eq.5.D-5)then
if(dt.lt.delt00)delt=dt
else
delt=dt
end if

*

do 50 ii=1,np
need to eliminate the contact line markers
if(dabs(z(ii)).gt.1.D-15)then
if(dabs(y(ii)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(ii)-L).le.1.D-15)then
y(ii)=y(ii)
x(ii)=x(ii)+lz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
z(ii)=z(ii)+nz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
else
y(ii)=y(ii)+mz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt

x(ii)=x(ii)+lz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
z(ii)=z(ii)+nz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
end if
end if
50
continue
else
delt0=0.1D0*ds/(dsqrt(lz(2)**2.D0+mz(2)**2.D0+nz(2)**2.D0)
$
*dabs(pcur(2)))
do 55 ii=1,np
if(dabs(z(ii)).gt.1.D-15)
$delt1=0.1D0*ds/(dsqrt(lz(ii)**2.D0+mz(ii)**2.D0+nz(ii)**2.D0)
$
*dabs(pcur(ii)))
if(delt1.lt.delt0.and.dabs(delt1).gt.1.D-15)delt0=delt1
55
continue
dt=0.039d0*(dsqrt(ds)**4.16d0)
if(dt.lt.delt0)delt0=dt
if(delt00.eq.5.D-5)then
212

if(delt0.lt.delt00)delt=delt0
else
delt=delt0
end if
do 65 ii=1,np
if(dabs(z(ii)).gt.1.D-15)then
if(dabs(y(ii)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(ii)-L).le.1.D-15)then
y(ii)=y(ii)
x(ii)=x(ii)+lz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
z(ii)=z(ii)+nz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
else
y(ii)=y(ii)+mz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
x(ii)=x(ii)+lz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
z(ii)=z(ii)+nz(ii)
$ *pcur(ii)*delt
end if
end if
65
continue
end if
tt=tt+delt
delt00=delt
do 70 ii=1,np
if(dabs(z(ii)).le.1.D-15)then
call contactMarkers(ii,lz,mz,nz,re)
end if
70
continue
if(mod(nt,1000).eq.0)then
******************************************************
if(mod(nt,100).eq.0) call regularization(nt,ds,rr0,lz,mz,nz,re)
******************************************************
if(mod(nt,ns/10).eq.0)then
i1=nint(dble(nt/(ns/10)))
do 235 j1=1,10
if(i1.eq.j1)fn=filename(j1)
235 continue
213

n=i1+200
open(unit=n,file=fn,status='unknown')
write(n,95)(tt,x(i2),z(i2),y(i2),lz(i2),mz(i2),nz(i2),
$ lx(i2),mx(i2),nx(i2),ly(i2),my(i2),ny(i2),i2=1,np)
end if
40
continue
write(30,400)((rr0(i,j),j=1,9),i=1,np)
write(31,410)(i,re(i),i=1,np)
400
format(8(D23.17,3X))
410 format(2(I6,2X))
90
format(5(D22.16,3X))
95
format(13(D23.17,3X))
98
format(4(D22.16,3X))
end
subroutine init
double precision x0(1800),y0(1800),z0(1800),x(1800),y(1800)
double precision Pi,a,ct,L,dz,co,z(1800),re,bt,c2
common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,a,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr,p
open(unit=100, file='ini.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=105, file='perturbed-ini.txt',status='unknown')
ct=Pi/dble(mr-1)
bt=2.D0*a/dble(mr-1)
L=4.D0*Pi
co=0.5D0
dz=L/dble(nnz-1)
p=0.D0
do 110 j=1,nnz
do 110 i=1,mr
if(a.lt.Pi/2.D0)then
re=dsqrt(1.D0+dcos(a)**2.D0
$ -2.D0*dcos(a)*dcos(dabs(a-dble(i-1)*bt)))
if(dabs(a-dble(i-1)*bt).gt.1.D-15)then
c2=dacos(-(1.D0-dcos(a)**2.D0-re**2.D0)/(2.D0*re*dcos(a)))-Pi/2.D0
if((a-dble(i-1)*bt).lt.0.D0)c2=Pi-c2
else
c2=Pi/2.D0
re=1.D0-dcos(a)
end if
else if(a.gt.Pi/2.D0)then
if(dabs(a-dble(i-1)*bt).gt.1.D-15)then
214

if((a-dble(i-1)*bt).ge.0.D0)then
re=dsqrt(1.D0+dcos(a)**2.D0
$ -2.D0*dabs(dcos(a))*dcos(Pi-a+dble(i-1)*bt))
c2=Pi/2.D0-dacos(-(1.D0-dcos(a)**2.D0-re**2.D0)/
$ (2.D0*re*dabs(dcos(a))))
else
re=dsqrt(1.D0+dcos(a)**2.D0
$ -2.D0*dabs(dcos(a))*dcos(Pi+a-dble(i-1)*bt))
c2=Pi/2.D0+dacos(-(1.D0-dcos(a)**2.D0-re**2.D0)/
$ (2.D0*re*dabs(dcos(a))))
end if
else
c2=Pi/2.D0
re=1.D0+dabs(dcos(a))
end if
else
re=1.D0
c2=dble(i-1)*bt
end if
y0((j-1)*mr+i)=dble(j-1)*dz
y((j-1)*mr+i)=y0((j-1)*mr+i)
x0((j-1)*mr+i)=re*dcos(c2)
x((j-1)*mr+i)=x0(((j-1)*mr+i))
$ *(1.D0+0.01D0/re*dcos(y((j-1)*mr+i)*co)
$
*dcos(p*c2))
z0((j-1)*mr+i)=re*dsin(c2)
z((j-1)*mr+i)=z0((j-1)*mr+i)
$ *(1.D0+0.01D0/re*dcos(y((j-1)*mr+i)*co)
$
*dcos(p*c2))
110 continue

130

write(100,130)(x0(i),z0(i),y0(i),i=1,np)
write(105,130)(x(i),z(i),y(i),i=1,np)
format(3(D22.16,3X))
end
subroutine points(it,nt,xx,yy,zz,rr,num,ds,lz,mz,nz,s)
double precision x(1800),y(1800),z(1800),d0,d1,d2,rr(1800,40)
double precision s(1800),xx(1800),yy(1800),zz(1800),num(1800,40)
double precision Pi,a,ct,L,dz,s1(1800),nnn,ss,ds
double precision lz(1800),mz(1800),nz(1800),ny(1800)
double precision lx(1800),mx(1800),nx(1800),ly(1800),my(1800)
215

common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,a,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr/c4/lx,mx,nx,ly,my,ny

740 do 210 i=1,1800
s(i)=10.D10
xx(i)=0.D0
yy(i)=0.D0
zz(i)=0.D0
210 continue
if (dabs(y(it)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(it)-L).le.1.D-15)then
kk=6
else
kk=9
end if
if(nt.le.1.and.kk.eq.9)then
do 211 i=1,np
if (i.ne.it)then
d0=(x(i)-x(it))**2.D0+(z(i)-z(it))**2.D0+(y(i)-y(it))**2.D0
if(d0.le.ds.and.d0.ne.0.D0)ds=d0
if(d0.le.s(2))then
do 212 ii=kk,3,-1
s(ii)=s(ii-1)
rr(it,ii)=rr(it,ii-1)
212
continue
s(2)=d0
rr(it,2)=dble(i)
else if(d0.le.s(3))then
do 213 ii=kk,4,-1
s(ii)=s(ii-1)
rr(it,ii)=rr(it,ii-1)
213
continue
s(3)=d0
rr(it,3)=dble(i)
else if (d0.le.s(4))then
do 215 ii=kk,5,-1
s(ii)=s(ii-1)
rr(it,ii)=rr(it,ii-1)
215
continue
s(4)=d0
rr(it,4)=dble(i)
else if(d0.le.s(5))then
do 216 ii=kk,6,-1
s(ii)=s(ii-1)
216

rr(it,ii)=rr(it,ii-1)
continue
s(5)=d0
rr(it,5)=dble(i)
else if(d0.le.s(6))then
do 217 ii=kk,7,-1
s(ii)=s(ii-1)
rr(it,ii)=rr(it,ii-1)
continue
s(6)=d0
rr(it,6)=dble(i)
else if(d0.le.s(7))then
do 218 ii=kk,8,-1
s(ii)=s(ii-1)
rr(it,ii)=rr(it,ii-1)
continue
s(7)=d0
rr(it,7)=dble(i)
else if(d0.le.s(8))then
s(9)=s(8)
rr(it,9)=rr(it,8)
s(8)=d0
rr(it,8)=dble(i)
else if(d0.le.s(9))then
s(9)=d0
rr(it,9)=dble(i)

216

217

218

end if
end if
211

continue
else
if(nt.le.1.and.kk.eq.6)then
do 416 i1=it-1,it+1
d0=(x(i1)-x(it))**2.D0+(z(i1)-z(it))**2.D0+(y(i1)-y(it))**2.D0
if(d0.le.ds.and.d0.ne.0.D0)ds=d0
if(d0.lt.s(2).and.dabs(d0).gt.1.D-15)then
s(3)=s(2)
rr(it,3)=rr(it,2)
s(2)=d0
rr(it,2)=dble(i1)
else if(d0.lt.s(3).and.dabs(d0).gt.1.D-15)then
s(3)=d0
rr(it,3)=dble(i1)
end if
416 continue
217

do 417 i=1,np
d0=(x(i)-x(it))**2.D0+(z(i)-z(it))**2.D0+(y(i)-y(it))**2.D0
if(d0.le.ds.and.d0.ne.0.D0)ds=d0
if (d0.le.s(4).and.dabs(y(i)).gt.1.D-15.and.
$ dabs(y(i)-L).gt.1.D-15)then
do 315 ii=kk,5,-1
s(ii)=s(ii-1)
rr(it,ii)=rr(it,ii-1)
315
continue
s(4)=d0
rr(it,4)=dble(i)
else if(d0.le.s(5).and.dabs(y(i)).gt.1.D-15.and.
$ dabs(y(i)-L).gt.1.D-15)then
s(6)=s(5)
rr(it,6)=rr(it,5)
s(5)=d0
rr(it,5)=dble(i)
else if(d0.le.s(6).and.dabs(y(i)).gt.1.D-15.and.
$ dabs(y(i)-L).gt.1.D-15)then
s(6)=d0
rr(it,6)=dble(i)
end if
417 continue
end if

s(1)=0.D0
rr(it,1)=dble(it)
do 220 i=1,kk
num(it,i)=rr(it,i)
xx(i)=x(num(it,i))
yy(i)=y(num(it,i))
zz(i)=z(num(it,i))
220 continue
if(nt.gt.1)then
do 235 i=1,np
d0=(x(i)-x(it))**2.D0+(z(i)-z(it))**2.D0+(y(i)-y(it))**2.D0
if(d0.le.ds.and.d0.ne.0.D0)ds=d0
235 continue
do 231 i=1,kk
num(it,i)=rr(it,i)
231 continue
do 230 i=2,kk-1
218

do 230 j=i+1,kk
s(i)=(x(num(it,i))-x(it))**2.D0+(z(num(it,i))-z(it))**2.D0
$ +(y(num(it,i))-y(it))**2.D0
s(j)=(x(num(it,j))-x(it))**2.D0+(z(num(it,j))-z(it))**2.D0
$ +(y(num(it,j))-y(it))**2.D0
if(s(i).le.ds)ds=s(i)
if(s(j).le.ds)ds=s(j)
if(s(j).le.s(i))then
ss=s(i)
s(i)=s(j)
s(j)=ss
nnn=num(it,i)
num(it,i)=num(it,j)
num(it,j)=nnn
end if
230 continue
do 240 i=1,kk
xx(i)=x(num(it,i))
yy(i)=y(num(it,i))
zz(i)=z(num(it,i))
240 continue
end if
770
end

subroutine coord(it,nt,xx,yy,zz,cx,cy,cz,lz,mz,nz,num)
double precision x(1800),y(1800),z(1800),cx(1800,30),cy(1800,30)
double precision xx(1800),yy(1800),zz(1800),cz(1800,30),L,ct,Pi,a
double precision s(3),DD,D1,D2,D3,x0,y0,z0,R,num(1800,40),dz
double precision lz(1800),mz(1800),nz(1800),ny(1800)
double precision lx(1800),mx(1800),nx(1800),ly(1800),my(1800)
double precision n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6
common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,a,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr/c4/lx,mx,nx,ly,my,ny
if (nt.eq.1)then
if (dabs(y(it)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(it)-L).le.1.D-15)then
s(2)=0.5D0*(xx(2)**2.D0+zz(2)**2.D0-(xx(3)**2.D0+zz(3)**2.D0))
s(3)=0.5D0*(xx(3)**2.D0+zz(3)**2.D0-(xx(1)**2.D0+zz(1)**2.D0))
DD=(xx(2)-xx(3))*(zz(3)-zz(1))-(xx(3)-xx(1))*(zz(2)-zz(3))
D1=s(2)*(zz(3)-zz(1))-s(3)*(zz(2)-zz(3))
D2=(xx(2)-xx(3))*s(3)-(xx(3)-xx(1))*s(2)
if(s(2).eq.0.D0.and.s(3).eq.0.D0)then
x0=0.D0
z0=0.D0
else
219

x0=D1/DD
z0=D2/DD
end if
if (it.le.mr)y0=0.D0
if (it.ge.np-mr+1)y0=L
else
311

do 310 i=1,2
s(i)=0.5D0*(xx(i)**2.D0+yy(i)**2.D0+zz(i)**2.D0
$ -(xx(i+1)**2.D0+yy(i+1)**2.D0+zz(i+1)**2.D0))
310 continue
DD=(xx(1)-xx(2))*(yy(2)-yy(3))*(zz(3)-zz(4))
$ +(xx(2)-xx(3))*(yy(3)-yy(4))*(zz(1)-zz(2))
$ +(xx(3)-xx(4))*(yy(1)-yy(2))*(zz(2)-zz(3))
$
-(xx(3)-xx(4))*(yy(2)-yy(3))*(zz(1)-zz(2))
$ -(xx(2)-xx(3))*(yy(1)-yy(2))*(zz(3)-zz(4))
$ -(xx(1)-xx(2))*(yy(3)-yy(4))*(zz(2)-zz(3))
s(3)=0.5D0*(xx(3)**2.D0+yy(3)**2.D0+zz(3)**2.D0
$ -(xx(4)**2.D0+yy(4)**2.D0+zz(4)**2.D0))
*******************************************************************
*this part is to cancel the markers in one circle or in one line
if(DD.eq.0.D0.or.dabs(DD).le.1.D-15)then
do 360 in=2,np-1
num(it,in)=num(it,in+1)
360

370

continue
do 370 im=2,np
xx(im)=x(int(num(it,im)))
yy(im)=y(int(num(it,im)))
zz(im)=z(int(num(it,im)))
continue
go to 311
end if

315

D1=s(1)*(yy(2)-yy(3))*(zz(3)-zz(4))
$ +s(2)*(yy(3)-yy(4))*(zz(1)-zz(2))
$ +s(3)*(yy(1)-yy(2))*(zz(2)-zz(3))
$
-s(3)*(yy(2)-yy(3))*(zz(1)-zz(2))
$ -s(2)*(yy(1)-yy(2))*(zz(3)-zz(4))
$ -s(1)*(yy(3)-yy(4))*(zz(2)-zz(3))
D2=(xx(1)-xx(2))*s(2)*(zz(3)-zz(4))
$ +(xx(2)-xx(3))*s(3)*(zz(1)-zz(2))
220

$ +(xx(3)-xx(4))*s(1)*(zz(2)-zz(3))
$
-(xx(3)-xx(4))*s(2)*(zz(1)-zz(2))
$ -(xx(2)-xx(3))*s(1)*(zz(3)-zz(4))
$ -(xx(1)-xx(2))*s(3)*(zz(2)-zz(3))
D3=(xx(1)-xx(2))*(yy(2)-yy(3))*s(3)
$ +(xx(2)-xx(3))*(yy(3)-yy(4))*s(1)
$ +(xx(3)-xx(4))*(yy(1)-yy(2))*s(2)
$
-(xx(3)-xx(4))*(yy(2)-yy(3))*s(1)
$ -(xx(2)-xx(3))*(yy(1)-yy(2))*s(3)
$ -(xx(1)-xx(2))*(yy(3)-yy(4))*s(2)
x0=D1/DD
y0=D2/DD
z0=D3/DD
end if

R=dsqrt((xx(1)-x0)**2.D0+(yy(1)-y0)**2.D0+(zz(1)-z0)**2.D0)
mx(it)=0.D0
lz(it)=(xx(1)-x0)/R
if (dabs(y(it)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(it)-L).le.1.D-15)then
mz(it)=0.D0
nz(it)=(zz(1)-z0)/R
lx(it)=-nz(it)
nx(it)=lz(it)
ly(it)=0.D0
my(it)=-1.D0
ny(it)=0.D0
else
mz(it)=(yy(1)-y0)/R
nz(it)=(zz(1)-z0)/R
lx(it)=-nz(it)/dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
nx(it)=lz(it)/dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
ly(it)=mz(it)*lz(it)/dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
my(it)=-dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
ny(it)=mz(it)*nz(it)/dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
end if
end if
if (dabs(y(it)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(it)-L).le.1.D-15)then
do 312 i=1,6
cx(it,i)=lx(it)*(xx(i)-xx(1))
$
+nx(it)*(zz(i)-zz(1))
221

cy(it,i)=my(it)*(yy(i)-yy(1))
cz(it,i)=lz(it)*(xx(i)-xx(1))
$
+nz(it)*(zz(i)-zz(1))
312 continue
else
do 330 i=1,30
cx(it,i)=lx(it)*(xx(i)-xx(1))
$
+nx(it)*(zz(i)-zz(1))
cy(it,i)=ly(it)*(xx(i)-xx(1))+my(it)*(yy(i)-yy(1))
$
+ny(it)*(zz(i)-zz(1))
cz(it,i)=lz(it)*(xx(i)-xx(1))+mz(it)*(yy(i)-yy(1))
$
+nz(it)*(zz(i)-zz(1))
330 continue
end if
end

subroutine pointCur(it,cx,cy,cz,b1,cur,lz,mz,nz)
double precision x(1800),y(1800),z(1800)
double precision cx(1800,30),cy(1800,30),cz(1800,30)
double precision a(5,6),b1(1800,6),cur(1800)
double precision lz(1800),mz(1800),nz(1800),ny(1800)
double precision lx(1800),mx(1800),nx(1800),ly(1800),my(1800)
double precision n1,n2,n3,ldd,dd1,dd2,dd3
double precision x1,y1,z1,ss,Pi,aa,ct,L,dz
common/c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,aa,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr/c4/lx,mx,nx,ly,my,ny
do 402 i=1,5
do 402 j=1,6
a(i,j)=0.D0
402 continue
if (dabs(y(it)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(it)-L).le.1.D-15)then
do 405 i=2,4
a(i-1,1)=cx(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,2)=cy(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,3)=cx(it,i)
a(i-1,4)=cz(it,i)
405 continue
call solMatrix(it,a,3,4,b1)
b1(it,4)=b1(it,3)
b1(it,5)=0.D0
b1(it,3)=b1(it,2)
b1(it,2)=0.D0
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else
do 410 i=2,6
a(i-1,1)=cx(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,2)=cx(it,i)*cy(it,i)
a(i-1,3)=cy(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,4)=cx(it,i)
a(i-1,5)=cy(it,i)
a(i-1,6)=cz(it,i)
410 continue
call solMatrix(it,a,5,6,b1)
end if
b1(it,6)=0.D0
cur(it)=-(2.D0*((1.D0+b1(it,5)**2.D0)*b1(it,1)-b1(it,4)*b1(it,5)
$ *b1(it,2)+(1.D0+b1(it,4)**2.D0)*b1(it,3))/(1.D0+b1(it,4)**2.D0
$
+b1(it,5)**2.D0)**1.5D0)

ldd=lx(it)*my(it)*nz(it)+ly(it)*mz(it)*nx(it)+lz(it)*mx(it)*ny(it)
$-lz(it)*my(it)*nx(it)-lx(it)*mz(it)*ny(it)-mx(it)*ly(it)*nz(it)
n1=-b1(it,4)
n2=-b1(it,5)
n3=1.D0
dd1=n1*my(it)*nz(it)+n2*mz(it)*nx(it)+n3*mx(it)*ny(it)
$ -n3*my(it)*nx(it)-n1*mz(it)*ny(it)-mx(it)*n2*nz(it)
dd2=lx(it)*n2*nz(it)+ly(it)*n3*nx(it)+lz(it)*n1*ny(it)
$ -lz(it)*n2*nx(it)-lx(it)*n3*ny(it)-n1*ly(it)*nz(it)
dd3=lx(it)*my(it)*n3+ly(it)*mz(it)*n1+lz(it)*mx(it)*n2
$ -lz(it)*my(it)*n1-lx(it)*mz(it)*n2-mx(it)*ly(it)*n3
x1=dd1/ldd
y1=dd2/ldd
z1=dd3/ldd
ss=dsqrt(x1**2.D0+y1**2.D0+z1**2.D0)
lz(it)=x1/ss
mz(it)=y1/ss
nz(it)=z1/ss

mx(it)=0.D0
if (dabs(y(it)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(it)-L).le.1.D-15)then
lx(it)=-nz(it)
nx(it)=lz(it)
ly(it)=0.D0
my(it)=-1.D0
ny(it)=0.D0
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else
lx(it)=-nz(it)/dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
nx(it)=lz(it)/dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
ly(it)=mz(it)*lz(it)/dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
my(it)=-dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
ny(it)=mz(it)*nz(it)/dsqrt(nz(it)**2.D0+lz(it)**2.D0)
end if
420 format(5(D22.16,2X))
end

subroutine planeCur(it,cx,cy,cz,b1,cur,num,pcur)
double precision cx(1800,30),cy(1800,30),cz(1800,30),b1(1800,6)
double precision a(5,6),b2(1800,6),cur(1800),pcur(1800),z(1800)
double precision num(1800,40),Pi,aa,ct,L,dz,x(1800),y(1800)
common/c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,aa,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr
if (dabs(y(it)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(it)-L).le.1.D-15)then
do 605 i=2,4
a(i-1,1)=cx(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,2)=cy(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,3)=cx(it,i)
a(i-1,4)=cur(num(it,i))-cur(num(it,1))
605 continue
call solMatrix(it,a,3,4,b2)
b2(it,4)=b2(it,3)
b2(it,5)=0.D0
b2(it,3)=b2(it,2)
b2(it,2)=0.D0
else
do 610 i=2,6
a(i-1,1)=cx(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,2)=cx(it,i)*cy(it,i)
a(i-1,3)=cy(it,i)**2.D0
a(i-1,4)=cx(it,i)
a(i-1,5)=cy(it,i)
a(i-1,6)=cur(num(it,i))-cur(num(it,1))
610 continue
call solMatrix(it,a,5,6,b2)
end if
b2(it,6)=cur(it)
pcur(it)=2.D0*((1.D0+b1(it,5)**2.D0)*b2(it,1)-b1(it,4)*b1(it,5)
$ *b2(it,2)+(1.D0+b1(it,4)**2.D0)*b2(it,3))/(1.D0+b1(it,4)**2.D0
$ +b1(it,5)**2.D0)
$+b2(it,6)*(b1(it,4)*b2(it,4)+b1(it,5)*b2(it,5))
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620

$/(1.D0+b1(it,4)**2.D0+b1(it,5)**2.D0)**0.5D0
format(3(D22.16,2X))
end

subroutine solMatrix(it,a,m,n,b)
double precision a(5,6),c(6),aa,ll(6),b(1800,6)
common/c3/np,nnz,mr
mm=1
aa=0.D0
do 500 i=1,6
ll(i)=0.D0
c(i)=0.D0
b(it,i)=0.D0
500 continue
do 510 j=1,m-1
aa=a(j,j)
mm=0
do 520 i=j+1,m
if (dabs(a(i,j)).gt.dabs(aa))then
aa=a(i,j)
mm=i
end if
520 continue
if(mm.ne.0)then
do 530 jj=1,n
c(jj)=a(mm,jj)
530 continue
do 540 jj=1,n
a(mm,jj)=a(j,jj)
540 continue
do 545 jj=1,n
a(j,jj)=c(jj)
545 continue
else
go to 1800
end if
1800 do 550 jj=j+1,m
ll(jj)=a(jj,j)/a(j,j)
do 550 ii=1,n
a(jj,ii)=a(jj,ii)-ll(jj)*a(j,ii)
550 continue
mm=j+1
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510

continue

b(it,m)=a(m,n)/a(m,m)
do 560 jj=m-1,1,-1
b(it,jj)=a(jj,n)
do 570 ii=n-1,jj+1,-1
b(it,jj)=b(it,jj)-a(jj,ii)*b(it,ii)
if(dabs(b(it,jj)).le.1.D-15)b(it,jj)=0.D0
570 continue
b(it,jj)=b(it,jj)/a(jj,jj)
560 continue
end
subroutine vol(sum,lz,mz,nz,area1,area3)
double precision x(1800),y(1800),z(1800),f(3),fi,ax,ay,az,aa,sum
double precision lz(1800),mz(1800),nz(1800),fa,area1,area3
double precision Pi,a,ct,L,dz
integer in(3)
common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,a,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr
sum=0.D0
area3=0.D0
do 710 i=1,np-mr-1
if(mod(i,mr).ne.0)then
in(1)=i
in(2)=i+mr
in(3)=in(2)+1
do 720 j=1,3
f(j)=x(in(j))*lz(in(j))+y(in(j))*mz(in(j))+z(in(j))*nz(in(j))
720 continue
fi=(f(1)+f(2)+f(3))/3.D0
ax=(y(in(1))-y(in(2)))*(z(in(3))-z(in(2)))
$-(z(in(1))-z(in(2)))*(y(in(3))-y(in(2)))
ay=(z(in(1))-z(in(2)))*(x(in(3))-x(in(2)))
$-(x(in(1))-x(in(2)))*(z(in(3))-z(in(2)))
az=(x(in(1))-x(in(2)))*(y(in(3))-y(in(2)))
$-(y(in(1))-y(in(2)))*(x(in(3))-x(in(2)))
aa=dsqrt(ax**2.D0+ay**2.D0+az**2.D0)/2.D0
sum=sum+fi*aa
area3=area3+aa
end if
710 continue
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do 730 i=np,mr+2,-1
if(mod(i,mr).ne.1)then
in(1)=i
in(2)=i-mr
in(3)=in(2)-1
do 740 j=1,3
f(j)=x(in(j))*lz(in(j))+y(in(j))*mz(in(j))+z(in(j))*nz(in(j))
740 continue
fi=(f(1)+f(2)+f(3))/3.D0
ax=(y(in(1))-y(in(2)))*(z(in(3))-z(in(2)))
$-(z(in(1))-z(in(2)))*(y(in(3))-y(in(2)))
ay=(z(in(1))-z(in(2)))*(x(in(3))-x(in(2)))
$-(x(in(1))-x(in(2)))*(z(in(3))-z(in(2)))
az=(x(in(1))-x(in(2)))*(y(in(3))-y(in(2)))
$-(y(in(1))-y(in(2)))*(x(in(3))-x(in(2)))
aa=dsqrt(ax**2.D0+ay**2.D0+az**2.D0)/2.D0
sum=sum+fi*aa
area3=area3+aa
end if
730 continue
sum=sum/3.D0
fa=0.D0
do 750 i=1,mr-1
fa=fa+x(i)*z(i+1)-z(i)*x(i+1)
750 continue
*
for the whole cylinder without contact line we need 'fa=fa+x(mr)*z(1)-z(mr)*x(1)'
*
for the wire with substrate, we don't need it
sum=sum+L*fa/6.D0
area1=2.D0*fa/2.D0
end

subroutine contactMarkers(it,lz,mz,nz,re)
double precision x(1800),y(1800),z(1800)
double precision lz(1800),mz(1800),nz(1800)
double precision x0,z0,R,xc1
double precision Pi,a,ct,L,dz
integer re(1800)
common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,a,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr
ic=re(it)
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*

*

fit a circular arc to P2 with known normal vector and the contact angle a
z0=z(ic)*dcos(a)/(dcos(a)-nz(ic))
R=-z(ic)/(dcos(a)-nz(ic))
x0=(x(ic)*lz(ic)+y(ic)*mz(ic))/dsqrt(lz(ic)**2.D0+mz(ic)**2.D0)
$
+z(ic)*dsqrt(lz(ic)**2.D0+mz(ic)**2.D0)/(dcos(a)-nz(ic))
express contact line marker in the global coordinate
xc1=z(ic)/(dcos(a)-nz(ic))
$ *(1.d0-dsin(a)/dsqrt(lz(ic)**2.D0+mz(ic)**2.D0))
x(it)=x(ic)+lz(ic)*xc1
y(it)=y(ic)+mz(ic)*xc1
z(it)=0.D0
end
subroutine regularization(nt,ds,rr0,lz,mz,nz,re)
double precision x(1800),y(1800),z(1800),xa,ya,za,ds
double precision xx(1800),yy(1800),zz(1800),num0(1800,40),ny(1800)
double precision lx(1800),mx(1800),nx(1800),ly(1800),my(1800)
double precision cx(1800,30),cy(1800,30),cz(1800,30),rr0(1800,40)
double precision a(5,6),b1(1800,6),lz(1800),mz(1800),nz(1800)
double precision n1,n2,n3,ldd,dd1,dd2,dd3,ds0,dsm
double precision x1,y1,z1,ss,Pi,aa,ct,L,dz,s1,s2,s(1800)
double precision rx(8),ry(8),rr2(8),fx,fy,hc
integer re(1800),ke(1800),n(1800)
common /c1/x,y,z/c2/Pi,aa,ct,L,dz/c3/np,nnz,mr/c4
$ /lx,mx,nx,ly,my,ny

do 260 i=1,1800
do 260 j=1,40
num0(i,j)=0.D0
260 continue
ds0=3.7929583D-2
dsm=0.36D0*ds0
hc=0.D0
do 75 i=1,np
if(re(i).ne.0)then
if(dabs(z(re(i))).gt.hc)hc=dabs(z(re(i)))
end if
75
continue
k0=0
do 76 i=1,np
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if(dabs(z(i)).gt.1.D-15.and.dabs(z(i)).lt.hc)then
n(k0+1)=i
k0=k0+1
end if
76
continue
if(k0.gt.0)then
np=np+k0
do 77 i=1,k0
re(np-k0+i)=n(i)
call contactMarkers(np-k0+i,lz,mz,nz,re)
77
continue
end if
750 n1=np
ds=1.D0
do 82 i=1,np
740

if(dabs(z(i)).gt.1.D-15)then
call points(i,0,xx,yy,zz,rr0,num0,ds,lz,mz,nz,s)
if(s(2).lt.dsm.and.z(int(num0(i,2))).gt.1.D-15)then

if((dabs(y(int(num0(i,2)))).le.1.D-15.or.
$ dabs(y(int(num0(i,2)))-L).le.1.D-15)
$.and.dabs(y(i)).gt.1.D-15.and.dabs(y(i)-L).gt.1.D-15)then
do 745 j=i,np-1
x(j)=x(j+1)
y(j)=y(j+1)
z(j)=z(j+1)
lz(j)=lz(j+1)
mz(j)=mz(j+1)
nz(j)=nz(j+1)
lx(j)=lx(j+1)
mx(j)=mx(j+1)
nx(j)=nx(j+1)
ly(j)=ly(j+1)
my(j)=my(j+1)
ny(j)=ny(j+1)
745 continue
np=np-1
if(i.gt.int(num0(i,2)))then
go to 740
else
go to 760
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end if
else if((dabs(y(int(num0(i,2)))).le.1.D-15.or.
$ dabs(y(int(num0(i,2)))-L).le.1.D-15)
$.and.(dabs(y(i)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(i)-L).le.1.D-15))then
if(int(num0(i,2)).gt.i)then
do 708 j=int(num0(i,2)),np-1
x(j)=x(j+1)
y(j)=y(j+1)
z(j)=z(j+1)
lz(j)=lz(j+1)
mz(j)=mz(j+1)
nz(j)=nz(j+1)
lx(j)=lx(j+1)
mx(j)=mx(j+1)
nx(j)=nx(j+1)
ly(j)=ly(j+1)
my(j)=my(j+1)
ny(j)=ny(j+1)
708 continue
np=np-1
go to 760
else
do 709 j=i,np-1
x(j)=x(j+1)
y(j)=y(j+1)
z(j)=z(j+1)
lz(j)=lz(j+1)
mz(j)=mz(j+1)
nz(j)=nz(j+1)
lx(j)=lx(j+1)
mx(j)=mx(j+1)
nx(j)=nx(j+1)
ly(j)=ly(j+1)
my(j)=my(j+1)
ny(j)=ny(j+1)
709 continue
np=np-1
go to 740
end if
else
if(int(num0(i,2)).gt.i)then
do 710 j=int(num0(i,2)),np-1
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x(j)=x(j+1)
y(j)=y(j+1)
z(j)=z(j+1)
lz(j)=lz(j+1)
mz(j)=mz(j+1)
nz(j)=nz(j+1)
lx(j)=lx(j+1)
mx(j)=mx(j+1)
nx(j)=nx(j+1)
ly(j)=ly(j+1)
my(j)=my(j+1)
ny(j)=ny(j+1)
710 continue
np=np-1
go to 760
else
do 720 j=i,np-1
x(j)=x(j+1)
y(j)=y(j+1)
z(j)=z(j+1)
lz(j)=lz(j+1)
mz(j)=mz(j+1)
nz(j)=nz(j+1)
lx(j)=lx(j+1)
mx(j)=mx(j+1)
nx(j)=nx(j+1)
ly(j)=ly(j+1)
my(j)=my(j+1)
ny(j)=ny(j+1)
720 continue
np=np-1
go to 740
end if
end if
else if(s(2).lt.dsm.and.z(int(num0(i,2))).le.1.D-15)then
write(*,*)'bound',i,num0(i,2),y(int(num0(i,2)))
do 755 j=i,np-1
x(j)=x(j+1)
y(j)=y(j+1)
z(j)=z(j+1)
lz(j)=lz(j+1)
mz(j)=mz(j+1)
nz(j)=nz(j+1)
lx(j)=lx(j+1)
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mx(j)=mx(j+1)
nx(j)=nx(j+1)
ly(j)=ly(j+1)
my(j)=my(j+1)
ny(j)=ny(j+1)
755 continue
np=np-1
if(i.gt.int(num0(i,2)))then
go to 740
else
go to 760
end if
end if
760
end if
82
continue
if(n1.ne.np) then
go to 750
else
go to 770
end if
770

do 90 i=1,np
re(i)=0
s1=100.D0
if(dabs(z(i)).le.1.D-15)then
k1=i
do 95 j=1,np
s2=(x(i)-x(j))**2.D0+(y(i)-y(j))**2.D0+(z(i)-z(j))**2.D0
if(dabs(y(i)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(i)-L).le.1.D-15)then
if(s2.lt.s1.and.z(j).gt.1.D-15.and.(dabs(y(j)).le.1.D-15
$ .or.dabs(y(j)-L).le.1.D-15))then
s1=s2
k1=j
end if
else if(dabs(y(i)).gt.1.D-15.and.dabs(y(i)-L).gt.1.D-15)then
if(s2.lt.s1.and.z(j).gt.1.D-15.and.(dabs(y(j)).gt.1.D-15
$ .and.dabs(y(j)-L).gt.1.D-15))then
s1=s2
k1=j
end if
end if
95
continue
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re(i)=k1
end if
90
continue
kk3=0
ki=1
do 98 i=1,1800
ke(i)=0
98
continue
do 100 i=1,np
do 100 j=1,np
if(re(i).gt.0.and.re(j).gt.0.and.re(i).eq.re(j))then
if(dabs(y(i)-L).le.1.D-15.and.dabs(y(j)-L).le.1.D-15
$ .and.i.gt.j)then
ke(ki)=i
ki=ki+1
else if(dabs(y(i)-L).le.1.D-15.and.dabs(y(j)-L).gt.1.D-15)then
ke(ki)=j
ki=ki+1
else if(dabs(y(i)-L).gt.1.D-15.and.dabs(y(j)-L).gt.1.D-15
$.and.i.gt.j)then
ke(ki)=i
ki=ki+1
end if
end if
100 continue
do 101 i=1,1799
do 101 j=i+1,1800
if(ke(i).ne.0.and.ke(j).ne.0)then
if(ke(i).eq.ke(j))ke(j)=-1
end if
101 continue
do 102 i=1,1799
if(ke(i).eq.-1)then
104 do 103 j=i,1799
ke(j)=ke(j+1)
103 continue
if(ke(i).eq.-1)go to 104
end if
102 continue
do 110 k=1799,1,-1
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if(ke(k).ne.0)then
kk3=1
do 120 j=ke(k),np-1
x(j)=x(j+1)
y(j)=y(j+1)
z(j)=z(j+1)
lz(j)=lz(j+1)
mz(j)=mz(j+1)
nz(j)=nz(j+1)
lx(j)=lx(j+1)
mx(j)=mx(j+1)
nx(j)=nx(j+1)
ly(j)=ly(j+1)
my(j)=my(j+1)
ny(j)=ny(j+1)
120 continue
np=np-1
end if
110 continue
if(kk3.ne.0)then
do 130 i=1,np
re(i)=0
s1=100.D0
if(dabs(z(i)).le.1.D-15)then
k1=i
do 135 j=1,np
s2=(x(i)-x(j))**2.D0+(y(i)-y(j))**2.D0+(z(i)-z(j))**2.D0
if(dabs(y(i)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(i)-L).le.1.D-15)then
if(s2.lt.s1.and.z(j).gt.1.D-15.and.(dabs(y(j)).le.1.D-15
$ .or.dabs(y(j)-L).le.1.D-15))then
s1=s2
k1=j
end if
else if(dabs(y(i)).gt.1.D-15.and.dabs(y(i)-L).gt.1.D-15)then
if(s2.lt.s1.and.z(j).gt.1.D-15.and.(dabs(y(j)).gt.1.D-15
$ .and.dabs(y(j)-L).gt.1.D-15))then
s1=s2
k1=j
end if
end if
135
continue
re(i)=k1
end if
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130

continue
end if
ds=1.D0
do 84 i=1,np
if(dabs(z(i)).gt.1.D-15)then
call points(i,-1,xx,yy,zz,rr0,num0,ds,lz,mz,nz,s)
call coord(i,nt,xx,yy,zz,cx,cy,cz,lz,mz,nz,num0)

do 413 i1=1,5
do 413 j1=1,6
a(i1,j1)=0.D0
413 continue
if (dabs(y(i)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(i)-L).le.1.D-15)then
do 414 i1=2,4
a(i1-1,1)=cx(i,i1)**2.D0
a(i1-1,2)=cy(i,i1)**2.D0
a(i1-1,3)=cx(i,i1)
a(i1-1,4)=cz(i,i1)
414 continue
call solMatrix(i,a,3,4,b1)
b1(i,4)=b1(i,3)
b1(i,5)=0.D0
b1(i,3)=b1(i,2)
b1(i,2)=0.D0
else
do 440 i1=2,6
a(i1-1,1)=cx(i,i1)**2.D0
a(i1-1,2)=cx(i,i1)*cy(i,i1)
a(i1-1,3)=cy(i,i1)**2.D0
a(i1-1,4)=cx(i,i1)
a(i1-1,5)=cy(i,i1)
a(i1-1,6)=cz(i,i1)
440 continue
call solMatrix(i,a,5,6,b1)
end if
k1=0
do 820 i1=2,6
if(dabs(z(int(num0(i,i1)))).le.1.D-15)k1=1
if(dabs(y(int(num0(i,i1)))).le.1.D-15)k1=1
if(dabs(y(int(num0(i,i1)))-L).le.1.D-15)k1=1
820 continue
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if (dabs(y(i)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(i)-L).le.1.D-15)then
xa=(cx(i,2)+cx(i,3))/2.D0
ya=(cy(i,2)+cy(i,3))/2.D0
else
do 811 j=2,9
rx(j-1)=cx(i,j)-cx(i,1)
ry(j-1)=cy(i,j)-cy(i,1)
rr2(j-1)=rx(j-1)**2.D0+ry(j-1)**2.D0
811 continue
fx=0
fy=0
do 812 j=1,8
fx=fx-12.D0*rx(j)/dsqrt(rr2(j))
$*(ds0/rr2(j))**3.5D0
fy=fy-12.D0*ry(j)/dsqrt(rr2(j))
$*(ds0/rr2(j))**3.5D0
812 continue
xa=cx(i,1)+2.D-4*fx
ya=cy(i,1)+2.D-4*fy
if(2.D-4*dsqrt(fx**2.D0+fy**2.D0).gt.2.D-3*dsqrt(s(2)))then
xa=cx(i,1)+2.D-3*dsqrt(s(2))*fx/dsqrt(fx**2.D0+fy**2.D0)
ya=cy(i,1)+2.D-3*dsqrt(s(2))*fy/dsqrt(fx**2.D0+fy**2.D0)
end if
end if
za=b1(i,1)*xa**2.D0+b1(i,2)*xa*ya+b1(i,3)*ya**2.D0
$ +b1(i,4)*xa+b1(i,5)*ya
x(i)=xx(1)+xa*lx(i)+ya*ly(i)+za*lz(i)
y(i)=yy(1)+xa*mx(i)+ya*my(i)+za*mz(i)
z(i)=zz(1)+xa*nx(i)+ya*ny(i)+za*nz(i)
if(dabs(x(i)).gt.4.D0.or.z(i).lt.0.D0.or.z(i).gt.5.D0.
$ or.y(i).lt.0.D0.or.y(i).gt.L)then
do 815 kj=i,np-1
x(kj)=x(kj+1)
y(kj)=y(kj+1)
z(kj)=z(kj+1)
lz(kj)=lz(kj+1)
mz(kj)=mz(kj+1)
nz(kj)=nz(kj+1)
lx(kj)=lx(kj+1)
mx(kj)=mx(kj+1)
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nx(kj)=nx(kj+1)
ly(kj)=ly(kj+1)
my(kj)=my(kj+1)
ny(kj)=ny(kj+1)
815 continue
np=np-1
go to 770
end if
ldd=lx(i)*my(i)*nz(i)+ly(i)*mz(i)*nx(i)+lz(i)*mx(i)*ny(i)
$-lz(i)*my(i)*nx(i)-lx(i)*mz(i)*ny(i)-mx(i)*ly(i)*nz(i)
n1=-(2.D0*b1(i,1)*xa+b1(i,2)*ya+b1(i,4))
n2=-(b1(i,2)*xa+2.D0*b1(i,3)*ya+b1(i,5))
n3=1.D0
dd1=n1*my(i)*nz(i)+n2*mz(i)*nx(i)+n3*mx(i)*ny(i)
$ -n3*my(i)*nx(i)-n1*mz(i)*ny(i)-mx(i)*n2*nz(i)
dd2=lx(i)*n2*nz(i)+ly(i)*n3*nx(i)+lz(i)*n1*ny(i)
$ -lz(i)*n2*nx(i)-lx(i)*n3*ny(i)-n1*ly(i)*nz(i)
dd3=lx(i)*my(i)*n3+ly(i)*mz(i)*n1+lz(i)*mx(i)*n2
$ -lz(i)*my(i)*n1-lx(i)*mz(i)*n2-mx(i)*ly(i)*n3
x1=dd1/ldd
y1=dd2/ldd
z1=dd3/ldd
ss=dsqrt(x1**2.D0+y1**2.D0+z1**2.D0)
lz(i)=x1/ss
mz(i)=y1/ss
nz(i)=z1/ss
mx(i)=0.D0
if (dabs(y(i)).le.1.D-15.or.dabs(y(i)-L).le.1.D-15)then
lx(i)=-nz(i)
nx(i)=lz(i)
ly(i)=0.D0
my(i)=-1.D0
ny(i)=0.D0
else
lx(i)=-nz(i)/dsqrt(nz(i)**2.D0+lz(i)**2.D0)
nx(i)=lz(i)/dsqrt(nz(i)**2.D0+lz(i)**2.D0)
ly(i)=mz(i)*lz(i)/dsqrt(nz(i)**2.D0+lz(i)**2.D0)
my(i)=-dsqrt(nz(i)**2.D0+lz(i)**2.D0)
ny(i)=mz(i)*nz(i)/dsqrt(nz(i)**2.D0+lz(i)**2.D0)
end if
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84

end if
continue
end

F. 7. A program to calculate the eigenvalues and eigen functions for a finite wire with h/w =
11, r0 = 0.5, M1 = M2 = 2 and η = 0.02. the orientation angle  is devided into 900
segements. The equilibrium shape integration is solved by fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
The value of L1 and L2 in the spike function are solved by Romberg scheme. This eigenvalue
problem is solved by LAPACK package.

integer i,j,k,n,m,nn,m1,m2,j1,j2,nf,info
double precision R0,zf,st,st1,st2,df,si,w,L1,L2,pre
double precision r(901),z(901),e(901)
double precision H(901),HF1(901),HF2(901),HF3(901)
double precision d0(901),d1(901),d2(901),d3(901),d4(901)
double precision c1(901),c2(901),c3(901),c4(901),c5(901)
double precision Pi,dd,b1(901),num(901),work(700000),sa,sb,sc
double precision f(901),fa,fb,fc,sf,ftanh,fcosh,x,xx
double precision wr(901),wi(901),VL(901,901),VR(901,901)
double precision beta(901),A(901,901),vc(901),vol(901),vol0
common
R0,zf
ftanh(x)=(dexp(2.D0*x)-1.D0)/(dexp(2.D0*x)+1.D0)
fcosh(x)=(dexp(2.D0*x)+1.D0)/(2.D0*dexp(x))
character*100 filename(11)/
$'v901-11.txt','v901-10.txt','v901-9.txt',
$'v901-8.txt','v901-7.txt','v901-6.txt',
$'v901-5.txt','v901-4.txt','v901-3.txt',
$'v901-2.txt','v901-1.txt'/,fn
open(unit=13,file='901-spike.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=15,file='eigenvalue-new w=0.02 m1=5 m2=5 R0=0.5 zf=22
$.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=17,file='901-check vol-new.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=19,file='shape w=0.02 m1=5 m2=5
$R0=0.5 zf=22.txt',status='unknown')
open(unit=20,file='energy w=0.02 m1=5 m2=5
$R0=0.5 zf=22.txt',status='unknown')
write(*,*)'The length scale is the radius of the cylindrical
$shape.'
write(*,*)'Input the dimensionless length '
write(*,*)'The radius of the arc at corner R0 :'
R0=0.5D0
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write(*,*)'The length (height) of the wire Zf :'
zf=22.D0

24 Pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
n=901-1
m=n+1
w=0.02D0
m1=5
m2=5
pre=3.D-14
np=8000
call Lvalue(w,m1,m2,L1,L2)
df=Pi/dble(n)
f(1)=0
f(m)=Pi
do 270 i=2,m-1
f(i)=df*dble(i-1)
270 continue
r(1)=0.D0
z(1)=zf
e0=zf/2.D0
e(1)=e0/e0
do 160 i=2,m
call Eshape(w,m1,m2,L1,L2,i,f(i),r(i),z(i),np)
e(i)=(r(i)*dsin(f(i))+(z(i)-zf/2.D0)*dcos(f(i)))/e0
160 continue
st1=0.D0
st2=0.D0
do 170 i=1,m
H(i)=R0
HF1(i)=0.D0
HF2(i)=0.D0
HF3(i)=0.D0
170 continue
do 180 i=1,m
do 190 j1=1,m1
xx=(f(i)-Pi*dble(j1-(m1+1)/2))/w
if(xx.lt.0.D0)then
H(i)=H(i)+L1/fcosh(xx)**2.D0
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HF1(i)=HF1(i)-2.D0*L1/w/fcosh(xx)**2.D0*ftanh(xx)
HF2(i)=HF2(i)+2.D0*L1/w**2.D0*(2.D0/fcosh(xx)**2.D0
$ -3.D0/fcosh(xx)**4.D0)
HF3(i)=HF3(i)-8.D0*L1/w**3.D0*(ftanh(xx)/fcosh(xx)**2.D0
$ -3.D0*ftanh(xx)/fcosh(xx)**4.D0)
else
xx=-xx
H(i)=H(i)+L1/fcosh(xx)**2.D0
HF1(i)=HF1(i)+2.D0*L1/w/fcosh(xx)**2.D0*ftanh(xx)
HF2(i)=HF2(i)+2.D0*L1/w**2.D0*(2.D0/fcosh(xx)**2.D0
$ -3.D0/fcosh(xx)**4.D0)
HF3(i)=HF3(i)+8.D0*L1/w**3.D0*(ftanh(xx)/fcosh(xx)**2.D0
$ -3.D0*ftanh(xx)/fcosh(xx)**4.D0)
end if
190 continue
do 200 j2=1,m2
xx=(f(i)-Pi*(dble(j2-(m2+1)/2)+0.5D0))/w
if(xx.lt.0.D0)then
H(i)=H(i)+L2/fcosh(xx)**2.D0
HF1(i)=HF1(i)-2.D0*L2/w/fcosh(xx)**2.D0*ftanh(xx)
HF2(i)=HF2(i)+2.D0*L2/w**2.D0*(2.D0/fcosh(xx)**2.D0
$ -3.D0/fcosh(xx)**4.D0)
HF3(i)=HF3(i)-8.D0*L2/w**3.D0*(ftanh(xx)/fcosh(xx)**2.D0
$ -3.D0*ftanh(xx)/fcosh(xx)**4.D0)
else
xx=-xx
H(i)=H(i)+L2/fcosh(xx)**2.D0
HF1(i)=HF1(i)+2.D0*L2/w/fcosh(xx)**2.D0*ftanh(xx)
HF2(i)=HF2(i)+2.D0*L2/w**2.D0*(2.D0/fcosh(xx)**2.D0
$ -3.D0/fcosh(xx)**4.D0)
HF3(i)=HF3(i)+8.D0*L2/w**3.D0*(ftanh(xx)/fcosh(xx)**2.D0
$ -3.D0*ftanh(xx)/fcosh(xx)**4.D0)
end if
200
180

continue
continue
do 210 i=2,m-1
d0(i)=-dsin(f(i))*dcos(f(i))**2.D0/r(i)**3.D0
$ +(dcos(f(i))**2.D0-dsin(f(i))**2.D0)/r(i)**2.D0/H(i)
$
+dsin(f(i))/r(i)/H(i)**2.D0
$ +2.D0*dcos(f(i))/r(i)/H(i)**3.D0*HF1(i)
$
+HF2(i)/H(i)**4.D0-3.D0*HF1(i)**2.D0/H(i)**5.D0
d1(i)=-dcos(f(i))**3.D0/r(i)**3.D0
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$ -dsin(f(i))*dcos(f(i))/r(i)**2.D0/H(i)
$ -2.D0*dcos(f(i))/r(i)/H(i)**2.D0
$ +3.D0*HF1(i)/H(i)**4.D0
d2(i)=dcos(f(i))**2.D0/r(i)**2.D0/H(i)+dsin(f(i))/r(i)/H(i)**2.D0
$ +2.D0*dcos(f(i))*HF1(i)/r(i)/H(i)**3.D0-1.D0/H(i)**3.D0
$ +HF2(i)/H(i)**4.D0-3.D0*HF1(i)**2.D0/H(i)**5.D0
d3(i)=-2.D0*dcos(f(i))/H(i)**2.D0/r(i)+3.D0*HF1(i)/H(i)**4.D0
d4(i)=-1.D0/H(i)**3.D0
210 continue
do 30 i=1,m
c1(i)=-d3(i)/2.D0/df**3.D0+d4(i)/df**4.D0
c2(i)=-d1(i)/2.D0/df+d2(i)/df**2.D0+d3(i)/df**3.D0
$ -4.D0*d4(i)/df**4.D0
c3(i)=d0(i)-2.D0*d2(i)/df**2.D0+6.D0*d4(i)/df**4.D0
c4(i)=d1(i)/2.D0/df+d2(i)/df**2.D0-d3(i)/df**3.D0
$ -4.D0*d4(i)/df**4.D0
c5(i)=d3(i)/2.D0/df**3.D0+d4(i)/df**4.D0
30
continue
do 40 i=1,m
do 40 j=1,m
A(i,j)=0.D0
40
continue
do 110 i=3,m-2
A(i,i)=c3(i)
110 continue
A(1,1)=4.D0*HF2(1)/H(1)**4.D0-8.D0*HF1(1)**2.D0/H(1)**5.D0
$ +(-4.D0/H(1)**3.D0+4.D0*HF2(1)/H(1)**4.D0
$ -8.D0*HF1(1)**2.D0/H(1)**5.D0)*(-2.D0/df**2.D0)
$ -24.D0/H(1)**3.D0/df**4.D0
A(1,2)=(-8.D0/H(1)**3.D0+8.D0*HF2(1)/H(1)**4.D0
$ -16.D0*HF1(1)**2.D0/H(1)**5.D0)/df**2.D0
$ +32.D0/H(1)**3.D0/df**4.D0
A(1,3)=-8.D0/H(1)**3.D0/df**4.D0
A(2,2)=c1(2)+c3(2)
A(m-1,m-1)=c3(m-1)+c5(m-1)
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A(m,m-2)=-8.D0/H(m)**3.D0/df**4.D0
A(m,m-1)=(-8.D0/H(m)**3.D0+8.D0*HF2(m)/H(m)**4.D0
$ -16.D0*HF1(m)**2.D0/H(m)**5.D0)/df**2.D0
$ +32.D0/H(m)**3.D0/df**4.D0
A(m,m)=4.D0*HF2(m)/H(m)**4.D0-8.D0*HF1(m)**2.D0/H(m)**5.D0
$ +(-4.D0/H(m)**3.D0+4.D0*HF2(m)/H(m)**4.D0
$ -8.D0*HF1(m)**2.d0/H(m)**5.D0)*(-2.D0/df**2.D0)
$ -24.D0/H(m)**3.D0/df**4.D0
do 60 i=2,m-1
A(i,i+1)=c4(i)
60
continue
do 70 i=2,m-1
A(i,i-1)=c2(i)
70
continue
do 80 i=3,m-1
A(i,i-2)=c1(i)
80
continue
do 100 i=2,m-2
A(i,i+2)=c5(i)
100 continue

call DGEEV( 'N', 'V', m, A, m, WR, WI, DUMMY, 1, VR,
$
m, WORK, 66*m, INFO )
if(INFO.eq.0)then
write(15,300)(j,wr(j)+wi(j)*cmplx(0,1),j=1,m)

do 150 j=m-10,m
fn=filename(j-(m-10)+1)
nn=j+30
open(unit=nn,file=fn,status='unknown')
if(wi(j).eq.0.D0)then
write(nn,310)(dble(j),z(i)+dcos(f(i))
$ *VR(i,j),r(i)+dsin(f(i))*
$ VR(i,j),wr(j)+wi(j)*cmplx(0,1),z(i),r(i),VR(i,j),i=1,m)
else if(wi(j).gt.0.D0)then
write(nn,310)(dble(j),z(i)+dcos(f(i))
$ *VR(i,j),r(i)+dsin(f(i))*
$ VR(i,j),wr(j)+wi(j)*cmplx(0,1),z(i),r(i),VR(i,j),i=1,m)
else
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write(nn,310)(dble(j),z(i)+dcos(f(i))
$ *VR(i,j-1),r(i)+dsin(f(i))*
$ VR(i,j-1),wr(j)+wi(j)*cmplx(0,1),z(i),r(i),VR(i,j-1),i=1,m)
end if
150

continue
write(*,*)work(1),66*m
write(13,320)((dble(i),f(i),H(i),HF1(i),HF2(i),HF3(i)),i=1,m)
else
write(*,*)'Failure in DGEEV. INFO=',INFO
end if

300
310
320
330
400

format(I5,2X,D22.16,2X,D22.16)
format(8(2X,D22.16))
format(6(D22.16,2X))
format(901(D22.16,2X))
format(D22.16)

do 365 j=1,m
vol(j)=0.D0
365 continue
do 360 i=1,m-1
do 360 j=1,m
vol(j)=vol(j)+Pi*(
$ r(i)**2.D0*dcos(f(i))*(VR(i+1,j)-VR(i-1,j))/2.D0/df
$
-r(i)**2.D0*VR(i,j)*dsin(f(i))
$ -2.D0*r(i)*VR(i,j)*H(i)*dsin(f(i))**2.D0)*df
360

continue

vol0=0.D0
do 370 i=1,m-1
vol0=vol0+Pi*r(i)**2.D0*(z(i)-z(i+1))
370 continue
write(*,*)'vol0=',vol0
write(17,380)(i,vol(i),i=1,m)
write(19,390)(dble(i),z(i),r(i),i=1,m)
write(20,420)(f(i),e(i),i=1,m)
380

format(I5,2X,D22.16)
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390
410
420

format(3(D23.17,4X))
format(3(D23.17,4X))
format(2(D23.17,4X))
end

subroutine Lvalue(w,m1,m2,L1,L2)
double precision a,b,h,R0,l,pre,Pi,zf
double precision int,w,a1,a2,b1,b2,L1,L2
integer m1,m2
common R0,zf
C
lenth scale is the radius of the cylindrical shape a=1.
C
Romberg scheme to calculate the integration
open(unit=18,file='result w=0.02 m1=5 m2=5 R0=0.5 zf=22.txt'
$,status='unknown')
Pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
pre=1.D-14
a=0.D0
b=Pi/2
C
nrh=0 or 1. nrh=0 means intergrate h axis (horizontal axis) funcion. nrh=1 is for r axis
function.
call romb(m1,0,b1,1,pre,a,b,w)
call romb(m2,0,b2,2,pre,a,b,w)
call romb(m1,1,a1,1,pre,a,b,w)
call romb(m2,1,a2,2,pre,a,b,w)
L1=((zf/2.D0-R0)*a2-(1.D0-R0)*b2)/(a2*b1-b2*a1)
L2=((1.D0-R0)*b1-(zf/2.D0-R0)*a1)/(a2*b1-b2*a1)
write(18,*)'R0+L1*a1+L2*a2=1'
write(18,*)'R0+L1*b1+L2*b2=zf/2a'
write(18,*)'R0 is the radius of the corner, zf is the height of
$ the wire, and a is the initial radius ofthe cylindrical surface.'
write(18,*)'w=',w
write(18,*)'H/a=',zf
write(18,*)'R/a=',R0
write(18,*)'a1=',a1
write(18,*)'a2=',a2
write(18,*)'b1=',b1
write(18,*)'b2=',b2
write(18,*)
write(18,100)L1
write(18,200)L2
100 format('L1=',2X,D23.17)
200 format('L2=',2X,D23.17)
end
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subroutine romb(mm,nrh,int,nn,pre,a,b,w)
double precision r,w,pre,a,b,h,y,y1,y2,int
double precision s(0:40,0:40),err(40),sum
h=b-a
do 40 i=1,40
err(i)=0.D0
do 40 j=1,40
s(i,j)=0.D0
40
continue
if(nrh.eq.0)then
call fh(a,y,w,mm,nn)
y1=y
call fh(b,y,w,mm,nn)
y2=y
else
call fr(a,y,w,mm,nn)
y1=y
call fr(b,y,w,mm,nn)
y2=y
end if
s(0,0)=h*(y1+y2)/2.D0
n=1
do 10 while (n.le.40)
sum=0.D0
do 20 k=1,2**(n-1)
if(nrh.eq.0)then
call fh(a+(2*k-1)*h/2.D0,y,w,mm,nn)
else
call fr(a+(2*k-1)*h/2.D0,y,w,mm,nn)
end if
sum=sum+y
20
continue
if (n.ge.2)then
s(n,0)=(s(n-1,0)+h*sum)/2.D0
else
s(1,0)=(s(0,0)+h*sum)/2.D0
end if
do 30 m=1,n
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30

s(n,m)=((4.D0**m)*s(n,m-1)-s(n-1,m-1))/(4.D0**m-1.D0)
continue
err(n)=dabs((s(n,n)-s(n-1,n-1))/s(n,n))
if(err(n).le.pre) then
int=s(n,n)
go to 60

else
h=h/2.D0
n=n+1
if(n.ge.40)write(*,*)'too many intervals'
end if
10
continue
60
end

subroutine fh(a,y,w,mm,nn)
integer mm
double precision a,y,Pi,w,f,x,xx
f(x)=2.D0*dexp(x)/(dexp(2.D0*x)+1.D0)
Pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
y=0.D0
do 50 i=1,mm
if(nn.eq.1)then
xx=(a-Pi*dble(i-(mm+1)/2))/w
else
xx=(a-Pi*(dble(i-(mm+1)/2)+0.5D0))/w
end if
if(xx.gt.0.D0) then
y=y+f(-xx)**2.D0
else
y=y+f(xx)**2.D0
end if
50
continue
y=y*dsin(a)
end

subroutine fr(a,y,w,mm,nn)
integer mm
double precision a,y,Pi,w,f,x,xx
f(x)=2.D0*dexp(x)/(dexp(2.D0*x)+1.D0)
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Pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
y=0.D0
do 50 i=1,mm
if(nn.eq.1)then
xx=(a-Pi*dble(i-(mm+1)/2))/w
else
xx=(a-Pi*(dble(i-(mm+1)/2)+0.5D0))/w
end if
if(xx.gt.0.D0) then
y=y+f(-xx)**2.D0
else
y=y+f(xx)**2.D0
end if
50
continue
y=y*dcos(a)
end

C

subroutine Eshape(w,m1,m2,L1,L2,m,fi,rr,zz,np)
double precision rr,zz,ee,k1r,k2r,k3r,k4r,k1z,k2z,k3z,k4z
double precision R0,L1,L2,w,zf,h,Pi,fi,a,sum1,sum2
double precision r1(8001),z1(8001)
integer m1,m2
common R0,zf
Fourth order Runge-kutta method to calculate the integration
Pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
h=fi/dble(np)
sum1=0
sum2=0
r1(1)=0.D0
z1(1)=zf
do 50 j=2,np+1
call ff(h*dble(j-2),sum1,w,m1,1)
call ff(h*dble(j-2),sum2,w,m2,2)
k1r=(R0+L1*sum1+L2*sum2)*dcos(h*dble(j-2))
k1z=-(R0+L1*sum1+L2*sum2)*dsin(h*dble(j-2))
call ff(h*dble(j-2)+h/2.D0,sum1,w,m1,1)
call ff(h*dble(j-2)+h/2.D0,sum2,w,m2,2)
k2r=(R0+L1*sum1+L2*sum2)*dcos(h*dble(j-2)+h/2.D0)
k2z=-(R0+L1*sum1+L2*sum2)*dsin(h*dble(j-2)+h/2.D0)
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k3r=k2r
k3z=k2z
call ff(h*dble(j-2)+h,sum1,w,m1,1)
call ff(h*dble(j-2)+h,sum2,w,m2,2)
k4r=(R0+L1*sum1+L2*sum2)*dcos(h*dble(j-2)+h)
k4z=-(R0+L1*sum1+L2*sum2)*dsin(h*dble(j-2)+h)
r1(j)=r1(j-1)+h/6.D0*(k1r+2.D0*k2r+2.D0*k3r+k4r)
z1(j)=z1(j-1)+h/6.D0*(k1z+2.D0*k2z+2.D0*k3z+k4z)
50
continue
rr=r1(np+1)
zz=z1(np+1)
end

subroutine ff(a,y,w,mm,nn)
integer mm
double precision a,y,Pi,w,f,x,xx
f(x)=2.D0*dexp(x)/(dexp(2.D0*x)+1.D0)
Pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
y=0.D0
do 50 i=1,mm
if(nn.eq.1)then
xx=(a-Pi*dble(i-(mm+1)/2))/w
else
xx=(a-Pi*(dble(i-(mm+1)/2)+0.5D0))/w
end if
if(xx.gt.0.D0) then
y=y+f(-xx)**2.D0
else
y=y+f(xx)**2.D0
end if
50
continue
end

subroutine Arcf(a,mm,w,y,nn)
double precision a,y,Pi,w,ftanh,x,xx1,xx2
ftanh(x)=(dexp(2.D0*x)-1.D0)/(dexp(2.D0*x)+1.D0)
Pi=2.D0*dasin(1.D0)
y=0.D0
do 220 i=1,mm
if(nn.eq.1)then
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xx1=(a-Pi*dble(i-(mm+1)/2))/w
xx2=(Pi*dble(i-(mm+1)/2))/w
else
xx1=(a-Pi*(dble(i-(mm+1)/2)+0.5D0))/w
xx2=(Pi*(dble(i-(mm+1)/2)+0.5D0))/w
end if
if(xx1.gt.0.D0) then
y=y-ftanh(-xx1)
else
y=y+ftanh(xx1)
end if
if(xx2.gt.0.D0)
y=y-ftanh(-xx2)
else
y=y+ftanh(xx2)
end if
220

then

continue
end
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